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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to develop and analyse single data set (SDS) detection algorithms that
can utilise the advantages of widely-spaced (statistical) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
radar to increase their accuracy and performance. The algorithms make use of the observations
obtained from multiple space-time adaptive processing (STAP) receivers and focus on covari-
ance estimation and inversion to perform target detection.
One of the main interferers for a Doppler radar has always been the radar’s own signal being
reflected off the surroundings. The reflections of the transmitted waveforms from the ground
and other stationary or slowly-moving objects in the background generate observations that can
potentially raise false alarms. This creates the problem of searching for a target in both additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and highly-correlated (coloured) interference. Traditional STAP
deals with the problem by using target-free training data to study this environment and build
its characteristic covariance matrix. The data usually comes from range gates neighbouring
the cell under test (CUT). In non-homogeneous or non-stationary environments, however, this
training data may not reflect the statistics of the CUT accurately, which justifies the need to de-
velop SDS methods for radar detection. The maximum likelihood estimation detector (MLED)
and the generalised maximum likelihood estimation detector (GMLED) are two reduced-rank
STAP algorithms that eliminate the need for training data when mapping the statistics of the
background interference. The work in this thesis is largely based on these two algorithms.
The first work derives the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) solution to the target detection
problem when the MLED and GMLED are used in a multistatic radar scenario. This applica-
tion assumes that the spatio-temporal Doppler frequencies produces in the individual bistatic
STAP pairs of the MIMO system are ideally synchronised. Therefore the focus is on providing
the multistatic outcome to the target detection problem. It is shown that the derived MIMO
detectors possess the desirable constant false alarm rate (CFAR) property. Gaussian approxi-
mations to the statistics of the multistatic MLED and GMLED are derived in order to provide
a more in-depth analysis of the algorithms. The viability of the theoretical models and their
approximations are tested against a numerical simulation of the systems.
The second work focuses on the synchronisation of the spatio-temporal Doppler frequency
data from the individual bistatic STAP pairs in the multistatic MLED scenario. It expands
the idea to a form that could be implemented in a practical radar scenario. To reduce the
information shared between the bistatic STAP channels, a data compression method is proposed
that extracts the significant contributions of the MLED likelihood function before transmission.
To perform the inter-channel synchronisation, the Doppler frequency data is projected into
the space of potential target velocities where the multistatic likelihood is formed. Based on
the expected structure of the velocity likelihood in the presence of a target, a modification to
the multistatic MLED is proposed. It is demonstrated through numerical simulations that the
proposed modified algorithm performs better than the basic multistatic MLED while having the
benefit of reducing the data exchange in the MIMO radar system.
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The invention of modern radar has been largely credited to Robert Watson-Watt in 1935 [1]. It
played an instrumental part in deciding the outcome of World War II and has seen numerous
applications since then. While the main interest in radar has always been due to its military
uses, commercial air travel has also become dependent on it. Other important applications
include weather forecast, astronomy, road traffic control, naval detection and ranging, geology,
remote sensing and mapping, medical imaging, etc.
Radar has seen a lot of improvements throughout the decades since its creation. A lot of these
improvements can be attributed to the hardware advances that have become available over the
past few decades: from continuous waveform to pulse-Doppler radar [2,3], from monostatic to
bistatic [4] and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) applications [5], etc. These allow for
improved detection methods to be implemented through the physical radar setup.
Another area where radar performance has seen a lot of improvement is the signal processing of
the observation data collected by the physical installation. With the high computational power
available nowadays [6], better target detection algorithms are being developed. The ability to
quickly process high quantities of data has lead to the development of detection methods like
space-time adaptive processing (STAP) [7] that would have been impossible to implement in
the past.
This thesis focuses on the signal processing improvements to radar performance, but makes
use of the physical advances provided by widely-spaced (multistatic) MIMO setups that can be
implemented nowadays. A number of MIMO algorithms have been developed in the framework
of STAP that improve the target detection process in a practical radar scenario. While traditional
detectors use a secondary data set for training and a primary data set for operation, the focus in
this thesis will be exclusively on single data set (SDS) detection methods that operate blindly




This thesis proposes a potential way of combining multiple concepts in radar research that are
currently considered to be the state-of-the-art. The two main such principles are MIMO and
SDS detection. While STAP for radar detection may not be considered novel, it has become
practical only recently due to the advances in the available real-time computational power for
digital signal processing [6].
As all operations reliant on radiowave transmission, radar detection suffers from background
noise and interference. In radar, the main interference source is the reflection of the transmitted
signal from objects or surfaces other than the actual target. If strong enough, these reflections
give rise to the detection of false alarms - signals classified as returns from moving airborne
targets that don’t actually exist [3, 8]. The problem is challenging because this type of inter-
ference is coloured and is not necessarily stationary or homogeneous. To deal with clutter, a
target detection algorithm needs to be able to estimate its characteristics and suppress it from
the incoming observations. Most traditional algorithms are based on estimating and invert-
ing the covariance matrix of the clutter observed in a particular transmission [9, 10]. This can
whiten the process and thus make it easier to average out [11]. Other more recent algorithms
use different methods to estimate and project the clutter subspace from the target one [12–14].
In both cases this involves some prior knowledge of the clutter attained before the primary ob-
servations are tested. Covariance estimation methods in particular require a secondary set of
training observations to estimate the statistics of the clutter [9, 10]. This training set must be
target-free and homogeneous with respect to the clutter statistics in the primary observations.
In most cases a radar installation will search a certain range for potential targets; it is assumed
that outside the investigated range, referred to as the cell under test (CUT), the data coming
from other distances to the radar is target-free. Thus, if the clutter statistics of ranges outside
the CUT is homogeneous, it can directly provide the samples necessary to perform covariance
estimation and inversion.
In some scenarios the data coming from ranges outside the CUT cannot be used for covari-
ance estimation. A rapidly-changing environment or a diverse physical background can result
in inhomogeneous statistics of the clutter coming from locations that are otherwise relatively
close [15]. In other cases the observed area is target-rich, so obtaining enough target-free sam-
ples to characterise and suppress the interference is not possible [16]. This justifies the need to
develop SDS detection algorithms that perform both interference estimation and target detection
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on the same primary data set and require no training samples [12,13,17–21]. These algorithms
offer more flexibility than traditional target detectors since they can operate under a wider
range of conditions and environments. Even if a reliable training data set can be obtained, SDS
detection algorithms can still be used to further enhance the performance of the existing meth-
ods [19]. This thesis builds upon the work of the previously developed maximum likelihood es-
timation detector (MLED) and generalised maximum likelihood estimation detector (GMLED)
algorithms for SDS clutter covariance estimation and target detection [17–21].
The other major focus of this thesis is multistatic radar. The application of the principles of
MIMO in the field of radar research has gained a significant popularity in the past decade. The
main reason for this interest comes from the improvements in processing power and data trans-
mission that have enabled the practical implementation of multistatic radar [22–24]. MIMO
is the natural direction of improvement when the benefits of developing new mono/bistatic
radar detection algorithms become incremental. It offers an overall increase in performance
that constitutes higher accuracy of target localisation, higher detection rate under a certain
false alarm probability, increased spatial and angular diversity, increased resolution [25–41].
Moreover, widely-spaced MIMO radar is one of the potential countermeasures to stealth tech-
nology [42, 43] which provides significant motivation for research on the topic.
Multistatic radar offers great benefits to target detection, but it also vastly increases the com-
plexity of the problems that have to be solved in its practical implementation. In addition to all
the challenges in designing a mono/bistatic system, data exchange and synchronisation must be
taken into account. When the radar elements are widely-separated, sharing their observations
and their results to produce one target detection decision can involve lengthy transmissions.
Before fusing this information, it has to be synchronised to reflect the different locations and
parameters associated with the individual units in the network [44]. Multistatic radar is also
associated with more complex issues in the field of waveform design, orthogonality, and am-
biguity [45–47]. It is also important to analyse and characterise the performance of a MIMO
system with respect to the number of elements it is composed of. When a radar installation con-
sists of multiple units, physical cost can become a significant issue [24]; thus the benefits and
drawbacks of every additional transmitter or receiver added to a multistatic radar setup must be
carefully evaluated in the design stage.
This thesis offers solutions to most of the practical problems associated with the implementation
of a multistatic SDS detection algorithm. It outlines the overall process of designing the detector
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and using it in a physical MIMO radar setup.
1.2 Contributions and outline
This thesis involves a series of contributions that can all be combined to form an outline of the
practical implementation of a multistatic SDS detector based on clutter covariance estimation
and inversion. The rest of the thesis is outlined as follows.
Chapter 2 contains the background materials on which the work in this thesis is built. It intro-
duces the basic principles of STAP for radar detection. A historical overview of the existing
target detection methods and the progression to MIMO radar and SDS detection is also given.
The challenges associated with the ambiguity function in MIMO radar involving orthogonal
waveforms is introduced. The signal model, the physical radar parameters, the assumptions
undertaken, and the general outline of the detection procedure developed in this thesis can also
be found in this chapter.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the derivation of the multistatic MLED and GMLED detection algo-
rithms. It assumes ideal transmission and data synchronisation between the radar nodes and fo-
cuses on the maximum likelihood (ML) combination of the results from the individual bistatic
transmit-receive pairs. A Gaussian approximation to the statistics of the multistatic detectors
is proposed in order to facilitate the simple and easy analysis of the the performance of the
MIMO system. This enables the most suitable cost-to-performance ratio for a specific scenario
to be calculated at the design stage. Appendix B contains a mathematical proof of some of
the concepts needed to facilitate the Gaussian approximation developed in Chapter 3. It in-
volves an investigation into Lindeberg’s generalised version of the central limit theorem (CLT)
for convergence of independent and non-identically distributed random variables to a Gaussian
random variable.
Chapter 4 proposes solutions to some of the major challenges associated with the practical im-
plementation of the multistatic MLED algorithm. A pre-transmission data compression method
is described that would reduce the amount of information that the radar network will have to
exchange to reach a detection decision. A solution to the issue of synchronising the infor-
mation from the individual radar nodes is proposed that involves a likelihood projection from
frequency to velocity space. Based on the suggested methods, a modification to the multistatic
MLED algorithm is proposed that combines the soft and hard decisions coming from the dif-
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ferent bistatic pairs in the MIMO radar setup. It is shown that the new algorithm provides a
slightly better performance than the standard one while requiring less information exchange in
the radar network.
Chapter 5 deals with the practical issue of waveform orthogonality experienced by growing
MIMO radar networks and the restrictions that it imposes on the resulting ambiguity function. It
proposes a frequency and/or time orthogonality solution that circumvents the inherent reduction
of the area of ambiguity space that can be kept clear of sidelobes in the multistatic scenario.
An example is investigated that involves a waveform consisting of multiple Gaussian-shaped
pulses. It is shown that frequency orthogonality between the different waveforms in the MIMO
system relaxes the ambiguity bound developed for waveforms orthogonal in fast-time.
Chapter 6 summarises the work done in this thesis. It contains a discussion on the potential
directions where future research can be conducted based on the ideas developed here.
5
Chapter 2
Single data set detection in space-time
adaptive processing
2.1 Introduction
Target detection methods have seen some vast improvements since the invention of radar in
1935 [1]. These advances have come both in the form of better hardware and signal processing
algorithms for estimation and detection. The traditional rotating analogue antenna is slowly
being replaced by a digitally-steered uniform linear array (ULA) [48]. This gave rise to the
development of STAP for moving target detection [11]. In theory STAP could provide improved
target detection rate and better clutter mitigation. However, at the time of its introduction
the concept was impractical; it is a computationally-heavy signal processing method that was
impossible to implement in real time due to hardware limitations [49]. In the past few decades
Moore’s Law [6] has been diligently observed, and the available computational power for signal
processing has been vastly increased. As a result, STAP has become one of the most widely-
researched method for moving target detection through radar [7]. A brief introduction to the
principle of operation of STAP is provided in Section 2.2. The target and clutter signal models
that are used in this thesis are described there as well.
Most STAP target detection algorithms are based on covariance estimation of the underlying
background clutter and interference processes [15, 50–52]. The statistical estimations are usu-
ally reliant on the assumption that a target-free training data set of observations is available to
build a sample covariance matrix and perform sample matrix inversion (SMI) [9, 10]. Because
these algorithm perform detection on a primary set of observations while using a secondary set
of training data for clutter estimation, this work will refer to them as two data set (TDS) detec-
tion methods. Some of the fundamental covariance-based traditional detectors are described in
Section 2.3.
For more than a decade TDS algorithms have been the norm in radar detection. While robust
and relatively reliable, their need for target-free training data with statistics that match that of
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the background clutter and interference cannot always be met and is ultimately considered a
shortcoming. This gave rise to the idea of SDS detection that performs both the estimation
and detection on the same set of observations. Some SDS algorithms are based on covariance
estimation [17–21] while others use subspace projection methods to isolate and suppress clutter
from the observations [12–14]. Some examples relevant to the work in this thesis will be shown
in detail in Section 2.4.
As the available real-time processing power has increased significantly in the past decade,
MIMO radar has become a very popular research topic [25–41]. One application of MIMO
is naturally covered in part by STAP since the receiver consists of multiple elements. A STAP
implementation with an ULA transmitter is an example of a coherent closely-spaced MIMO
radar setup [25–28]. Statistical widely-spaced (multistatic) radar has also attracted a lot of in-
terest due to the spatial diversity that it provides in the target detection problem [28–41]. As
this thesis will focus mainly on multistatic Doppler radar, Section 2.5 will provide some more
details on the recent advances in this research area.
One of the limitations imposed on MIMO radar is the reduction of the region in the ambiguity
function that is clear of sidelobes as the radar network grows larger [45, 46]. This problem
arises in the scenario where multiple orthogonal waveforms are transmitted in a system and has
to be considered in a practical MIMO implementation. Section 2.6 provides a short description
and the mathematical framework in which the ambiguity problem is posed.
The general problem solved in this thesis is described in Section 2.7. The multistatic signal
model and some of the physical radar parameters used in the simulated scenarios are discussed
there. An overview of the physical implementation of the target detection solutions derived in
this thesis is given.
2.2 Space-time adaptive processing signal model
STAP is a concept in radar detection that was first introduced in 1973 [11]; it has attracted
significant attention in recent years due to the increased computational power available for
real-time signal processing [7, 15, 17–21, 49–56]. The STAP receiver consists of multiple lis-
tening elements that are closely-spaced together. They don’t have to be arranged in any special
configuration, although this thesis will focus on ULAs of PT elements each for simplicity and
consistency. The focus in this thesis is on pulse-Doppler radar that transmits KT pulses in
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one coherent pulse interval (CPI); the Doppler shifts between the reflected pulses are used to
perform target detection and ranging. STAP is an adaptive detection method that simultane-
ously processes the spatial PT pulse returns observed by the individual ULA elements and the
temporal KT returns observed by the receiver from consecutive pulses.
The incoming STAP target data is characterised by the spatial steering vector ss(fs) and the
temporal steering vector st(fd). Assuming a ULA receiver and a constant target velocity, both
of these vectors take a Vandermonde form and depend on the spatial and temporal frequencies
of the target fs and fd respectively.
ss(fs) =
[





1, ej2πfd , . . . , ej2π(KT−1)fd
]T
(2.2)
The superscript (·)T indicates the transpose operator. The spatial steering vector characterises
the response of the receiver ULA to a signal coming at an angle θrx (Figure 2.1) to the normal





where d is the spacing between the ULA’s elements, and λo is the radar operating wavelength.






Note that in this work two-dimensional (2-D) motion and position are assumed for all targets
and radar elements. This is a simplification done for convenience in order to demonstrate the
concepts developed in the thesis [12, 33–35, 44, 57, 58]. A short discussion of the assumption
and the procedure to address the more practical scenario of three-dimensional (3-D) motion
is found in [44], where the 2-D simplification is achieved by fixing the altitude searched for
a potential target. The work can therefore be extended to a real scenario by accounting for
the altitude (or the elevation angle in a polar coordinate system) between different elements in
addition to the azimuth. If the altitude is discretised, the algorithms developed in this thesis
would be executed for each value in the parameter search space in addition to the other spatio-
temporal searches already performed. This would result in a higher computational complexity
when deployed in a real 3-D search scenario.
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In a bistatic STAP scenario the transmit antenna and the receiver ULA are individual elements
with different locations [8, pp.655-664]. Let the target velocity vector v in 2-D space be split
into its x-y-dimension individual Cartesian components
v = [vx, vy]
T (2.5)
Assuming the radar elements are stationary, the temporal (Doppler) frequency fd is the nor-
malised Doppler frequency shift that consecutive pulses in a CPI experience due to the move-
ment of the target. If the angle between the target and the transmitter is θtx (Figure 2.1), the




(cos θtx + cos θrx) +
vyT
λo
(sin θtx + sin θrx) (2.6)



















Figure 2.1: Geometric parameters in a bistatic radar setup with a mobile transmitter and
ground-based receive ULA
This work investigates clutter returns that arise in the case of a mobile radar installation. There-
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fore, the velocity of the radar elements also influences the Doppler frequency shift in the ob-
servation signal. As the frequency shift is dependent on the relative motion between the radar
installation and the target, it will be assumed for simplicity that the receiver ULA is stationary,
and only the transmitter is mobile. If the receiver is moving at a constant velocity, its physical
location can be fixed as a reference point for the velocity-position coordinate system; the tar-
get and transmitter relative velocities to the system can thus be used, degenerating to the static




cos θtx + cos θrx
sin θtx + sin θrx
 (2.7)
that represents the Doppler response of a bistatic radar pair of a transmitter and a receiver to the
relative motion of a target with a certain velocity v. If the 2-D velocity of the transmitter is vt,
the normalised bistatic Doppler frequency shift that is observed at the receiver is
fd = (v − vt)Tk (2.8)
In STAP, a CPI is associated with a 3-D set of observations and is sometimes referred to as
a datacube. The standard form of the STAP datacube is shown in Figure 2.2. The receiver
divides the PRI into Nr consecutive delays at which it listens for target waveform returns.
This dimension is known as fast-time, and the delay of receiving a target signal determines
the distance to the target. Thus the Nr fast-time observations are referred to as range gates.
Each range gate consists of the temporal returns from the expected KT pulses referred to as
slow-time observations as well as the PT spatial observations at the individual ULA elements.
Signal processing in STAP is performed on a single range gate at a time. The range gate con-
tains CPT×KT samples: the KT temporal observations from the PT elements of each ULA are
arranged as the columns of the range gate data matrix. The standard STAP signal model from
a single range gate stacks the spatial snapshots on top of each other to produce the observation
vector x∈CKTPT×1 (Figure 2.2). If the clutter is represented by the vector nc and the noise by
nw, both of the same size as x, then the STAP observation model is described in [49, pp.12-17]
x = αss(fs)⊗ st(fd) + nc + nw (2.9)
where α is the complex amplitude of the reflected target signal seen at the receiver, and ⊗
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Figure 2.2: STAP observations datacube in a CPI
signifies the Kronecker product operator. Additional terms can be added to (2.9) to account for
other forms of interference and jamming, but these will not be of interest to the work conducted
in this thesis.
Figure 2.3 shows an example physical configuration of two STAP bistatic paths. The transmitter
and target are airborne, while the receiver ULAs are ground-based. The range gate that contains
the target signal in each bistatic pair also contains clutter returns from any reflectors with bistatic
ranges equal to that of the target. These generally lie on a 3-D ellipsoid with the transmitter and
receiver positioned at its foci [4]. The ground clutter returns on which this thesis focuses thus
come from the iso-range contours where the ground plane slices the ellipsoid. If perfectly flat
ground is assumed, these contours are standard 2-D ellipses (Figure 2.3). In monostatic radar
the ellipses degenerate to circles.
An example of the spectral returns from the clutter in an iso-range that contains a target is
shown in Figure 2.4. To simulate a continuous spatio-temporal clutter spectrum, a large number
of ground patches are generated that are evenly-spaced along the elliptical iso-range contour
for one of the bistatic pairs of Figure 2.3. The respective spatio-temporal frequencies of the
patches are plotted in Figure 2.4. Half of the clutter spectrum originates from the receiver
ULA frontal direction, while the other half represents the backlobe returns. An example of a
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Figure 2.3: Sources of STAP clutter returns in a multistatic configuration
jamming signal is also included in the spectrum. Jammers typically come from one direction
and aim to interfere with a large portion of the frequency spectrum. Thus they are wideband in
their Doppler and narrowband in their spatial frequency [49, p.3]. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the
main advantage of STAP and the principle it utilises to enhance target detection. If the target
signal is outside of the clutter ridge, it is possible through different detection approaches to
reject the clutter while preserving the useful signal. This essentially leads to target detection in
an environment where the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is drastically increased.
The signal models used in this thesis for the observed STAP interference sources are described
as follows. The clutter in the system is assumed to be zero-mean complex coloured Gaussian
(2.10) with power σ2c and covariance matrix Rc; the noise is considered zero-mean complex
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power σ2w (2.11).
nc ∼ CNKTPT (0, σ2cRc) (2.10)
nw ∼ CNKTPT (0, σ2wI) (2.11)
The vector 0 represents the zero vector, and I is the identity matrix, both of relevant size to
the equation. The normalised covariance matrix of STAP clutter is discussed in detail with
the introduction of the general clutter model (GCM) in [49, pp.20-24]. The GCM approxi-
mates the continuous field of clutter depicted in Figure 2.3 with a large number of Nc evenly-
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Figure 2.4: Spatio-temporal spectrum of clutter and jamming returns at a single receiver in a
bistatic STAP range gate
distributed (in azimuth) clutter sources in each bistatic iso-range. It also accounts for intrinsic
clutter motion (ICM) which causes slight fluctuations in the clutter statistics between consecu-
tive pulses in a CPI. The autocorrelation of these temporal fluctuations at a time difference m

















Typical measured values for the velocity standard deviation in different environments and un-
der different weather conditions can be found in textbooks (e.g. [3, pp.2.25-2.27]). The auto-
correlation values (2.12) are arranged in the autocorrelation matrix Γ for the temporal clutter
fluctuations
Γ = Toeplitz (γc(0), . . . , γc(KT − 1)) (2.14)
The GCM for the STAP clutter covariance matrix with ICM is the combination of all the space-
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time contributions coming from the Nc independent clutter patches. Assuming that there are
no range ambiguities in the radar scenario, the covariance matrix normalised in power takes the







where  represents the Hadamard product operator, and the superscript (·)H signifies the Her-
mitian transpose. Similar to a moving target, each clutter patch has a spatial steering vector ak
and a temporal steering vector bk. They take the same Vandermonde form as (2.1) and (2.2)
where each patch is associated with its own spatial and temporal frequency. These parame-
ters arise from the relative motion between the ground and the bistatic transmitter-receiver pair
and can be obtained from (2.4) and (2.8). The dependencies are omitted in the formulas for
convenience.
The signal model used throughout this thesis is based on extracting K independent and identi-
cally distributed (iid) spatio-temporal snapshots of size P from the STAP observation data. One
method for obtaining a set of snapshots that fulfils this criterion is through passing a sliding win-
dow over the STAP observations (2.9) from the CUT [14, 19, 21]. A graphical representation
of the procedure is provided in Figure 2.5. The samples inside each window form a spatio-
temporal local low-dimensional snapshot from the observation data. This windowed data is
then vectorised, and the K different vectors are arranged as the columns of the newly-formed
observation matrix X . If the sliding window approach cannot be applied to a specific setting,
multiple iid samples of the full CUT can be used as the K temporal snapshots, and the problem
reduces to the one discussed in this thesis.
The observation matrix X thus contains K iid columns, each column representing a snapshot
of size P . The matrix thus takes the following form
X = αstT + N c + Nw (2.16)
The terms N c and Nw contain in their columns the iid snapshots of the clutter and the AWGN
respectively. The process of obtaining the spatial steering vector s and the temporal steering
vector t associated with the target signal in the matrix X is depicted in Figure 2.6. The spatial
steering vector s is no longer simply linked to the receiver ULA characteristics but rather de-
scribes the template of the rearranged target signal in each of the K snapshots of (2.16). Each
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extracted spatio-temporal window of observations is associated with its own spatial and tem-
poral steering vectors that are partitions of the ones associated with the full STAP range gate.
Their Kronecker product gives the template s of the snapshot, which is now dependent on both






















































































Snapshot 2 Snapshot K
Snapshot 3 Snapshot K-1
Figure 2.5: Extracting iid snapshots by passing a sliding window over the STAP range gate
observations
The temporal steering vector t represents the phase relations between the different snapshots.
Each window of data is related to the other ones by a phase shift. This phase shift usually
depends on both the spatial frequency fs and the temporal frequency fd. The spatio-temporal
shifts form the snapshot relation, and thus the temporal steering vector t. The dependence
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of both s and t on the spatial and temporal frequency is omitted in the representations and



































































































Figure 2.6: Relationship between the spatio-temporal steering vectors in the iid snapshots ob-
tained from the STAP range gate observations
If the iid observation snapshots represented by the columns of (2.16) all come from one range
gate, the signal model can be seen as a form of reduced-dimension STAP [49, pp.81-93]. If
colk(·) signifies the kth column of a matrix, then the clutter and noise in each temporally-iid
snapshot has the following spatial distribution
colk(N c) ∼ CNP (0, σ2cRs) (2.17)
colk(Nw) ∼ CNP (0, σ2wI) (2.18)
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where Rs will be referred to as the spatial covariance matrix (SPCM) of the STAP clutter with
respect to the adopted model (2.16). The work in this thesis will focus on spatially-adaptive
methods for estimating the reduced-rank covariance matrix Rs that is usually much smaller
than the full STAP clutter covariance matrix Rc.
2.3 Traditional covariance-based two data set detectors
A radar detection algorithm receives a data set of observations and must decide whether a target
is present in these observations. From a signal processing standpoint this translates to selecting
one of two hypotheses for the model from which the incoming samples originate: H0 when
the data consists of noise and clutter, or H1 when a target signal is present as well. With the
adopted observation signal model (2.16), the two hypotheses are expressed as
H0 : X = N c + Nw
H1 : X = αstT + N c + Nw
(2.19)
In conventional STAP, the detector is applied to the single snapshot that encompasses the whole
range gate (2.9). In the model (2.19) the detection process is performed on the individual snap-
shots colk(X) and then the results are combined in the post-detection stage. Since the clutter
and noise are independent in each of the colk(X) by design, the snapshots can be combined
before the detection process. The latter is a much more cost-efficient approach and will be
assumed in this thesis.
Define the reduced-rank STAP coherent sample mean vector that combines the iid snapshots in





where the superscript (·)∗ indicates the complex conjugate operator. The normalising constant
here assumes that the Euclidean norm | · |2 of the temporal steering vector is
|t|2 = K (2.21)
which will be used in the derivations throughout this thesis. In (2.20) the target signals in the
STAP snapshots are aligned and added coherently, while the temporally-uncorrelated clutter
and interference add incoherently.
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Traditional target detection algorithms are based on estimating the covariance matrix of the
background interference processes and inverting that matrix to whiten and reduce the corruption
of the target signal. Let the total SPCM for the noise and clutter in the assumed STAP model
be
R = σ2cRs + σ
2
wI (2.22)








where γ is the detection threshold for selecting one of the two hypotheses. In the derivation the
MF has been normalised to exhibit the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) property which makes
the false alarm rate of a detector independent from the power and structure of the background
noise and interference. This is very desirable since the threshold γ can be fixed at the design
stage to provide a certain false alarm rate, and the detection probability would vary depending
on the SNR in the system.
While optimal in the ML sense, the MF is impractical as it requires knowledge of the clairvoyant
covariance matrix R. In practical scenarios the matrix is usually estimated from the data, a
method known as sample matrix inversion (SMI). Most traditional covariance-based detectors
assume the availability of Kt target-free training data snapshots of the background noise and
interference. If these snapshots are arranged as the columns of the training data matrix Z, an





The training data in Z usually comes from range gates neighbouring the CUT [9, 10]. If the
interference is homogeneous across range and the distribution of targets in the search area is
relatively sparse, the statistics of the secondary data is likely to reflect that of the clutter in the
primary observations. As this is not universally the case, different methods that aid the selection
of the viable training data have been proposed. If the shape and structure of the surrounding
terrain is available, a knowledge-aided selection process for the range gates containing homo-
geneous clutter can be implemented [59]. In general a non-homogeneity detector [60] can be
added to STAP in order to discard training data that does not conform to the statistics of the
clutter in the CUT. Figure 2.7 depicts graphically the general sources of secondary data in the
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STAP datacube. They are usually taken outside a range region around the CUT isolated by

























Figure 2.7: Range gates for secondary training data in STAP TDS detectors
Due to the requirement of two sets of observations, the algorithms discussed here are referred
to as two data set (TDS) detectors. One of the most well-known such detector is the adaptive
matched filter (AMF) proposed in [10]. It is a direct derivation from the MF detector in (2.23)









The AMF is a relatively simple test in terms of computational power, effectively requiring the
inversion of one matrix constructed from the training data set. It preserves the CFAR property
of its source algorithm.












In the derivation of the GLRT the covariance matrix R is treated as an unknown random pa-
rameter and is included in the maximisation process, while in the AMF it is simply replaced by
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its ML estimate. Moreover the GLRT includes the observations from the primary data set as
well which is reflected in the additional scaling parameter in the denominator of (2.26). Thus
it provides a slightly better estimate and is more robust to small variations in statistics between
the CUT and its neighbouring range gates [9].
2.4 Covariance-based single data set detection
The AMF and the GLRT described in Section 2.3 have been used predominately in target de-
tection for decades after their introduction; however, they both suffer from one drawback - the
need for training data. The training data traditionally comes from range gates neighbouring the
CUT outside of a chosen guard region (Figure 2.7). However, the statistics of the interference
across different ranges may not always be the same. Some environments are prone to produc-
ing non-stationary or non-homogeneous clutter returns. In addition, a target-rich scenario will
make it more difficult to select range gates that contain only interference. Such challenges could
significantly degrade the performance of TDS algorithms such as the AMF and the GLRT. This
justifies the need for reliable SDS algorithms to be developed that perform both detection and
estimation on the primary observation data set and require no training samples. It is clear from
Figure 2.7 that a SDS detector will have a lot less data than traditional TDS detectors to perform
clutter estimation and cancellation since all processing is done only on the CUT. However, irre-
spective of the background conditions and the environment, SDS detection eliminates the issue
of clutter homogeneity and range-stationarity since all information comes from the same range
and time.
SDS covariance estimation has been discussed in detail in the development of the amplitude and
phase estimation (APES) filter in [61]. The problem solved by APES can easily be transferred to
the STAP framework. It is the spatial filter ha that minimises the Euclidean distance between





hHa X − αtT
) (
hHa X − αtT
)H
s.t. hHa s = 1 (2.27)
The variables in (2.27) and the ones in the STAP model adopted in this thesis (2.16) are the
same since the problems can be made practically identical. The APES filter forms the ML
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XXH − ggH (2.29)
and is a sample estimate to the covariance of the leftover signal in the observations X once the
complex phasor t is removed from them. It characterises the statistics of the estimation error of
the APES filter.
In the radar detection problem a search over a range of normalised Doppler frequencies is per-
formed. If a moving target is present in the search space, the phasor t will match the slow-time
pulses of the reflected radar waveform at the target Doppler frequency. Once the amplitude of
this phasor is estimated and it is projected out of the observation signal X , the remaining com-
ponents provide a natural estimate to the noise and clutter in the received samples. Therefore
the APES filter can be directly applied to the radar detection problem to produce the matrix Q
as the SDS estimate to the interference covariance matrix. The MLED algorithm utilising this
application is proposed in [17] (for a detailed analysis see [18]); it performs both covariance







It is clear that the MLED has the same structure as the AMF detector. It is normalised in the









where the structural similarity to Kelly’s GLRT is evident. In both the MLED and the GMLED
the SPCM estimate comes from the primary data set. Thus only the data from the CUT is
used. This removes the inherent limitations of TDS algorithms when dealing with environments
that are inhomogeneous or non-stationary outside of one CPI. Performance is also greatly
enhanced in a target-rich environment where no target-free secondary data can be obtained.
The implementation of the discussed SDS detectors when the limitation of one target per range
gate still holds is trivial. If this assumption is violated, an itterative approach of finding multiple
target in the same primary data set can be undertaken, and the MLED and GMLED can still be
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applied.
Despite the benefits of SDS, in a homogeneous environment it would be wasteful to discard
the observations from range gates neighbouring the CUT as they still hold valuable information
about the background interference statistics. Using those samples alongside the primary obser-
vations can increase the accuracy of the estimate to the SPCM. The idea of combining the SDS
and TDS covariance estimators has been described in [19] where a hybrid target detector is
proposed. While the AMF and the GLRT perform estimation on the training data and detection
on the primary, the proposed hybrid approaches include both observation sets in the estimation
process by applying the APES filter approach.
Alternative ways to perform SDS detection that are not based on covariance estimation have
been developed in the past. One major such area of research investigates subspace projection
(SP) approaches to detection. With some additional prior knowledge of the clutter structure and
location in Doppler, its subspace can be isolated and projected out of the STAP observations







where P⊥ is described in [12] and signifies the matrix that projects to the subspace orthogonal
to the one spanned by the clutter in the system





where Hc is the matrix whose columns describe the clutter subspace. Taking the familiar form
that is normalised to exhibit the CFAR property, the SP detector requires no SMI and is thus
computationally much simpler than the covariance methods described above. However, the de-
tector (2.32) requires prior knowledge of the frequency subspace where clutter may be located.
An enhancement to the approach is described in [13] that adaptively estimates the order of the
clutter subspace in the observations, although a set of frequencies in the spectrum where the
interference may occur is still required. An SP approach that incorporates the SDS covariance
estimation of the MLED has been proposed in [20,21]. The formulation is practically identical
to (2.32). The difference is that no prior knowledge of the clutter subspace location is required
in this method. Instead the subspace is obtained through the eigencanceller approach [62] from
the SDS estimate Q of the SPCM.
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2.5 Multiple-input multiple-output radar
MIMO radar is a research topic that has gained an increasing popularity over the past decade.
The advantages of using multiple transmitters and receivers are numerous: higher accuracy
of target localisation, higher detection rate under a certain false alarm probability, increased
spatial and angular diversity, increased resolution [27–34, 63]. It is a natural way of boosting
performance once the theoretical limits of the effectiveness that monostatic or bistatic radars
can achieve have been approached. Clearly the physical cost of a MIMO installation is higher
than traditional radar. However, the real limiting factor to its practical implementation is the
complexity of the required time synchronisation and logistics in a widely-spaced installation
[34]. As the number of transmitters and receivers in a given scenario increases, so does the data
that must be processed, propagated, temporally-aligned, and combined to produce the final
detection result. As discussed in [33, 34], employing a distributed detection algorithm instead
of a centralised one drastically reduces this complexity but does not completely solve the issue.
Two different types of MIMO radar implementations can be identified depending on the relative
location between receivers: coherent and statistical. The former aims to maximise the coherent
processing gain between the multiple transmit signals at the receiver side. Examples of this are
beamforming and STAP discussed in Section 2.2. The receiver is a closely-spaced array that
allows for direction estimation of the incoming target signal as well as electronic steering to be
performed [27,28]. In statistical MIMO radar detection, the angular diversity of different inco-
herent snapshots of the target is utilised [28–34]. The transmitters and the receivers are widely-
spaced so that they obtain multiple independent reflections coming from a moving object. This
alleviates the problem of target scintillations that can result in fast fading of the reflected signal
in the order of 10-25 dB [2, 64]. Through the usage of multiple statistically-independent snap-
shots of the target, the average SNR in the system remains relatively constant, which makes the
detection process more reliable. With the implementation and advances in stealth technology
for airborne targets, multistatic radar can potentially be deployed as a countermeasure [42].
One of the principles of stealth is the scattering of transmitted scanning waveform in directions
where a radar receiver is unlikely to be. This is usually done by minimising the radar cross-
section (RCS) of the target through its shape and structure. Statistical MIMO radar is more
likely to pick up a transmitted waveform that is scattered by a stealthed target, thus increasing
the chances for detection [43].
It is possible to utilise the benefits of both closely-spaced and widely-spaced MIMO radar in the
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same system. In [28] a setup is considered where the transmitters are sufficiently-separated in
position to provide angular diversity of detection; the receiving elements are part of a standard
ULA that performs coherent detection. The receiver ULA is thus treated as a single unit, and the
arrangement is described as multiple-input single-output (MISO). In [44] a similar concept is
explored with multiple widely-separated transmitters and receive ULAs. A detailed description
of the physical process of combining the results from the different transmit-receive pairs in a
fixed earth-centred Cartesian coordinate system is included. The example depicted in Figure 2.3
of this thesis describes a similar hypothetical scenario with one transmitter and two receivers.
In the same MIMO radar scenario where each receiver is a standard ULA that performs STAP













The subscript (·)m,n is used to signify that a certain parameter or variable is associated with the
bistatic pair formed by the mth transmitter and the nth receive ULA. Note that the parameter γ
written without a subscript will always refer to the total decision threshold in a MIMO detection
scenario. Because the radar elements are widely-separated, it is assumed that the clutter obser-
vations at the receivers are independent for the different transmit waveforms. This explains
why (2.34) is a linear combination of the individual bistatic AMF results that are obtained in
the radar scenario. In a similar manner and under the same assumptions [65–67] derive the



















Each individual term in the product (2.35) is practically equivalent to the original GLRT from
(2.26) as a threshold ratio detector. Thus the multistatic result is once again separable into its
bistatic components. This is in line with the assumption that the interference in the transmit-
receive radar pairs is independent.
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2.6 Radar ambiguity limitations
Many algorithms have been proposed in the past that in theory provide very promising per-
formance gains for larger MIMO radar networks [27, 30, 44, 56, 65–67]. It has been shown
in theory [45] and practice [46] that these algorithms often ignore the limiting factor of the
MIMO ambiguity function. These effects can degrade the performance of a radar setup that
uses a number of orthogonal waveforms in fast time. In a MIMO scenario, the maximum area
in the ambiguity function that can be cleared of sidelobes gets proportionally smaller as the
number of such waveforms increases [45, 46]. That lowers the effective SNR which in turn
degrades the overall detection performance. A short overview of the problem will be given
here.


















The ambiguity function is a measure of the distortion that a reflected radar pulse u(t) experi-
ences in both time and frequency (due to a Doppler shift) when passed through the receiver filter
matched to the pulse’s shape [71]. Any such distortion outside of the immediate region of the
ambiguity space origin (0,0) reduces the radar performance in a practical scenario since all re-
flections at that Doppler and/or delay will experience the distortion. At f=0 the integral (2.36)
reduces to the standard time-domain autocorrelation function of the pulse u(t). A derivation
of the theoretical limitations on this factor for mono/bistatic radar can be found in [72]. The
analysis is performed for an arbitrary region A around the ambiguity space origin that satisfies
two criteria: A is convex, and A is symmetric around the origin. Let C(A) signify the area
if the region A, and V (A) the volume of the ambiguity in that region. The ambiguity bound
derived in [72] takes the following form
V (A) ≥ 1
4
C(A)V0 (2.37)
where V0 is the volume of the ambiguity at the origin (0,0). It is evident from (2.37) that if the
region A expands beyond an area of 4, then the ambiguity in that region will contain volume
outside of the one concentrated around the origin. This is a universal limitation that any radar
system will have despite the chosen waveform used for target detection.
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The theoretical limitations (2.37) imposed by the ambiguity function have been extended to
a MIMO scenario in [45, 46]. Consider a radar system with M transmitters, each of them
associated with their own unique waveform uj(t). The M different waveforms are considered
orthogonal in fast time. The cross-ambiguity between two waveforms uj(t) and uk(t) is defined


















Different definitions of the MIMO ambiguity function exist. The one proposed in [45, 46]
and adopted here is represented by the sum of the Euclidean norms of all auto- and cross-
ambiguities of the M orthogonal waveforms in the radar system.






It has been derived in [45] and demonstrated in a practical scenario in [46] that the bound on the
volume of the ambiguity function VM (A) in a region A for a MIMO scenario of M orthogonal
waveforms is the following
VM (A) ≥ 14C(A)MVM0 (2.40)
where VM0 is the MIMO ambiguity volume around the origin (0,0). A comparison between
(2.37) and (2.40) indicates that the area of the regionA that can be completely clear of sidelobes
is M times smaller in the MIMO scenario compared to the mono/bistatic case.
In a practical scenario, ideal waveform orthogonality cannot be achieved. Although the term or-
thogonal waveforms is used, it almost always implies that the signals have low cross-correlation
between them. Different strategies for achieving this exist that are based on some of the
basic principles of communications for shared medium networks [73]: frequency division
multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), and code division multiple
access (CDMA). In radar design, CDMA waveforms come from a set of codes that are or-
thogonal in fast time and share the same resources in time and frequency [74]. At the receiver
side a bank of matched filters is implemented to identify and isolate the signals coming from
the different transmitters. These waveforms suffer from the limitation imposed by the MIMO
ambiguity bound on the region clear of sidelobes (2.40). As the radar network size increases,
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the drawbacks from this limitation also increase, which imposes diminishing returns on the
performance of large MIMO installations.
This MIMO ambiguity issue could be avoided if the multiple waveforms in the radar scenario
occupy different time slots (as in TDMA) or frequency regions (as in FDMA) [47]. However,
the cost in terms of delay or spectrum that is required for operation grows linearly with the
number of transmitters. A discussion on the multistatic ambiguity function of an FDMA or
TDMA waveform radar system is provided in Chapter 5. This thesis will assume that the prac-
tical implementation of the proposed multistatic algorithms involves a frequency orthogonality
between the different waveforms used for target detection.
2.7 Problem formulation
Consider a MIMO radar setup with M single-element transmitters and N receiver ULAs. In
this thesis an ULA is treated as a single unit, and the term MIMO will be strictly reserved for
a scenario where more than one array is present to receive the reflections of the transmitted
waveforms. All of the radar elements are widely-separated in space, and thus the scenario
focuses on multistatic statistical detection. Geolocations and motion are assumed to occur in a
2-D plane. All transmitters are moving at constant velocities, while all receivers are stationary.
It is assumed that all elements in the radar installation know of each other’s relative position
and velocity at all times through a reliable system of data exchange. A single moving target
of unknown location and velocity is in the area scanned by the MIMO radar installation. It is
always assumed to be in the far-field region for all listening elements. Thus the point-source
model for the target is used. The waveforms coming from each transmitter are assumed to be
ideally separable at the receiver side. The signals are also narrowband, so the propagation time
across each receiver ULA is negligible. An example mock scenario of 3 transmitters and 3
receivers is depicted in Figure 2.8.
The observation model from (2.16) is adapted to the multistatic scenario. Each STAP range
gate has been windowed and rearranged into the observation matrix Xm,n of size P×K
Xm,n = αm,nsm,ntTm,n + Nm,n (2.41)
where Nm,n is the combined term for all clutter and noise in the transmit-receive pair (·)m,n.
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Figure 2.8: An example multistatic radar setup with 3 mobile transmitters and 3 receive ULAs
The arrangement is such that the columns of each of the matrices Nm,n are assumed to be
iid. Each transmit-receive pair in the MIMO system forms a standard bistatic path that will
be referred to as “channel” in this thesis. The clutter and noise across the different channels
are assumed to be independent but do not have to be identically distributed. Clutter returns are
generated through the GCM described in [49] with a certain intrinsic clutter motion (ICM) cor-
responding to a wooded hills area [3]. This setup was chosen without loss of generality since
it naturally provides lower temporal correlation between slow-time pulses; this allows for more
efficient simulations to be conducted since the number of temporal observations Kt to produce
a certain number K of iid snapshots is kept relatively low. The noise is always spatio-temporal
AWGN with power 20 dB below that of clutter. Some parameters related to the operation of
the radar installations as well as the target and clutter models will remain fixed throughout this
thesis. They are listed in Table 2.1 for convenience. Most physical operation characteristics
are selected to directly reflect the ones used in [12] so that an unbiased comparison between
the algorithms could be made. While this does not necessarily reflect a realistic choice of pa-
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rameters (e.g. the selected velocity is equivalent to 130km/h, which is too slow for an airborne
target), the selection is done without loss of generality and does not influence the validity or the
performance of the algorithms derived in this thesis.
Parameter Value Description
λo 0.3 m carrier frequency
σv 0.2 m/s clutter velocity standard deviation
σ2w 20 dB below σ
2
c AWGN power
d 0.15 m ULA element spacing
Nc 1000 clutter contributing patches
P 10 spatial dimension of observations
T 2 ms PRI
vx 25 m/s target velocity in x-direction
vy -25 m/s target velocity in y-direction
Table 2.1: Fixed radar scenario parameters
Given the setup described here, this thesis will focus on implementing SDS sample matrix
inversion (SMI)-based solutions to the multistatic radar detection problem
H0 : X = {Xm,n|Xm,n = Nm,n,m = 1. . .M, n = 1. . .N}
H1 : X = {Xm,n|Xm,n = αm,nsm,ntTm,n + Nm,n,m = 1. . .M, n = 1. . .N}
(2.42)
where X = {Xm,n|m = 1. . .M, n = 1. . .N} is the notation for the set of all observation
matrices Xm,n in a multistatic scenario that correspond to the same physical point in space.
The physical implementations of the multistatic threshold detection solutions proposed in this
work all follow the same framework similar to the one described in [44]. The procedure is
given in Table 2.2.
For a radar receiver the natural physical search space is range-angle-Doppler (RAD). Here
the translation into x-y-Doppler space is performed after the bistatic search in each channel
since it is much easier to synchronise and fuse the multistatic results given a common Cartesian
coordinate system. For each grid space in the physical search area, a bistatic radar pair forms
the detection likelihood function with respect to all Nd normalised Doppler frequencies which
the algorithm probes for a moving target. Once the likelihoods are transmitted throughout
the radar network, the corresponding Doppler likelihoods in each x-y coordinate of the search
space can be synchronised and compounded to produce the multistatic likelihood function for
that physical patch in the grid. The multistatic threshold detection process is then performed in
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Require: Set up the radar parameters
Require: Set up an earth-centred Cartesian coordinate system shared by all radar elements
Require: Set up a normalised Doppler search space of size Nd
Require: Set up an angle search space of size Na
Require: Set up a range search space of size Nr
for all bistatic channels (·)m,n do
for ranges between 1 and Nr do
for angles between 1 and Na do
for Doppler frequencies between 1 and Nd do
Run bistatic detector.
end for
Translate point in angle-Doppler space to Cartesian coordinate in x-y space.
Form detection likelihood function for all Doppler frequencies.
end for
end for
Obtain transmitter velocities and positions
Synchronise and exchange Doppler likelihoods for all x-y grids
Synchronise Doppler frequencies from individual bistatic likelihoods
end for
Combine bistatic results into multistatic likelihood
return Multistatic threshold detection decision
Table 2.2 Physical implementation of the multistatic radar detection procedure
order to produce the final decision.
2.8 Summary
This chapter provides a brief overview of the concepts on which the work in this thesis is built.
An overview of STAP radar detection and the relevant target and interference signal models
is included in Section 2.2. Some of the traditional TDS detectors are provided in Section
2.3. These methods and their shortcomings give rise to the development of the SDS detectors
described in Section 2.4 on which a large portion of the work in this thesis is based. Section
2.5 provides a brief overview of MIMO radar. Section 2.6 discusses the practical limitations
imposed on MIMO radar by the waveform ambiguity function. The problem investigated in
this thesis along with the assumptions made in the formulation are described in Section 2.7.
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Chapter 3
The multistatic maximum likelihood
and generalised maximum likelihood
estimation detectors
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an in-depth derivation of the multistatic MLED/GMLED solution [56,75]
to the radar detection problem posed in Section 2.7. The algorithms presented here form the
core of the detection process described in Table 2.2 inside the innermost iteration loop of the
target search sequence. Thus, the focus is on the multistatic fusion of the results instead of the
RAD synchronisation between the different channels. It is assumed that such synchronisation
is in place and that it is ideal; thus, when the MIMO radar system illuminates an airborne target
the ranges, the spatial frequencies fs{m,n}, and the Doppler frequencies fd{m,n} of that target
are all precisely-known parameters. This condition will be relaxed in Chapter 4.
The statistical properties of the multistatic MLED/GMLED are derived and analysed, and it
is shown that both target detection schemes possess the CFAR property. The usual challenges
associated with the theoretical analysis of mono/bistatic STAP detectors (e.g. [17, 18, 20, 76,
77]) are compounded in the multistatic scenario. Even when the individual bistatic channels
are mutually independent, MIMO detectors are typically summations or products of bistatic
detectors (e.g. [12,14,66,67]). While expression for the probability of false alarm and detection
are available for bistatic radar, it is unlikely that the corresponding multistatic solutions exist in
closed form [14,65,66]. Thus, a methodology is proposed at the end of this chapter for deriving
approximate expressions for probability of false alarm and detection for widely-spaced MIMO
systems. The methodology is illustrated in detail for the proposed SDS algorithms. The key
to obtaining the approximations is the application of the CLT, or more precisely Lindeberg’s
condition [78, p.307], to the summation of bistatic detectors. This approximation enables the
link between the algorithm parameters and the probabilities of detection and false alarm to be
made.
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This chapter closely follows the original work published in [75]. The rest of the chapter is
structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides a mathematical background on the distribution of
the bistatic MLED and GMLED observations. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 contain the first
contribution of the chapter and provide the derivations of the multistatic MLED and GMLED
respectively. Section 3.5 contains the second contribution in the form of the statistical analysis
of the algorithms and proposes the CLT approximation for relatively large radar networks.
Section 3.6 demonstrates the performance of the proposed detectors and the viability of the
derived approximations to their statistics through a number of numerical simulations. Section
3.7 contains a summary of the work presented in this chapter.
3.2 Background
Consider a single bistatic channel from the multistatic observation signal model (2.41). The
vectors sm,n and tm,n correspond to the described bistatic spactial and temporal steering vec-
tors in Section 2.2. The clutter and noise in each column of the channel-specific observation
matrix Xm,n is assumed to be iid and complex multivariate Gaussian. The probability den-
sity function (pdf) of the kth column of Xm,n conditioned on the amplitude of the reflected




{−(colk(X)− αst(k))HR−1(colk(X)− αst(k))} (3.1)
where the channel-specific subscripts (·)m,n have been omitted in (3.1) as it focuses on a single
channel. Thus the spatial and temporal steering vectors s and t are equivalent to sm,n and tm,n
from the observations model (2.41), and t(k) signifies the kth element of the vector t. The
notation | · | is used here to signify the determinant of a matrix, and exp(·) is the exponential of
a number. The interference in the different snapshots colk(X) has been assumed to be iid by
construction; thus the pdf of the full observation matrix X conditioned on the amplitude α is
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Here etr(·) is the exponential of the trace of a matrix; the trace itself will be defined as Tr(·).
The following identity
vHMv = Tr(MvvH) (3.3)
which stems from the basic properties of the trace and valid for any matrix M and vector v is
applied in (3.2) and will be used throughout the derivations in this chapter. In addition, in the




(colk(X)− αst(k))(colk(X)− αst(k))H (3.4)
which is the ML sample estimate of the snapshot covariance matrix up to a power normalising
constant K.
3.3 Derivation of the multistatic MLED
An in-depth derivation of the multistatic MLED algorithm described in [56, 75] is given in this
section. The resulting detector is similar to the multistatic AMF presented in [65–67] but does
not use independent training data sets for covariance estimation and SMI. The derivation di-
rectly follows the background presented in the previous section. From this point onward a full
multistatic system is considered, and thus the channel-specific subscripts (·)m,n will be used in
the equations where relevant. It is assumed that the covariance matrices of the background in-
terference Rm,n are known for the time being in order to derive the optimal multistatic detector.
In a multistatic scenario with sufficient separation between antennas, the background clutter and
noise processes Nm,n are uncorrelated to one another. Let ¡={αm,n|m=1. . .M, n=1. . .N}
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denote the set of all the complex amplitudes αm,n across the channels of the multistatic radar.
The joint pdf of the set of observations X given the set of amplitudes ¡ can be represented by
the product of the individual pdfs given in (3.2) because all target and interference signals from
the different channels are assumed uncorrelated. With M transmitters and N receivers the joint























Let ¡=0 signify the case when every element of the set ¡ is equal to zero. This reflects the sit-
uation when no target is present in the search area of the radar installation, and the observations
picked up by each receiver consist purely of clutter and noise. Therefore, the joint pdf of the
set of observation signals X under the null hypothesis from (2.42) is given by
























represents the ML sample estimate of the STAP snapshot covariance similar to (3.4) when
no target signal is present in the observations. Under hypothesis H1 from (2.42), the joint
pdf f1(X) is simply given by f(X|¡) from equation (3.5). To obtain the ML estimate of the
unknown parameters in the set ¡, the natural logarithm log(·) of (3.5) is taken to transform the
product of exponentials into a summation. The partial derivative ∂(·) of the expression with
respect to each unknown complex amplitude α∗p,q is then individually formed; the expression is
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solved for zero to find the maximum of the likelihood function of the specific channel (·)p,q
∂
∂α∗p,q

































Some trivial steps in the derivation of (3.8) have been omitted. Equation (3.3) has been used to
transition from the trace to the summation term, and the 2-norm (2.21) of the temporal steering
vector has been replaced. Clearly under the logarithm the problem becomes linearly separable
and thus the sum over all the bistatic channels has vanished. The complex amplitude estimate
is only dependent on the parameters of its own channel; thus the solution when the derivative









Note that (3.9) is also identical to the amplitude estimate of the APES filter derived in [61]. The
Neyman-Pearson (NP) lemma [79] states that the optimal threshold detector is formed by the
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The likelihood under the hypothesis H1 has been maximised by plugging in the estimates for




(colk(Xm,n)− α̂m,nsm,ntm,n(k))(colk(Xm,n)− α̂m,nsm,ntm,n(k))H (3.11)
has been used in (3.10), which is the sample covariance from (3.4) with the ML amplitudes
plugged in. The relationship between M bαm,n and M0m,n becomes evident when the former is
expanded as
M bαm,n = M0m,n −Kα̂∗m,ngm,nsHm,n −Kα̂m,nsm,ngHm,n +K|α̂m,n|2sm,nsHm,n (3.12)



















Since the logarithm is a linear operator, applying it to (3.13) does not change the detection
capabilities of the NP ratio. Using the identity (3.3) to remove the trace from the equation, the





















If the ML estimates (3.9) are plugged into (3.14), the multistatic threshold detector for the case
when the covariance matrices of the background noise and interference Rm,n for all different










The normalising K-factor here has been absorbed in the total decision threshold γ. Note that
(3.15) is essentially the multistatic extension to the MF given in (2.23) under the assumption
that all the bistatic channels in the radar scenario are independent. The multistatic MLED
threshold detector is obtained when the unknown clairvoyant matrices Rm,n are replaced by
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The ML SDS solution (3.16) to the MIMO case investigated in this work is a summation of
the individual single-channel solutions (2.30) for each path (·)m,n in the system. The linear
separability of the multistatic detector in the sum of the bistatic ones is in accordance with the
prior assumption that the individual transmit-receive channels are independent.
3.4 Derivation of the multistatic GMLED
In this section the multistatic GMLED threshold test algorithm for SDS detection is derived.
The derivation is a more in-depth extension of [56, 75]. The resulting detector is similar to
the multistatic GLRT presented in [65–67] but does not require independent training data sets.
While in the derivation of the MLED the covariance matrices of the noise and interference sig-
nals Rm,n were assumed to be known, in the GMLED they are unknown parameters from the
start. The expression for the pdf of each individual observation signal set Xm,n, now condi-
tional on both the amplitude αm,n and covariance matrix Rm,n, is identical to the respective








Therefore, the joint pdf of the multistatic observations also remains the same as (3.5), this time



















This is also the expression that provides the relevant likelihood function under the H1 hypoth-
esis from (2.42). Under the alternative hypothesis, the likelihood function, now conditional on
the parameter set Rs, is given by


















The logarithm of (3.19) is taken, similar to the maximisation approach in Section 3.3 of this
chapter, before taking the derivative and solving it for zero. Since the unknown in this case is
a matrix, the Jacobian of the natural logarithm of (3.19) is examined in a particular channel of
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{−Klog {|Rp,q|} − Tr{R−1p,qM0p,q}} (3.20)
It is clear from the last line of (3.20) that the problem has become linearly separable in the
logarithm once again. To obtain the ML, a few useful properties of the Jacobian are taken from












where a few Hermitian transpose operators have been omitted since both Rp,q and M0p,q are
self-adjoint. Plugging in (3.21) and (3.22) into (3.20) and solving for zero, the ML estimate of





The maximised likelihood function under the hypothesis H0 for the multistatic GMLED detec-












The process of deriving the ML under the alternative hypothesis H1 is identical to the one for





which now depends on the unknown amplitudes αm,n. Note that when no target is present,
(3.25) reduces to (3.23) since the amplitudes are all zero. When the solutions (3.25) are plugged
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To maximise the likelihood (3.26) with respect to the unknown complex amplitudes αm,n, once
again it is useful to render the expression linearly separable through taking the natural logarithm
before forming the partial derivatives.
∂
∂αp,q



















To obtain a more suitable expression for the determinants, first equation (3.12) should be mod-
ified to take the following form
Mαp,q = M
0
p,q −Kα∗p,qgp,qsHp,q −Kαp,qsp,qgHp,q +K|αp,q|2sp,qsHp,q
= KQp,q +Kgp,qg
H







where the fact that M0p,q=Xp,qX
H
p,q from (3.7) has been utilised. Using the generalisation of
Sylvester’s identity for matrix determinants [82] it can be shown that, following from (3.28)











Plugging (3.29) back into (3.27), the likelihood maximisation process can be completed
∂
∂α∗p,q

























When the numerator of (3.30) is solved for zero, the estimates to the unknown amplitudes αm,n
in all channels (·)m,n are obtained. This solution will not be made explicit here since it is
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identical to (3.9) derived for the multistatic MLED in Section 3.3. When these estimates are
plugged back into (3.29), the minimum of the determinant |Mαm,n| is obtained
min
αm,n











From (3.29), the determinant of the matrix M0m,n for the hypothesis H0 can also be expressed
in a similar manner by simply putting αm,n to zero.







Forming the ratio of the maximised likelihoods (3.26) and (3.24) in accordance with the NP



















Plugging in the relevant expressions for the determinants (3.31) and (3.32) into (3.33) and

















If the equation for the standard GMLED detector (2.31) is reworked it becomes evident that the
multistatic version (3.34) is a product of the bistatic solutions for each path (·)m,n in the system.
The property is somewhat similar to the relation between the bistatic and multistatic MLED and
comes as no surprise. Because the radar waveforms are orthogonal, and the interference in the
different channels is assumed to be independent, the detector is once again linearly separable.
3.5 Analysis
This section provides a statistical analysis of the derived multistatic versions of the MLED
and GMLED algorithms. A brief discussion on the theoretical forms of the resulting MIMO
detector distributions is included. Based on this discussion and some of the existing analysis of
similar multistatic detectors [65–67], it can be concluded that a closed-form expression for the
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pdfs of the MLED and GMLED extensions derived here may be impractical to compute or may
not even exist. To obtain an expression for the probability of false alarm Pfa and the probability
of detection Pd, the CLT is employed to obtain a Gaussian approximation to both threshold
detectors’ pdfs for a large numberM×N of bistatic channels. These approximations are useful
in the design and implementation of the proposed multistatic SDS methods; they provide a
quick and computationally inexpensive way of predicting the performance of a practical MIMO
radar installation.
3.5.1 Statistical properties of the multistatic MLED
The statistical properties of the bistatic MLED detector are described in [18, pp.63-65] and are
also derived in Appendix A.1 for convenience. The detection test for a single bistatic channel







The variable L signifies the degrees of freedom (DOF) available to the detector for performing
clutter cancellation. For the SDS detectors examined in this work the value is equal to
L = K − P (3.36)
Note that the DOF (3.36) in this case are one less than in the case of the traditional TDS
algorithms like the AMF and the GLRT [9, 10]. This has been explored in detail in [19] where
it has been shown that the lost degree goes into estimating the complex amplitude αm,n in a
bistatic channel.
The random variables ζm,n and ηm,n that compose the MLED statistics (3.35) are mutually
independent. The variable ηm,n follows the type I beta distribution with L+1 and P−1 DOF.
The variable ζm,n is distributed according to the non-central F distribution with 2 and 2L DOF
and a non-centrality parameter λm,n given by
λm,n = 2KPηm,nρm,n (3.37)
The variable ρm,n signifies the SNR per observed temporal snapshot in the adopted signal
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where once again the norm of the temporal steering vector has been assumed to be K (2.21). In
the case where no target is present in the set of observations Xm,n, the non-centrality parameter
λm,n becomes zero, and the random variable ζm,n assumes the standard F distribution with 2









The test statistics consist of a sum of random terms shown in [17, 18] to be independent of
the underlying noise and interference. The covariance matrix of the clutter and noise Rm,n
for a certain bistatic channel has no influence on either of the random variables in the test
statistics (3.35) under the H0 hypothesis. Under the H1 hypothesis the matrix only plays a role
in determining the value of the operational SNR of the system (3.38). Naturally, it is the SNR
that determines performance. The same argument applies to the statistics of the multistatic sum
(3.39). It is independent of any of the clutter and noise matrices Rm,n. Therefore the inherent
CFAR property of the bistatic MLED is preserved in the multistatic extension of the algorithm.
Due to the complex nature of the random variables involved, obtaining a closed form expression
for the pdf of the multistatic MLED would be difficult and impractical. Similar conclusions
have been reached in [65–67] where analogical TDS MIMO algorithms for target detection
have been proposed. None of the mentioned works offer a theoretical closed-form solution for
the detection and false alarm probabilities of the multistatic AMF.
In the bistatic case [18, pp.62-64], the approach is to assume that the random variable ηm,n is
known, which leads to the detection variable having the non-central F distribution. This pdf can










The approach from (3.40) cannot be extended to the multistatic sum of random variables (3.39).
The marginalisation of the beta-distributed random variables ηm,n is no longer trivial because
they cannot be isolated from the sum of the ratios in (3.39). Moreover, even if the variables
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ηm,n are assumed to be known, the resulting statistics become a sum of M×N independent
non-identically and non-centrally F-distributed random variables. The pdf of such random vari-
able has no known closed form formulation which makes analysis of the proposed multistatic
algorithm difficult.
In the case that the sum (3.39) consists of a sufficiently large number of terms, it can be ap-
proximated by a Gaussian distribution through the application of the CLT. This enables the
derivation of approximate and relatively accurate expressions for the probability of false alarm
Pfa(γ) and the probability of detection Pd(γ) for a given detection threshold γ. The proposed
Gaussian approximation to the multistatic MLED statistics is derived in Section 3.5.2.
3.5.2 Gaussian approximation of the multistatic MLED
The multistatic MLED threshold detector consists of a sum of M×N independent random
terms as shown in (3.39). The CLT dictates that the statistics of the decision variable with mean
µM and variance σ2M can be closely approximated by a Gaussian distribution N (µM , σ2M )
provided thatM×N is sufficiently large [66]. Because the terms are not identically distributed,
Lindeberg’s condition [78, p.307] has to be satisfied which is shown in Appendix B.1. Let the
mean and variance of the bistatic MLED detectors in each of the individual channels (·)m,n













HereE [·] signifies the expectation and var(·) the variance of the random variable or vector. The
multistatic detector is the sum of the M×N independent random variables in those channels.
This fact, combined with the linearity of the expectation operator, leads to the conclusion that all
the moments of the multistatic MLED random variable (3.39) are the sum of the same moments
in the individual bistatic channels (·)m,n. Therefore the mean µM and variance σ2M of the total
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Because the pairs of random variables ζm,n and ηm,n are independent, the central moments of































Provided that L>2, which should always be the case in practice so that the clutter covariance
estimation is reliable, the first two central moments of the F-distributed random variable ζm,n









(2 + λm,n)2 + 4(1 + λm,n)(L− 1)
(L− 1)2(L− 2) (3.48)
The expectation of η−1m,n is obtained by solving the integral with respect to the reciprocal beta-
















B(L+ 1, P − 1) dηm,n
=
B(L,P − 1)





where B(x, y) is the beta function. Similarly the second central moment of η−1m,n can be ob-
























B(L− 1, P − 1)




(K − 1)(P − 1)
L2(L− 1) (3.50)
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Using the fact that E
[
(·)2]=var(·)+E [·]2, (3.47), (3.48), (3.49), and (3.50) can be plugged in
(3.45) and (3.46) to obtain an expression for the mean and variance of the random variable that







(K − 1)(K + P − 2)(2 + λ̃m,n)2
4L2(L− 1)2(L− 2) +
(K − 1)(K − 2)(1 + λ̃m,n)
L(L− 1)2(L− 2) (3.52)
The non-centrality parameters λm,n are themselves of random nature since they are dependent
on ηm,n. In the case of the multistatic MLED it is easy to marginalise them out of the equations
for the mean (3.51) and variance (3.52) to produce a closed-form solution. However, in the case
of the multistatic GMLED approximation that is described in Section 3.5.4 the marginalisation
process is not trivial. Therefore, for consistency, a first-order approximation to λm,n is done for
both algorithms where they are replaced by their expected values λ̃m,n given by [85, p.11]
λ̃m,n = E [2KPρm,nηm,n]
= 2P (L+ 1)ρm,n (3.53)
It should be noted that (3.53) is an additional approximation that is performed for convenience.
The CLT holds without replacing the variables λm,n with their first order estimates proposed
here. In the case of the multistatic MLED, it has been determined numerically that using the
first-order estimator (3.53) instead of taking the standard marginalisation approach makes little
difference to the final results.
Label Relevantequations Description
Simulated (3.16)
Monte Carlo simulation of the multistatic MLED de-
tector, histogram approximation to pdf
Theoretical (3.39)
Monte Carlo simulation of random variables com-
posing the theoretical distribution of the multistatic




Gaussian approximation to the multistatic MLED,
normal pdf with relevant parameters (3.51) (3.52)
Table 3.1: Guide to MLED pdf simulations labelling and terminology
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Figure 3.1: Probability density function of the multistatic MLED detection variable
K=20, M=N=10, SNR=−26dB


























Figure 3.2: Probability density function of the multistatic MLED detection variable
K=60, M=N=20, SNR=−36dB
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Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 depict the pdfs of the multistatic MLED detection variable and its
Gaussian approximation. Three sets of results are provided in the graphs, “simulated,” “theo-
retical,” and “approximation.” A short description of the labeling is summarised in Table 3.1
along with the relevant equations. A more detailed explanation is given in the Simulations
section (Section 3.6) of this chapter. Figure 3.1 shows the respective pdfs for a network of
10 transmitters and 10 receivers which observes K=20 temporal iid snapshots per range gate.
Since there are a total of 100 bistatic channels in the multistatic scenario, it is expected that
the Gaussian approximation model will have a reasonable convergence to the actual pdf of the
MLED random variable. The values of the SNR for the simulations under the H1 hypothesis
are chosen so that the H0 and H1 pdfs are relatively close to each other. It was also aimed
that Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 look relatively similar to each other for ease of comparison.
This is done for convenience of the visual representation and without loss of generality. The
simulated and theoretical results are obtained from the histogram approximation to the pdf. A
million sample points were generated for each run and placed in 100 histogram bins in order to
produce relatively smooth pdf curves.
In the second set of pdf simulations shown in Figure 3.2, a larger radar network of 20 trans-
mitters and receivers is simulated. A larger number K=60 of temporal snapshots is also used.
The number of terms that take part in the process of applying the CLT has now risen from 100
to 400, which evidently reduces the error of approximation. The approximating Gaussian pdfs
now better match the distribution of the multistatic detection variable. Since the resulting simu-
lated and theoretical pdfs are now produced by a convolution of 400 terms, all central moments
above the second are negligible.
To obtain the probability of false alarm Pfa for a given threshold γ, it is noted that in the
absence of target the multistatic MLED threshold detector is approximately distributed as









σ2m,n(λ̃m,n = 0) (3.55)
Therefore the false alarm probability Pfa of the multistatic MLED for a given detection thresh-
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where Q(x) is the Q-function associated with the tail probability Pr[X>x] of the standard
Gaussian distribution. The probability of detection Pd is obtained in the case where a target
is present in the observations. The multistatic MLED detector variable is then approximately
distributed as N (µM1, σ2M1), where µM1 and σ2M1 are the same sums as (3.43) and (3.44)
respectively with the λ̃m,n parameters given by (3.53). Thus the probability of detection for the







Note that the Gaussian approximation to the multistatic MLED proposed here can be easily
extended to the multistatic AMF proposed in [65] and [67]. The approach is the same as the
one presented in this work and thus the results provided here are valid for the TDS algorithm
with a slight modification of the added degree of freedom.
3.5.3 Statistical properties of the multistatic GMLED
The analysis of the GMLED in [18, pp.54-63] has been performed for the threshold detector
expressed in the form given in (2.31). If expressed in this manner, the statistics of the bistatic







where ζm,n is the same F-distributed random variable from the MLED statistics with the same
non-centrality parameter and DOF, and τ = γ/(1 − γ). The derivation of this expression has
been provided in Appendix A.2 of this thesis for convenience. The multistatic expression (3.34)
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is the relation between the transformations of the threshold in the bistatic case. It can be easily
shown that the relation between the two manipulated thresholds νm,n and τm,n is the following
νm,n = τm,n + 1 (3.61)









The multistatic GMLED threshold detector in (3.34) consists of the product of its bistatic com-












The test statistics thus consist of a product of random terms that were shown in [18, p.61] to be
independent of the underlying noise and clutter distributions. Is is evident that the covariance
matrices of the clutter Rm,n do not directly influence the test statistics (3.63) apart from deter-
mining the operational SNR. Therefore, the multistatic GMLED threshold detector is, in turn,
independent of the statistics of the noise, preserving the CFAR property in the MIMO extension
of the algorithm.
Similar to the multistatic MLED detector, its generalised extension is difficult to analyse in
the statistical sense. A closed-form solution for the probability of false alarm of the MIMO
GLRT has been proposed in [86]. However, the approach cannot be taken when the non-
centrality parameters λm,n are introduced and the probability of detection has to be derived
instead. Therefore, deriving a Gaussian approximation to the multistatic GMLED similar to
the one presented in Section 3.5.2 for the MLED can once again provide a useful guideline to
the overall performance of the algorithm. Section 3.5.4 proposes such an approximation to the
multistatic detector statistics (3.63) given that a large number of terms take part in the product.
As a result it is possible to derive approximate expressions for the probability of false alarm
Pfa(ν) and the probability of detection Pd(ν) for a given detection threshold ν.
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3.5.4 Log-normal approximation of the multistatic GMLED
The multistatic GMLED threshold detector consists of a product of M×N random terms as
shown in (3.63). It would be convenient to take the logarithm of this product to transform it






















The CLT dictates that the statistics of the logarithm of the decision variable given in (3.64) can
be closely approximated by a Gaussian distribution N (µG, σ2G) provided that the number of
signal paths M×N in the system is sufficiently large [66]. Once again the random variables in
the sum are not identically distributed so a proof of the validity of Lindeberg’s condition for the
detector is given in Appendix B.2. Because the exponential of a normally-distributed random
variable follows the log-normal distribution with the same parameters, it can be concluded that
in a large network the multistatic GMLED pdf can be approximated by lnN (µG, σ2G). To ob-
tain expressions for the parameters of this distribution, the first two moments of the multistatic
GMLED random variable have to be obtained. The expectation of the individual terms in the
product (3.34) can be obtained from (3.62) by using the expectation of an F-distributed random










Because it is assumed that the random variables coming from the different channels (·)m,n are
independent, all the (non-central) moments of their product will factorise into the product of
their individual (non-central) moments. Therefore, the first moment of the multistatic GMLED














The second moment of the individual product terms (3.62) is obtained from the variance of the








(λm,n + 2L)2 − 4L
4(L− 1)(L− 2) (3.67)
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The second moment of the multistatic GMLED detection variable is the product of the second












(λm,n + 2L)2 − 4L
4(L− 1)(L− 2) (3.68)
From the statistics literature, the first and second moments of a random variable following the











)2] = e2µG+2σ2G (3.70)
The derived expectations (3.66) and (3.68) and the parametric expressions (3.69) and (3.70)






























(λ̃m,n + 2L)4(L− 2)








((λ̃m,n + 2L)2 − 4L)(L− 1)
(λ̃m,n + 2L)2(L− 2)
)
(3.74)
where once again the random variables λm,n have been replaced with their expected val-
ues λ̃m,n given by (3.53). In the absence of target the threshold detector is distributed as
lnN (µG0, σ2G0) where µG0 and σ2G0 no longer need to be approximated. Their exact values
can be computed due to the fact that for λm,n=0 the non-central F distribution becomes a
standard F distribution with 2 and 2L DOF. The pdf of the distribution takes the following
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Thus, the integral expression for the first and second central moments of the logarithm of the
bistatic GMLED random variable becomes solvable and yields the following results for the











Monte Carlo simulation of the logarithm of the mul-
tistatic GMLED detector, histogram approximation
to pdf
Theoretical (3.63)
Monte Carlo simulation of random variables com-
posing the theoretical distribution of the logarithm





Gaussian approximation to the logarithm of the mul-
tistatic GMLED, normal pdf with relevant parame-
ters (3.73) (3.74)
Table 3.2: Guide to GMLED pdf simulations labelling and terminology
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 depict the pdfs of the logarithm of the GMLED and the appropriate
Gaussian approximations to the detection variables. The simulation labeling is consistent with
the one used in Section 3.5.2 and is provided for convenience along with the relevant equations
in Table 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows the respective pdfs for a smaller 10-transmitters and 10-receivers
network. The number of temporal iid snapshots observed by the system is K=20 per range
gate. The values of the SNR for the simulations under the H1 hypothesis are the same as in the
MLED pdf analysis in Section 3.5.2. The simulated and theoretical results are obtained from
the histogram approximation to the pdf. A million sample points were generated for each run
and placed in 100 histogram bins in order to produce relatively smooth pdf curves.
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Figure 3.3: Probability density function of the multistatic GMLED detection variable
K=20, M=N=10, SNR=−26dB



























Figure 3.4: Probability density function of the multistatic GMLED detection variable
K=60, M=N=20, SNR=−36dB
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The results demonstrate a relatively good match between the simulated and theoretical pdfs.
However, the mismatch between approximating Gaussians and the Monte Carlo simulated his-
tograms observed for the MLED are even more pronounced here. The theoretical and simulated
distributions evidently differ from the approximating ones not only in skewness but also in ex-
cess kurtosis. The approximating error is not large but it is likely to have a slight influence on
the process of estimating the probability of detection and false alarm.
In the second set of pdf simulations shown in Figure 3.4, a larger radar network of 20 trans-
mitters and 20 receivers has been used. A larger number K=60 of temporal iid snapshots is
also used. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the GMLED pdfs shown here as the ones
for the MLED. The resulting distributions consist of 400 convolutions of independent but not
identically distributed components. Thus the approximating Gaussian pdf now better matches
the distribution of the multistatic GMLED detection variable. Once again this is linked to the
fact that all central moments above the second are negligible for a larger number of convolved
terms.








When a target is present the detector statistics are distributed as lnN (µG1, σ2G1) where µG1 and
σ2G1 are given by (3.73) and (3.74) respectively. The probability of detection is thus
Pd(ν) ≈ Q
(




Note that the log-normal approximation to the multistatic GMLED proposed here can be easily
extended to the multistatic GLRT proposed in [65, 67]. The approach is the same as the one
presented in this work and thus the results provided here are valid for the TDS algorithm with
a slight modification of the added degree of freedom.
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3.6 Simulations
This section contains the simulations of the multistatic MLED and GMLED derived in the
chapter as well as the proposed Gaussian approximations to their statistics. Similar to Section
3.5.2 and Section 3.5.4, in all the conducted simulations, three data sets are presented for the
purpose of analysing the performance of the derived detectors: “simulated,” “theoretical,” and
“approximation.” A short summary of these terms and the associated relevant equations is
provided in Table 3.1 for the MLED and Table 3.2 for the GMLED.
The results labelled as “simulated” are related to the multistatic MLED and GMLED threshold
detectors derived in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. This set of data involves simulating an actual
multistatic radar network similar to the toy example depicted in Figure 2.3 of Chapter 2 with a
much larger number of transmit-receive pairs. A Monte Carlo simulation of a million runs of
the MLED (3.16) and the GMLED (3.34) is then used to obtain the results.
The results labelled as “theoretical” are related to the theoretical model for the distribution of
the multistatic MLED and GMLED threshold detectors derived in Section 3.5.1 and Section
3.5.3. The challenge here is that a closed-form expression for the pdf of the test statistics of the
two SDS detectors was never obtained. However, the viability of the combinations of random
variables that describe the distributions of the MLED and GMLED can still be tested. The theo-
retical simulation results provided here are obtained through drawing samples from the random
variables (3.39) and (3.63) in a second set of Monte Carlo simulations. These results are useful
not only because they confirm the viability of the derived detection statistics components, but
also because they utilise the approximation of the non-centrality parameters λm,n proposed in
equation (3.53). The set of theoretical simulations purposefully uses λ̃m,n instead of numer-
ically simulating the values of λm,n in order to show the viability of the proposed first-order
approximation.
The results labelled as “approximation” are related to the normal and log-normal approxima-
tions to the multistatic MLED and GMLED derived in Section 3.5.2 and Section 3.5.4. The
parameters of the approximating Gaussian distributions (3.51), (3.52), (3.73) and (3.74) have
been calculated and used throughout this set of simulations. The derived approximate probabil-
ities of detection and false alarm (3.56), (3.57), (3.78) and (3.79) have been obtained, and the
results have been compared to the numerical ones.
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Figure 3.6: Radar setup of randomly-placed 20 mobile transmitters and 20 receiver ULAs
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A basic multistatic radar scenario has been created in order to produce the numerical simu-
lations. Two network sizes have been considered for the simulations: a smaller setup of 10
transmitters and 10 receivers (Figure 3.5), and a larger one of 20 transmitters and 20 receivers
(Figure 3.6). The radar components have been placed at randomly-chosen locations around an
existing airborne target. The minimum distance between any two radar components is 20km,
and the search area is a 2-D square with a side of 400km. The target is in the centre of the
Cartesian coordinate system.
Most of the operational parameters of the transmitted pilots are the same as the ones in [12].
The values that remain unchanged throughout all sets of simulations are provided for conve-
nience in Table 2.1 of Section 2.7. The amplitudes of the returned pilots αm,n are random
and drawn from a standard zero-mean complex normal distribution CN (0, 1). The size of the
observation snapshots remains constant P=10, but simulations involving a different number of
iid snapshots K=20 and K=60 have been conducted.
The clutter in the radar scenario is generated in accordance with the GCM [49, pp.20-24] de-
scribed in Section 2.2. Each transmitter and receiver in the radar setup forms an individual
bistatic channel. The elliptical iso-range where the target is located in that channel provides
Nc=1000 discrete clutter contribution returns that form the clutter covariance matrix. This en-
sures a relatively good approximation to the continuous clutter ridge observed in a practical
radar scenario [49, p.22]. The matrix is then used to colour AWGN of power σ2c , which re-
sults in a coloured Gaussian clutter model for the interfering ground returns of the transmitted
waveforms.
The overall performance of the multistatic threshold detectors presented in this chapter has
been simulated. The probability of false alarm in all cases has been fixed to 0.02. As the
average SNR that the radar system observes is varied, the resulting probability of detection is
investigated. Figure 3.7 shows the obtained results for the smaller network of 10 transmitters
and 10 receivers and K=20 observed temporal snapshots. As expected from the SDS results
for the bistatic case [18, pp.74-78], the GMLED algorithm performs slightly better than the
MLED one for a small K, exhibiting the same probability of detection at approximately 1
dB less SNR. The results show that the simulated detector curves based on (3.16) and (3.34)
match the theoretical models describing their statistics shown in (3.39) and (3.63) respectively.
Moreover, the fact that the approximation to the λm,n variables was used in the theoretical
curves proves the viability and justifies the usage of (3.53). The Gaussian approximations to
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the multistatic detectors given in (3.56), (3.57), (3.78) and (3.79) are also close to the simulated
and theoretical curves. The small difference comes from the fact that approximation based
on the first two moments of the multistatic MLED and GMLED threshold detector random
variables is performed. This phenomenon has also been observed in the discussion of the
relevant pdfs. Moreover, it should be noted that according to the Berry-Esséen theorem the
convergence of sums of non-identically distributed random variables to the CLT is slower than
the iid counterparts [87].
Figure 3.8 shows the simulation results for the same radar network with the number of ob-
served temporal snapshots per range gate increased to K=60. It can be seen that both the
multistatic MLED and GMLED are significantly affected by the temporal frame size, having
the same detection rate at approximately 6 dB lower SNR value. This can be explained by
the improvement in the SDS covariance matrix estimate (2.29) through the addition of more
data samples. It should be noted that as the temporary frame size increases, the multistatic
MLED and GMLED algorithms’ performance becomes almost identical. This is evident in the
simulations as well and reflects the behaviour of the MLED and GMLED bistatic algorithms
presented in [17] and [18]. The difference comes from the fact that the MLED uses the K iid
snapshots for covariance estimation, while the GMLED uses additional information from the
coherent sample means gm,n for normalisation. As the number of snapshots K grows large,
the relative contribution of the additional information to the estimation and detection process
becomes insignificant. Similar behaviour is observed in the comparison of the AMF and the
GLRT threshold detection algorithms [9, 10].
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Figure 3.7: Probability of Detection vs SNR of the multistatic MLED and GMLED detectors
for Pfa = 0.02, K = 20, M = N = 10


























Figure 3.8: Probability of Detection vs SNR of the multistatic MLED and GMLED detectors
for Pfa = 0.02, K = 60, M = N = 10
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Figure 3.9: Probability of Detection vs SNR of the multistatic MLED and GMLED detectors
for Pfa = 0.02, K = 20, M = N = 20


























Figure 3.10: Probability of Detection vs SNR of the multistatic MLED and GMLED detectors
for Pfa = 0.02, K = 60, M = N = 20
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Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 aim to simulate the performance of the larger radar network for
20 and 60 temporal observations respectively. The number of transmitters and receivers now
doubles to 20. Compared to Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, the curves of the probability of detection
shift by a further 3 dB to the left. This reflects the improvement in the performance of the
multistatic MLED and GMLED detectors due to the increased spatial diversity in the system.
The accuracies of the proposed Gaussian and log-normal approximations to the multistatic
MLED and GMLED respectively are also greatly enhanced. This is because the number of
terms in the summations (3.39) and (3.64) increases which, according to the CLT, brings the
distribution of the sums closer to the Gaussian curve. As more and more pdfs are involved in
the convolution to obtain the final distributions of the multistatic variables, the moments higher
than second asymptotically converge to zero. In a hypothetical radar network of infinite size
this approximation will become exact.
It can be seen in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.10 that the number of iid temporal snapshots K
available for estimation is a very important factor for the performance of the multistatic MLED
and GMLED threshold detectors. The way these snapshots are generated from the CUT is
described in Section 2.2 where the signal model assumed in this thesis was discussed. This
model has been adopted in other STAP applications in the past [14, 19, 21] since it provides a
number of benefits. In the presence of K iid snapshots, the analysis and derivation of a target
detection algorithm are facilitated or greatly simplified. Previous analysis of a practical radar
scenario [55] performed on the MCARM data set [88] demonstrates that the model can be
applied on the observations in a single range gate. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the
model proposed in [76] where the simulations are performed on the KASSPER data set [89].
If a sufficient number of iid snapshots cannot be drawn from one range gate, the data from
concurrent STAP observations from the same range could be used in some cases to provide
more samples. The main drawback of the iid model adopted in this thesis is that in a real radar
scenario the independence assumption is rarely perfectly satisfied. A discussion of this has been
provided in the derivation of the APES algorithm in [61] along with the implications. The term
“approximate ML” has been proposed there to describe the APES filter in the case of snapshot
correlation. The algorithm still functions as a ML derivation, but suffers a performance loss
proportional to the degree of correlation. This drawback applies directly to the multistatic
MLED and GMLED threshold detectors derived here. In a scenario where K perfectly iid
snapshots cannot be extracted, the temporal correlation will result in an effective reduction of
the opreational performance. However, the algorithms will still function and provide a relatively
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reliable process of SDS detection in a scenario where secondary data cannot be acquired.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter two SDS multistatic STAP algorithms have been derived for the detection of
signals of known template in coloured Gaussian interference. The performance of the algo-
rithms in a MIMO radar target detection scheme has been analysed. It has been shown that the
algorithms exhibit the CFAR property. To facilitate the analysis and provide a basic guidance
for predicting the detection performance of the proposed algorithms, two simplified Gaussian
approximation models for the statistics of the detectors have been proposed. Through these
models the theoretical probabilities of detection and false alarm have been derived. The va-
lidity of the theoretical models as well as the simplified Gaussian approximations has been
verified through numerical simulations. It has been demonstrated that the performance of both
algorithms increases as the number of temporal snapshots in the system is also increased. Fur-
thermore, the performance gains of the multistatic detectors over their bistatic counterparts have
been shown. With an increased number of bistatic channels both the performance as well as the
approximation model get better.
The theory and results in this chapter are valid under the assumption of ideal synchronisation
of the Doppler frequencies that a target would produce in the different bistatic channels. That
assumption is necessary to derive the optimal multistatic maximum likelihood detectors in the
considered scenario. However, ideal Doppler synchronisation is unlikely to exist in a real target
detection scenario. Chapter 4 relaxes this assumption and provides a practical solution to the
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the practical implementation of the multistatic MLED and proposes the
modified multistatic MLED algorithm for enhanced target detection in velocity space. While
the multistatic MLED derived in Chapter 3 offers great performance advantages over the ex-
isting bistatic detectors, the practicality of its implementation in a real radar scenario may be
limited by a number of factors. In a MIMO radar scenario, the amount of data that has to be
shared through the network is very significant. This issue is discussed in Section 4.2 where
a method for compressing the MLED likelihood function before transmission is proposed to
alleviate the problem. Section 4.3 discusses the difficulties that arise in synchronising the cor-
responding Doppler frequencies from the multiple radar channels. A solution is proposed that
projects the channel-specific relative Doppler frequencies upwards into a fixed absolute velocity
space where the multistatic likelihood fusion is performed. Section 4.4 explores the structure of
the the velocity likelihood function produced by a moving target and proposes a modification to
the multistatic MLED detector based on this structure. The modified multistatic MLED utilises
prior knowledge to provide enhanced target detection. Section 4.5 provides theoretical analysis
of the proposed enhanced algorithm based on the findings in Chapter 3. Section 4.6 demon-
strates the performance of the modified MLED through numerical simulations and verifies the
theoretical analysis. Section 4.7 contains a brief summary of the work presented in this chapter.
4.2 Subspace compression for the MLED Doppler likelihood
The multistatic solution to the MLED target detection problem shown in (3.16) is optimal in the
ML sense under the assumptions made in this thesis. An overall practical implementation of the
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detector in a MIMO scenario has been roughly outlined in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2 and is similar
to the process proposed in [44]. One of the major challenges of this practical implementation is
the amount of data that has to be shared between the multiple receiver elements in the widely-
spaced radar setup.
In Chapter 3 it has been assumed that the ranges to target, the spatial frequencies fs{m,n}, and
the Doppler frequencies fd{m,n} are known parameters (composing what this thesis will refer
to as RAD space), and the focus was on deriving the ML combination of the bistatic solutions
in the different channels (·)m,n. This represents the outermost loop of the process outlined
in Table 2.2. In a practical MIMO scenario, a full search in RAD space has to be performed
in all bistatic channels to cover the physical area in range of the radar installation and the
potential Doppler frequencies produced by moving airborne targets. The RAD contributions
from different channels have to be transmitted through the network, and the results have to be
synchronised before being compounded in the multistatic ML target detection decision variable.
This section focuses on the data transmission between nodes in the radar network, while Section
4.3 deals with the synchronisation.
In a practical implementation of a multistatic STAP algorithm such as the MLED, the amount
of data that has to be shared between the computational nodes in a radar network can become
overwhelmingly large; this can limit the possibility of real-time processing and detection. It is
natural to assume that the processing of observations in a bistatic radar channel is performed
locally by the receiver. The amount of data handled in a CPI is proportional to the number of
range gates Nr in the CPI and the number of angles Na, and Doppler frequencies Nd searched
for a target in a specific channel. In a multistatic scenario each of the N receivers locally
processes the observations from the M transmitters. This can be done in parallel, and due to
the linear nature of the multistatic MLED with respect to its bistatic components, the results can
also be fused locally to produce a MISO target detection result. A hard decision can be made
based on that result and propagate through the radar network, but to achieve a true distributed
ML result, each receiver has to share its complete RAD likelihood estimates either with a central
fusion node or with the other N−1 computational nodes.
To reduce the amount of data propagated through the MIMO radar network, an adaptive com-
pression of the bistatic MLED Doppler likelihood is proposed here. The method extracts the
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subspace of significant components from the Nd-point MLED likelihood given by
TM = [TM (fd1), . . . , TM (fdNd)] (4.1)
where TM (fd) signifies the detection variable that the standard bistatic MLED algorithm (2.30)
produces when probing a certain Doppler frequency fd for potential targets. References to
the channel (·)m,n will be omitted for the time being for simplicity. The normalised Doppler
frequencies fd are selected to be equally distributed and span the whole range from -1/2 to 1/2.
The subspace extracted from (4.1) denoted as T̃M is sparse and consists only of the significant
contributions of TM . This idea has been explored in the field of distributed detection in the
past and has often been referred to as “sensor censoring” [90–93]. The definition of significant
contributions can be arbitrary and application-specific if additional information about the target
and clutter are available; e.g. if a target is known to be moving away from a given bistatic
radar pair, the information from half of the Doppler frequencies in the search space can be
discarded. If the normalised Doppler frequency of a target is known to be in a certain range,
the subspace T̃M can contain only the likelihood contributions from that range. Other existing
methods rely on the knowledge of the set or range of frequencies where clutter contributions
may occur [12, 13]. Here this knowledge can be used to eliminate these contributions in the
process of extracting the relevant subspace T̃M of potential target contributions. Other data
compression schemes for detection and localisation perform a similar task by ordering the sig-
nificant contributions according to their weight before transmission [94,95]; thus the exchange
of data can be stopped once the network reaches a decision. This can easily be adapted to the
multistatic radar detection scenario and the compression scheme proposed in this section.
No prior interference or target knowledge is assumed in the current problem; thus here a simple
approach of extracting the subspace of local peaks T̃M of the MLED likelihood TM will be
employed for data compression in the pre-transmission stage. A brief description of the process
of compression is given in Table 4.1. A small threshold ε is introduced for selecting the local
maxima that contribute to the compressed subspace. It helps to remove some of the insignificant
components and artefacts from the likelihood function, and it provides direct control over the
compression rate at the expense of performance.
The ideal MLED likelihood function in a hypothetical scenario of infinite SNR has a sharp peak
at the target’s Doppler frequency and is zero elsewhere. As the SNR gets lower, other peaks
appear resulting from noise and clutter. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.1 which shows an ex-
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for Doppler frequencies fd between 1 and Nd do
if T̃M (fd) is a local maximum then
if T̃M (fd) > ε then
T̃M (fd) = TM (fd)
end if
else
T̃M (fd) = 0
end if
end for
Table 4.1 Subspace compression
ample likelihood function of the bistatic MLED at a relatively low SNR of -30dB per temporal
snapshot with 60 such snapshots in total. The extracted likelihood subspace is also depicted
in the figure. The particular SNR and snapshot number have been chosen without loss of gen-
erality in order to provide a suitable visual example and demonstrate the concepts discussed
in this section; the target contribution is still identifiable but also practically undetectable in a
single bistatic scenario due to the higher likelihood peaks produced by the noise and clutter in
the channel.
The justification for using the proposed likelihood compression method described in Table 4.1
lies in the linearity of the multistatic MLED detection variable (3.16) with respect to its bistatic
components (2.30). Since the former is an unweighed sum of the individual components, the
main contributions to the multistatic detection variables will always come from the peaks of the
bistatic likelihoods. This is true for a collection of channels that have a relatively uniform SNR.
If one or more channels have a very low SNR compared to the others, the subspace compression
method may completely discard the contribution from the target Doppler frequency bin, but
this is unlikely to influence the overall multistatic threshold detector decision. If one or more
channels have a dominantly high SNR compared to the others, it is likely that the extracted
likelihood will contain only the subspace of the target Doppler frequency bin which provides
an excellent compression rate with no loss of performance.
It is clear that the transmitted signal T̃M is a sparse subset of TM . While this method provides
vast reduction in the amount of data that is transmitted between the computational nodes of the
radar system, it also degrades the sensitivity of the MLED to mismatches between the actual
and the estimated target Doppler frequency. If in a bistatic channel the MLED likelihood func-
tion does not peak exactly at the target Doppler, all information from this channel is lost after
the compression. The issue can be mitigated by running the received subspace T̃M through a
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Figure 4.1: Likelihood function of the standard bistatic MLED and proposed subspace com-
pression, K=60, SNR=− 30dB
smoothing filter operator. This can be done after the compressed likelihoods have been trans-
mitted throughout the radar network and thus provides no additional data to be exchanged.
4.3 Velocity synchronisation of detection likelihood
One of the major tasks in a practical implementation of the multistatic MLED algorithm is
the synchronisation of the data coming from the different bistatic channels before forming
the multistatic decision variable. Since the physical implementation of widely-spaced MIMO
radar is still relatively underdeveloped, litle literature exists at the moment that specialises
on the issues of data exchange and synchonisation. However, extensive work has been done
on analysing and solving those problems for general sensor netowors that could be adapted
to MIMO radar. For a relatively exhaustive analysis on the transmission, delay, and energy
limitations of data exchange and synrhonisation in sensor networks, refer to [40,41,58,93] and
references within.
In the considered MIMO radar scenario and developed multistatic algorithms, every channel
operates and forms its detection likelihood in its own unique RAD space. The RAD spaces then
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have to be aligned in order to properly combine the corresponding likelihoods for the multistatic
decision. This can be divided into two distinct steps: synchronising between the different
geolocations in the physical search space (range and angle synchronisation) and synchronising
the different Doppler frequency bins from the bistatic channels.
A method for geolocation synchronisation has been proposed in [44] and is part of the mul-
tistatic radar implementation procedure outlined in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2. Range and angle
form the basis of a polar 2-D coordinate system and are the natural parameters that a radar em-
ploys to locate a target. To facilitate channel synchronisation, [44] proposes the translation of
these two parameters into a standard Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed Cartesian coordinate system.
Depending on the range-angle resolution of the radar scenario, the system can be discretised
into different physical patches that are individually searched for a target. It is assumed that all
the radar elements know of each other’s relative positions and velocities. Because the Cartesian
coordinates are shared and synchronised in the radar network, combining the results from the
same geolocation becomes trivial.
Doppler frequency synchronisation between the different channels is a challenging task due
to the non-linear nature of the parameters involved. The generic form of the bistatic Doppler
frequency produced by a target is given in (2.8). In a multistatic scenario the Doppler frequency
is channel-specific for every transmit-receive pair (·)m,n
fd{m,n} = vHkm,n − vHt{m}km,n (4.2)
where km,n is given by (2.7) and is the response of the bistatic channel to a target at a certain ge-
olocation. It is assumed that the radar network can have full knowledge of all bistatic responses
km,n as well as the velocities of the mobile transmitters vt{m}. However, since the Doppler
frequency fd{m,n} is not mapped to a unique target velocity v, no trivial mapping between
the Doppler frequencies of the different channels exists. Thus combination of the detection
likelihood variables cannot be directly performed in Doppler space.
This section proposes the transition from Doppler frequency space (D-space) to velocity space
(v-space) to facilitate the multistatic MLED likelihood combination of its bistatic components
[32–36]. As evident from (4.2), Doppler frequencies are unique to their bistatic channels, but
the target velocity is absolute. The transition from D-space to v-space involves the upward
projection of the one-dimensional (1-D) variable fd{m,n} into the space of the 2-D variable v.
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The projection can be obtained from transforming (4.2) into the linear equation
vy =
fd{m,n} + vHt{m}km,n − vxkm,n(1)
km,n(2)
(4.3)
where the target velocity v is split into its x-y components as shown in (2.5). In practice the
velocity map produced by (4.3) will be discrete. Both the vx and vy components will consist
of Nv possible values. While (4.3) can provide a real-time link between the Nd Doppler fre-
quency bins and the Nv×Nv velocity bins searched by the system, the mapping can also be
pre-computed for the different physical areas searched by the radar system; thus the upward
projection of D-space into v-space does not present any major additional burden on the com-
putational nodes. In Figure 4.1 the likelihood function of the bistatic MLED in D-space was
shown. Figure 4.2 shows the same likelihood function projected upwards into v-space through
the mapping (4.3). The target velocity is in the middle, and the search space is taken as a small




























Figure 4.2: Likelihood function of the standard bistatic MLED in velocity space, K=60,
SNR=− 30dB, v= [25,−25]m/s
Once the individual bistatic MLED likelihood functions are projected from D-space into v-
space, the multistatic combination becomes trivial. This method of translation can be used
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in the practical implementation of any other multistatic algorithm based on either covariance
estimation [56,65,67], subspace projections [12,13,21], or other models for estimation (e.g. au-
toregressive [14]). There are other advantages to the method proposed in this section. Velocity
estimation has always been an integral part of target radiolocation. In v-space, the multistatic
MLED will be able to directly provide an estimate to the velocity if the average SNR of the
channels is sufficiently high. Moreover, identifying a target’s position and velocity can predict
its movement. Usually an additional tracking algorithm is required post-detection to perform
this task. If the detection process is done in v-space, the result can aid the tracking algorithm.
The v-space syncronisation method proposed here clearly depends on the accuracy of the tar-
get’s Doppler and subsequent velocity estimation. Under normal mode of operation this is
fulfilled by the fact that the APES filter on which the MLED is based is sharp and accurate at
the frequency it estimates [21]. However, the drawback of this precision is the oversampling of
the observations required to support such filter sharpness. This issue and some of its potential
solutions involving the utilisation of the stop-band APES filter are discussed in [96].
The projection into v-space proposed here can be combined with the proposed likelihood com-
pression model from Section 4.2. This completes all the steps of the multistatic target detection
method outlined in Table 2.2 and provides a potential practical implementation guideline for
MIMO radar detection. When an airborne target is present, it will produce a distinct likelihood
pattern in v-space when the compressed multistatic MLED is used for detection. In Section 4.4
this pattern is examined, and based on the findings an enhancement to the multistatic MLED is
proposed that would increase the performance of the algorithm.
4.4 Modified MLED
This section proposes a modification of the multistatic MLED algorithm based on the expected
structure of the target velocity likelihood. The idea extends from the general multistatic radar
binomial analysis presented in [37] and applies the principle to the multistatic STAP scenario
discussed in this thesis. It is assumed that the MLED likelihood function compression proposed
in Section 4.2 is employed and that the target signal, if present, always lies in the subspace T̃M .
As previously discussed, in an ideal environment of infinite SNR (no noise or interference)
the D-space likelihood function of the bistatic MLED algorithm consists only of a sharp peak
at the correct target Doppler frequency. Thus the compressed likelihood subspace has only
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one component. Based on the v-space translation given in (4.3), the ideal bistatic likelihood
function is a line that passes through the target velocity. Therefore in a multistatic scenario
of ideal channels with infinite SNR, all bistatic contributions will pass through and cross over
at the target velocity. Figure 4.3 demonstrates this concept visually in a multistatic 9-channel
scenario (M=N=3) with very low noise and clutter returns. The figure shows the combined
multistatic MLED detection variable TM (v) for all velocities v in the search space. Each of the
9 lines in the figure represents the Doppler reflection projected into v-space from the moving
target in a single bistatic channel of the radar system. All lines pass through the correct target
velocity, which is their intersection point.
Since the algorithms in this chapter generate likelihood values in the whole v-space range, the
physical space for saving the results becomes a consideration. Thus the number of simulated
channels will be kept relatively low. In a practical scenario this issue is alleviated by the fact





























Figure 4.3: Likelihood function of the multistatic MLED in velocity space
K=60, SNR=10dB, v= [25,−25]m/s
The structure shown in Figure 4.3 is only characteristic for target returns because the target
velocity remains fixed across all channels. The bistatic clutter contributions are considered to
be independent, and thus they don’t share a common velocity. The only ground patch whose
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clutter returns are observed across all channels is the one under the target. However, since the
transmitter velocities vt{m} are not the same, the relative velocities of the ground patch with
respect to the bistatic channels −vt{m} also differ. Thus the clutter returns will not produce a
well-defined likelihood structure such as the one from the target shown in Figure 4.3.
If the bistatic MLED likelihood is sparse, the knowledge that target and clutter would produce
different patterns can be utilised to aid the detection process. The subspace compression method
described in Section 4.2 naturally fulfils the sparsity criterion. The subspace T̃M consists of the
target component and the components of the strongest clutter returns. The multistatic MLED
weighs all contributions according to their likelihood before adding them up in v-space as











The likelihood structure discussed here suggests that the number of contributions at a given
point can also be used in order to distinguish between a potential target and a strong clutter












The threshold εm,n is used to determine the non-zero components of T̃M{m,n}. By design
these components are all larger than εm,n as shown in the subspace extraction procedure in
Table 4.1. Therefore, BM{m,n} is a signal subspace that equally weighs (with a weight of
one) all MLED likelihood frequency contributions that are local maxima and surpass a certain
threshold. This process is theoretically equivalent to performing threshold detection in each
bistatic MLED channel individually before combining the results. Such distributed detectors
based on the combination of the individual bistatic hard decisions have been proposed and
analysed in the past [37–41].The difference here is that in the detection process, the thresholds
γm,n are selected to provide a relatively low probability of false alarm; here the thresholds
εm,n need to be small enough to prevent the target contribution from being excluded from the
analysis in low SNR scenarios.
To successfully perform target detection, it should be assumed that the target is sufficiently far
from the clutter ridge in the individual bistatic channels. In that case, provided that the returned
power is high enough to surpass the thresholds εm,n, it can be assumed that the target will
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produce a local peak in the MLED likelihood function. Thus the proposed modified multistatic











where the dependence of the variables on the target velocity v has been included to underline the
fact that the detection process is performed in v-space. The second term on the left hand side
of (4.6) represents the additional information that exploits the structure of the target signal’s
likelihood in v-space. It is not a ML term in the direct sense, so it is simply added to the
existing detection variable to enhance the algorithm’s performance. A constant κ is applied to
the likelihood contribution terms BM{m,n} (v) before adding them to the multistatic decision
variable in (4.6). This constant is a positive small weight that ensures that the modified MLED
is not dominated by the newly added parameters. This keeps the detector approximately ML.








3. Share compressed likelihoods across network




5. Filter and project likelihoods onto v-space
6. Combine likelihood subspaces T̃M{m,n} (v) with contributions κBM{m,n} (v)
7. Join bistatic results into multistatic likelihood
Table 4.2: Modified multistatic MLED procedure
An overview of the procedure of applying the modified multistatic MLED is given in Table 4.2.
Section 4.5 discusses some models and statistical analysis of the proposed modification.
4.5 Analysis
This section provides a statistical analysis of the proposed modified multistatic MLED thresh-
old detector. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the proposed algorithm is not derived as a ML
solution but rather a knowledge-based one. However, the modified detector (4.6) is dominated
(through the weight κ) by the standard multistatic MLED term (3.16) which is ML. Thus the
modification can be labelled as “approximately maximum likelihood,” a term first introduced in
the derivation of the APES filter [61] on which the original MLED algorithm is based [17]. The
statistical properties of the proposed modified algorithm are discussed in Section 4.5.1. The
pdf, the false alarm and the detection probabilities are discussed in Section 4.5.2. Section 4.5.3
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provides a brief discussion of the influence of the scaling parameter κ on the performance of
the proposed modified multistatic MLED.
4.5.1 Statistical properties of the modified multistatic MLED
The statistical analysis of the multistatic MLED is provided in Section 3.5.1. A closed-form
solution for the pdf was never reached, but the combination of random variables that make up
the statistics of the detector is provided in (3.39). Using this information, the statistics of the
















Each of the channels contributes a 1 or a 0 to the total term (4.7). It is clear that this term
is directly derived from the multistatic MLED (3.39) which is a CFAR detector. Thus (4.7)
inherits the property of independence from the clutter and noise covariance matrices Rm,n,
which means that the modified multistatic MLED is also CFAR. Therefore, for a given SNR,
the probability of each of the individual components of (4.7) to be either 0 or 1 is constant
and independent of the background noise and clutter. It can thus be concluded that the indi-
vidual components of (4.7) follow the Bernoulli distribution, or more generally, the single-trial
binomial distribution
ξm,n ∼ B(1, pm,n) (4.8)
where pm,n is the channel-specific success rate of the ε-thresholded compressed likelihood
being a 1. It may be desirable to design the system such that the success rate in each channel
is the same. This idea was first discussed in [37] where an extensive analysis of multistatic
binomial detection can be found. The assumption that the channel SNR is constant was made
in [37]. Here this assumption will be relaxed. A constant channel-specific success rate p will
be achieved through scaling the selection thresholds εm,n with the SNR ρm,n in each channel.
Thus the total additional term ξ is the sum of M×N iid Bernoulli distributed variables, which
is equivalent to the binomial distribution
H0 : ξ ∼ B(MN, p0)
H1 : ξ ∼ B(MN, p1)
(4.9)
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where the success rate p0 under hypothesisH0 can never surpass the rate p1 under the alternative
hypothesis by design. The amended multistatic MLED is then distributed as the following










where γ̂ is the threshold associated with the modified multistatic detector. This is a linear
combination of the distributions of the standard multistatic MLED and a scaled version of the
multistatic binomial detector [37].
4.5.2 Probability density, detection and false alarm probability
The statistics of the modified multistatic MLED (4.10) consist of the sum of the multistatic
MLED random variable and the newly-added binomial term. As such, the latter is discrete and















pq(1− p)MN−qδ(x− q) (4.12)
through the use of the continuous Dirac delta function δ(x). Scaling (4.12) by the coefficient κ
can be done through the standard transformation of random variable












b(q,MN, p)δ (x− κq) (4.13)
where the scaling factor in front of (4.13) disappears because the Dirac delta is a homogeneous
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The values of the binomial distribution (4.13) are the combined εm,n-thresholded values of
the channel-specific MLED random variables TM{m,n}. Therefore the newly added parameter
distributed as ξ is jointly conditional on the MLED detection variable and the thresholds εm,n.
The individual channel-specific components of ξ are formed in a process that is no different
than standard threshold detection, thus the success rate parameters in (4.9) are simply given by
p0 = Pfa{m,n}(εm,n) (4.15)
p1 = Pd{m,n}(εm,n) (4.16)
where Pfa{m,n} and Pd{m,n} here represent the standard bistatic MLED false alarm and detec-
tion probabilities derived in [18, pp.62-64]. Previously it was assumed that each threshold εm,n
is adaptively scaled to its respective channel SNR so that the binomial success rates (4.15) and
(4.16) remain constant across the different channels. This greatly simplifies the analysis and
allows for a certain value of p0 to be chosen during the design stage of the detection algorithm
implementation. Since p0 is now fixed, the value of p1 can be obtained through the detection-
false alarm relation of the standard bistatic MLED explored in the results of [18, pp.74-79].
When the success rates p0 and p1 are fixed, the dependence of the added binomial parameter ξ
on the MLED random variables TM{m,n} is relaxed, i.e. they become conditionally independent
given p [98].
Let the pdf of the standard multistatic MLED be labelled as fTM (x). It is described by the
sum of random ratios of the F-distributed ζm,n and the beta-distributed ηm,n featured in (4.10).
Because this sum is conditionally independent from the additional scaled binomial distributed
as κξ, the pdf of the modified multistatic MLED labelled here as f̂TM (x) is given by
f̂TM (x) = fTM (x) ∗ B(κx,MN, p)
= fTM (x) ∗
MN∑
q=0




b(q,MN, p)fTM (x− κq) (4.17)
where ∗ is the symbol used to denote linear convolution. The pdf of the modified multi-
static MLED algorithm consists of the summation of copies of the pdf of the standard mul-
tistatic MLED shifted at the locations κq and scaled by the standard binomial pmf coefficients
b(q,MN, p) given by (4.11). To obtain the detection and false alarm of the newly proposed
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modified algorithm, the linearity of the integral operator is exploited in the following probabil-
ity measure given a detection threshold γ̂
∫ ∞

















bγ−κq fTM (x)dx (4.18)
The integrals on the left and right hand side of (4.18) can directly give the relation between the
probability of false alarm and detection of the standard multistatic MLED labelled as Pfa and








b(q,MN, p1)Pd (γ̂ − κq) (4.20)
While not explicitly stated, it is clear that both the probability of false alarm (4.19) and detection
(4.20) are dependent on the value of the scaling parameter κ. A brief discussion on the relation
is provided in Section 4.5.3.
4.5.3 Performance effects of the scaling parameter κ
It is clear that the value of the scaling parameter κ plays a very important role on the perfor-
mance of the modified multistatic MLED proposed here. It controls the degree of influence that
the additional binomial term has on the detection algorithm. As expected, for κ=0 the probabil-
ity of false alarm (4.19) and the probability of detection (4.20) reduce to those of the standard
multistatic MLED. If the value of κ becomes large, the modified MLED becomes dominated
by the binomial detector and its performance is comparable to the one discussed in [37]. The
binomial detector is based on the combination of hard decisions from multiple radar channels,
while the multistatic MLED is the ML combination of the respective soft decisions. As such,
the isolated performance of the former is expected to be worse than that of the latter, a concept
that is widely applied in communications and decoding [73]. This claim cannot be verified the-
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Figure 4.4: Probability density function of the modified multistatic MLED detection variable,
K=60, M=N=3, SNR=−30dB, κ=6σM
oretically since closed-form expressions for the false alarm and detection probabilities of the
multistatic MLED are not available. However, a comparison between the numerical results [37]
associated with the binomial detector and the results for a multistatic radar network of the same
size presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis confirms the expectations.
The standard deviation of the multistatic MLED (3.44) (3.52) (3.55) derived in the approxima-
tions from Section 3.5.2 could serve as an indicator of the expected influence of a large value of
κ on the modified algorithm. Since the multistatic MLED can roughly be described by a Gaus-
sian pdf (Section 3.5.2), most of its weight is within 3 standard deviations σM of its mean. Thus
a κ of 6σM provides an almost ideal separation between the different components of the modi-
fied multistatic pdf (4.17). Figure 4.4 shows the pdf for a multistatic scenario of 3 transmitters
and 3 receivers and an arbitrarily chosen SNR of -30 dB. The labelling of the different data sets
follows the one described in Table 3.1 and 3.2. The shape of the pdf demonstrates that for this
value of κ the performance of the multistatic detection algorithm is dominated by the scaled
binomial term κξ. Thus, if the modified multistatic MLED does offer an enhanced performance
as expected, this should come for a value of κ that roughly lies somewhere between 0 and 6σM
where neither of the two components of (4.10) is heavily dominating the signal statistics.
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Figure 4.5: Probability of detection of the modified multistatic MLED detection variable
K=60, M=N=3, SNR=−30dB, Pfa=0.02






















Figure 4.6: Probability density function of the modified multistatic MLED detection variable,
K=60, M=N=3, SNR=−30dB, optimal value of κ=0.04
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At this stage deriving an optimal value for κ is difficult because the modified probability of
false alarm (4.19) and probability of detection (4.20) involve a sum of terms with no associated
closed form expressions. Both probabilities are dependent on the threshold γ̂ and the scaling κ,
so fixing Pfa to obtain the maximum of Pd with respect to κ is not feasible. The two parameters
have to be considered jointly. Plugging in the Gaussian approximations (3.56) (3.57) derived in
Section 3.5.2 into (4.19) and (4.20) does not alleviate the issue. No trivial method of inverting
a sum of Q-functions can be found, and according to Galois theory, a solution in terms of
traditional arithmetic may not exist depending on the approximating Gaussian parameters [99,
pp.92-105].
Obtaining the value of the scaling parameter κ that maximises the modified probability of de-
tection (4.20) for a fixed probability of false alarm (4.19) can be done numerically. The rela-
tionship is depicted in Figure 4.5 for the same radar system as the one used for plotting Figure
4.4 and a fixed probability of false alarm. The simulation is for a fixed set of parameters but de-
scribes well the behaviour of the detection probability with respect to κ observed over multiple
tests of variable radar characteristics. There are two important observations evident in Figure
4.5: the modified multistatic MLED performs better than its isolated individual components,
and there is a value of κ that maximises the performance curve. The numerically-found optimal
value of the scaling parameter is used to depict the pdf of the modified multistatic MLED ran-
dom variable in Figure 4.6. The shape of the distribution is no longer dominated by the scaled
binomial term κξ.
4.6 Simulations
This section contains the numerical and theoretical simulations of the modified multistatic
MLED detector proposed in this chapter. Two data sets, “simulated” and “theoretical,” are
depicted in the results; the labelling corresponds to the one described in Table 3.1 and 3.2. A
relatively small multistatic radar network similar to the toy example depicted in Figure 2.3 of
Chapter 2 is used in the simulations. There are a total of 3 mobile transmitters and 3 stationary
ULA receivers placed around a moving airborne target. The number of bistatic channels in this
set of simulations is kept low since the algorithm requires significant physical storage space.
In a practical scenario this storage space will be distributed between the different receivers and
will become less of a problem. The physical radar parameters from Table 2.1 are also employed
in this set of simulations.
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Unlike in Chapter 3 where only a single Doppler frequency was considered, here the full bistatic
likelihood functions of the MLED in D-space is calculated for all Monte Carlo runs of every
channel. The range of normalised Doppler frequencies has been divided into Nd=101 equidis-
tant bins that are scanned for potential targets. A compressed subspace from each of the bistatic
likelihoods is extracted according to the procedure described in Table 4.1. The values of εm,n
are chosen to allow local likelihood maxima that are within 99% of the global maximum in
order to remove any insignificant contributions caused by thermal noise or other phenomena.
After being shared throughout the radar network, the bistatic likelihoods are passed through a
3-point smoothing Gaussian filter; this reduces the effects of potential frequency mismatches
between the target Doppler and the corresponding bin component of the likelihood. The results
are then projected into a v-space ofNv=21 equidistant points 0.5m/s apart centred at the correct
target velocity. The bistatic likelihoods are then compounded to form the multistatic MLED
likelihood in v-space.
The added binomial term associated with the bistatic hard decisions is formed from the unfil-
tered bistatic MLED likelihoods. The set of binary decisions is then projected from D-space
into v-space. In every simulation run the scaling parameter κ that would produce the optimal
result is obtained numerically. In practice a table of the optimal values of κ for certain SNR
levels and radar parameters could be calculated in advance and used as a reference. The op-
timal scaling here is applied to the binomial detection likelihoods before adding them to the
multistatic MLED results. This forms the modified multistatic MLED likelihood function with
subspace compression in v-space.
The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves have been plotted for a scenario where
K=20 iid temporal snapshots are available in every channel. Figure 4.7 shows the results for
an SNR value of -30dB. It is clear from the graph that the detection rate in this scenario is very
poor and almost equal to the probability of false alarm. The benefit that the modified MLED
provides in this case is insignificant. A better performance is seen on Figure 4.8 where the
SNR has been increased to -25dB. The separation between the curves of the original multistatic
MLED and its proposed modification can be observed. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 repeat the
previous simulations for a scenario of K=60 iid temporal snapshots. Naturally, as more data
is available for SDS covariance estimation, the performance of the multistatic MLED becomes
better. It must be noted that the advantages of the proposed modified algorithm also become
more apparent here, as the detection rate gains can clearly be seen on both graphs.
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Figure 4.7: ROC curve of multistatic MLED and the proposed modified MLED
K=20, SNR=−30dB






















Figure 4.8: ROC curve of multistatic MLED and the proposed modified MLED
K=20, SNR=−25dB
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Figure 4.9: ROC curve of multistatic MLED and the proposed modified MLED
K=60, SNR=−30dB






















Figure 4.10: ROC curve of multistatic MLED and the proposed modified MLED
K=60, SNR=−25dB
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The ROC curves shown so far demonstrate the range of viability of the detector proposed in
this chapter. The binomial term in the modified MLED represents a combination of scaled hard
decisions linked to the performance of the soft-decision standard MLED. In a low SNR scenario
the false alarm and detection probabilities of the MLED are very similar. Thus there is almost
no difference in the additional binomial term under theH0 andH1 detection hypotheses, and as
a result the success rates p0 and p1 are almost the same. This simply offsets the false alarm and
detection probabilities by the same amount and provides no relative increase in performance in
the lower SNR region, as can be observed in Figure 4.7.
In the very high SNR region the detection rate based on the standard MLED is nearly ideal even
for a very low probability of false alarm. Thus the multistatic decisions from the MLED and
the binomial detector will be nearly identical. Since the performance is already very high, the
additional term is of little effect for such very high levels of SNR. The results can be observed in
Figure 4.10 where the performance boost of the modified MLED is relatively smaller compared
to Figure 4.9. These observations suggest that the algorithm enhancement proposed in this
chapter operates best in the mid-to-high SNR region where the detection rate can benefit the



























Figure 4.11: Probability of detection of compressed multistatic MLED vs compression ratio
K=20, Pfa=0.02
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It must be noted that the benefits of the proposed modified multistatic MLED algorithm, even
when minimal, are accompanied by a reduction of the data shared throughout the network based
on the compression proposed in Section 4.2. The influence of the level of compression on the
algorithm performance has been shown for K=20 in Figure 4.11. The standard form of the





The results are averaged over all Monte Carlo runs for a few SNR levels. The lowest compres-
sion ratio is always shown for the thresholds εm,n set to 0, which means that all local maxima
are included in the compressed subspace. An interesting phenomenon observed in the results is
the robustness of the algorithm performance for high SNR with respect to the measure in Fig-
ure 4.11. A higher SNR means a higher target likelihood. Therefore, raising the compression
ratio (up to a certain point) mainly removes the subspace contributions of the clutter since a lot
of them come with a relatively lower likelihood than the target one. That explains the relative
flatness at the start of the highest SNR curve plotted in the graph. In a hypothetical scenario of
infinite SNR the ideal maximum compression rate can be achieved; the full likelihood function
in this scenario can be described by the single point where the target contribution is located.
Clearly from Figure 4.11 there is a tradeoff between the compression ratio and the maximum
performance that a system can be expected to achieve. The simulations demonstrate that if
the tolerance for the performance loss is set to 10% of the uncompressed one, the maximum
compression ratio that the algorithm can support and thus the reduction in the data exchange
between receivers is approximately 30 times.
4.7 Summary
This chapter describes the steps necessary to realise the practical implementation of the multi-
static MLED threshold detector and proposes an enhanced version of the algorithm. A method
for compression of the Doppler detection likelihood function has been proposed and analysed
that would greatly reduce the data shared between the computational nodes of the radar net-
work. To synchronise the bistatic contributions coming from the multiple radar channels, the
method of projecting the detection likelihood function from the channel-specific D-space into
the universal v-space has been suggested. Based on the compressed likelihood structure of
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a potential target in v-space, the modified multistatic MLED algorithm has been proposed; it
utilises a combination of the soft and hard decisions coming from the different bistatic chan-
nels into the multistatic decision variable to provide a better detection rate in the mid-to-high
SNR region of operation. It is shown that the newly proposed modified algorithm retains the
CFAR property. An analysis of the performance of the enhanced target detector is provided
and demonstrated in a series of numerical simulations. It is shown that the enhanced detec-
tor performs better than the standard multistatic MLED derived in Chapter 3 in the mid-SNR
region. This benefit is obtained in addition to the reduction of the likelihood data exchanged
between the different receivers in the radar setup. The simulations also demonstrate the tradeoff
between the compression ratio and the system performance. It is shown that compressions of
up to 30 times still yield a reasonable detection probability as compared to the uncompressed
transmission scenario.
While this chapter has focused on some of the practical issues of implementing and deploying
the multistatic MLED threshold detector, the waveforms transmitted in the radar system have
still been assumed ideally-orthogonal. This is an unrealistic scenario, and the effects of non-
ideal waveform orthogonality can impose some additional limitations on the performance of
MIMO radar and its respective MIMO ambiguity function. Chapter 5 addresses this issue
by demonstrating that realistic low-correlation waveforms separated in time and/or frequency
experience negligible effects in their multistatic ambiguity function as the MIMO system grows.
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This chapter investigates the practical limitations of waveform orthogonality and residual in-
terference experienced by growing MIMO radar networks that have not been considered so far.
The main focus is on the overall reduction of the MIMO ambiguity function region that can
be clear of sidelobes [45, 46] that is briefly described in Section 2.6. This is a well-known
phenomenon that occurs in a scenario where multiple waveforms occupying the same time and
bandwidth are designed to be nearly ideally-orthogonal in fast-time.
It will be shown here that in a multistatic radar system the ambiguity function limiting factors
can be alleviated if the transmitted waveforms are designed to be orthogonal in time and/or fre-
quency [101]. The concept is identical to FDMA and TDMA in wireless communication [73].
To evaluate the relative interference effects between channels, the ratio of the cross-to-auto-
ambiguity function has been proposed as a measure of waveform orthogonality and influence
on the performance of the MIMO radar system. It is shown in this chapter that the ratio becomes
negligible if the radar pulses are band-limited to sufficiently separated bands. The ambiguity
bound then reduces to the familiar mono/bistatic form (2.37) and is independent of the radar
network size. The work in this chapter utilises a specific waveform, namely the Gaussian pulse
train (GPT), for convenience and ease of analysis. However, the conclusions drawn here can be
generalised to a variety of other waveforms that conform to certain requirements specified in
the discussion later on in the chapter.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 contains the background derivations
of the well-known ambiguity of an infinite train of Dirac delta functions as well as the ambi-
guity of a single Gaussian pulse (GP). These results are combined to provide the ambiguity
of a theoretical GPT waveform of ininite number of pulses. The original work in the chapter
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begins at Section 5.3, which contains the more practical derivation of the autoambiguity of a
GPT waveform with a finite number of pulses KT . Section 5.4 defines and derives the re-
spective cross-ambiguity between two finite GPT waveforms that are separated in time and/or
frequency. Section 5.5 derives the respective ambiguity volumes as well as their ratio in a given
region of interest around the origin. The major contribution of the chapter, which consists of an
approximation to that ratio, has been derived in the same section for the practical case of finite
GPT waveforms. Section 5.6 provides a numerical simulation that demonstrates the feasibility
of the volume ratio approximation as well as demonstrates that the expected values for this ratio
are negligible compared to the autoambiguity volumes in the multistatic system. This allevi-
ates the compounding negative effect on the MIMO ambiguity function of a multistatic radar
with the addition of more channels in the system. The benefits of the investigated orthogonal-
ity methods come at the price of an increased bandwidth or delay in the MIMO radar system.
While the derivations are performed for GPTs for convenience, guidelines for extending the
approach to a wider variety of waveforms are discussed. This chapter closely follows the work
published in [47].
5.2 Infinite Gaussian pulse train autoambiguity
In this section, the autoambiguity of the theoretical GPT waveform that consists of an infinite
number of consecutive pulses is derived. An assumption made throughout this whole chapter is
that the considered waveforms experience no fast-time delays and small Doppler shifts. If this
assumption is not fulfilled, the narrowband form of Woodward’s ambiguity function (2.36) is
no longer applicable.














The ambiguity of the GP is a two-dimensional Gaussian function extending in time and fre-
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quency [68, 70]













A radar waveform consists of multiple pulses. To obtain the ambiguity function of a GPT,
the following property can be used: if two waveforms are convolved in time, their ambiguity
functions are also convolved along the time axis [68]. An infinite GPT is the convolution of a




δ(t− kT ) (5.4)
where the spacing between pulses is the radar’s PRI, and k∈Z. The ambiguity function of (5.4)












where m,n∈Z. An approximation to this function is shown in Figure 5.1 for a 100-pulse








































Figure 5.1: Autoambiguity of a 100-pulse delta train waveform
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Figure 5.2: Autoambiguity of a 1000-pulse GPT waveform
The ambiguity function of an infinite GPT will be the convolution of (5.3) and (5.5) along the
time axis. The spacing T is equal to the length of each GP, which will be defined here as 6





The ambiguity function of the infinite GPT consists of shifted copies of (5.3) in time at t=nT























The waveform is reminiscent of a “bed of razors” which take the shape of Gaussian functions
along the time axis and are infinitesimally thin along the frequency axis. An approximation to
this function is shown in Figure 5.2 for a 1000-pulse GPT waveform.
The derivation of the autoambiguity of the infinite GPT waveform is a necessary step but reflects
only a theoretical scenario. In practice a radar waveform will consist of a finite number of
pulses. The respective autoambiguity derivation for this case is shown in the following section.
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5.3 Finite Gaussian pulse train autoambiguity
A pulse Doppler radar’s waveform consists of multiple consecutive pulses. Consider a GPT
constructed by transmitting KT consecutive GPs. This waveform is the time-domain convolu-






δ(t− kT ) (5.8)
In order to ensure that the energy of the waveform remains constant (chosen as unity here), a
normalising factor is applied to (5.8). The ambiguity function of (5.8) can be calculated through
direct evaluation of Woodward’s narrowband ambiguity integral given by (2.36). The result is
a symmetric sum of Dirac delta functions along the time axis and a sum of exponentials along
frequency






















which is a special case of the Dirichlet kernel function [102, pp.89-92]. The formula for a
geometric series of exponentials can be written in terms of the Dirichlet kernel as
KT−1∑
k=0
e−j2πfkT = DKT (fT )e
−jπf(KT−1)T (5.11)
The normalised square norm of the ambiguity of the finite GPT is obtained after convolving
(5.3) and (5.9) along the time axis and through using the geometric series representation (5.11)





αg(t− kT, f)|DKT−|k|(fT )| (5.12)
As the number of pulses KT approaches infinity, the Dirichlet kernel (5.10) becomes an ar-
bitrarily close approximation to an infinite Dirac delta train in frequency, and the ambiguity
function takes the form (5.7).
The volume of the Eucledian norm of the ambiguity function α(t, f) in an arbitrary region A is
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To obtain the Eucledian norm of the GPT ambiguity, (5.12) is squared, which involves multiple
cross-terms on the right hand side of the equation. Here the shape of the terms αg(t, f) is Gaus-
sian, and the distance T between the different copies of αg(t, f) along the time axis is chosen
as 6σ. Thus the weight of the tail of the Gaussian shape αg(t, f) outside the chosen width
is negligibly small. Since the cross-terms when squaring the right hand side of (5.12) involve
multiplications with those tails, they can be neglected. Thus the following approximation for
the Eucledian norm of the GPT ambiguity can be made





|αg(t− kT, f)|2FKT−|k|(fT ) (5.14)
Here Fn(x) is the Fejér kernel function [103, pp.17-19] that can be defined as the square of the





Using the approximation for the Eucledian norm (5.14), the volume for a GPT in an area A
around the origin takes the following form







αg(t− kT, f)2FKT−|k|(fT )dfdt (5.16)
The limits of the sum in (5.16) have been omitted. Usually the aim is to make the volume as
close to the ideal case V (A)=V0 as possible (where V0 is the volume at the origin), and thus
small regions A around the origin are considered. The contribution to such a region will come
from no more than the set k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} in (5.16).
In the next section, the respective cross-ambiguity between two foreign waveforms carried on
orthogonal frequencies or received at orthogonal times is derived.
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5.4 Waveform cross-ambiguity in multiple access MIMO
Consider the MIMO radar scenario where waveform orthogonality has been ahcieved through
time and/or frequency separation in an FDMA/TDMA transmission scheme. Let the main
waveform of interest be the single GP ug(t) given in (5.1). Consider a foreign interfering










The duration and bandwidth of (5.1) and (5.17) are the same. The cross-ambiguity between the
two waveforms can be obtained by plugging their expressions in the integral (2.38). Instead of
solving this integral, the shifting properties of Woodward’s ambiguity function can be used [68].
The pulse (5.17) can be represented as (5.1) convolved in time with δ(t− t∆) and in frequency
with δ(f − f∆). This convolution translates to ambiguity space to obtain the following cross-
ambiguity between the GP of interest and its interferer













up to a time-frequency phase term φ due to the symmetric form of Woodward’s ambiguity
integral considered in this thesis. As expected, (5.18) is a shifted version of (5.3) in time and
frequency. The phase term disappears when the ambiguity norm is taken into account.
|χg(t, f)| = |αg(t− t∆, f − f∆)| (5.19)
For simplicity it is assumed that the different waveforms in the MIMO radar are all of equal
length for a CPI and containKT pulses each. Following the approach in Section 5.3, the square
Euclidean norm of the cross-ambiguity of two GPTs offset in time and frequency is





|χg(t− kT, f)DKT−|k|((f−f∆)T )| (5.20)
The approximation to the Eucledian norm in (5.14) based on ignoring the Gaussian tail terms
is once again employed to produce the following expression





|χg(t− kT, f)|2FKT−|k|((f−f∆)T ) (5.21)
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The formula for the volume of (5.21) is the same as (5.16) with the area A centred around
(t∆, f∆) instead of (0, 0). The Fejér kernel is 1/T -periodic. Thus most of the volume of (5.21)
is contained around the points (kT−t∆, n/T−f∆) where n∈Z and k is within the limits given
in the sums above.
The following section combines the results obtained here and in Section 5.3 in order to define
a measure of relative ambiguity interference in a MIMO radar scenario.
5.5 Ambiguity volume ratio in multiple access MIMO
The definition of the MIMO radar ambiguity function (2.39) leads to the bound on the volume
that can be clear of sidelobes given in (2.40). It is discussed in [45] that in the ideal case, orthog-
onal waveform design aims to simultaneously reduce the volume of the cross-ambiguitiesin the
region of interest A while maintaining autoambiguities that are concentrated at the origin∫∫
A
|αgg(t, f)|2dfdt = V0 (5.22)∫∫
A
|χgi(t, f)|2dfdt = 0 (5.23)
where it is assumed that all channels have the same volume V0 at (0,0). If both (5.22) and (5.23)
can be satisfied at the same time for all channels, then the total MIMO ambiguity function (2.39)
would reduce to the sum of the autoambiguities in the system, and the bound would be relaxed
to the mono/bistatic one (2.37). While it is shown in [45] that for CDMA orthogonal waveforms
that occupy the same time and bandwidth, both (5.22) and (5.23) cannot be simultaneously
satisfied, frequency and/or time orthogonality will be evaluated here. The conditions (5.22)
and (5.23) will also be relaxed. The proposed measure of relative waveform orthogonality here
is the ratio between the cross-to-autoambiguity between any two orthogonal waveforms. As
long as this ratio is small, the cross-ambiguity terms can be ignored from the MIMO ambiguity
function, and the criterion for relaxing the bound (2.40) is fulfilled.
5.5.1 Volume ratio in an TDMA scenario
The cross-to-auto-ambiguity volume ratio of two foreign GPT waveforms orthogonal in time
will be derived in this subsection. This corresponds to a TDMA scenario where each transmitter
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is given a unique time slot in which its waveform is transmitted and received throughout the
network. Thus time-orthogonality between waveforms is achieved. Since the GPT considered
here consists of KT consecutive GPs spaced at a distance T , the total waveform duration for
one CPI is
TW = TKT (5.24)
This time is also the theoretical minimum delay that has to occur between two waveforms at
the receiver side in order for them to be considered orthogonal. Therefore it can be assumed
that t∆≥TW . Since the narrowband signal model is adopted, it is assumed that the Doppler
shifts between the pulses in the waveform contribute no additional fast-time delay or sigificant
frequency shift relative to the carrier.
Consider the volume of the cross-ambiguity of the finite GPT (5.21) around the origin. Since
this subsection focuses on TDMA, f∆=0 here. The cross-ambiguity volume is highest when
the foreign waveforms are offset by a multiple of the duration T in time. Theoretically the
worst-case scenario that still achieves time orthogonality is t∆=TW , since TW is already a
multiple of T (5.24), and since the cross-ambiguity volume (5.21) decays when moving away
from the origin.
The volume ratio proposed here as a measure of relative waveform orthogonality is investigated
in a small rectangular regionA around the origin. Therefore this region satisfies both properties
imposed in [72] since it is convex and symmetric about the origin of ambiguity space (0,0).
Because the regionA is small, only the k=0 term contributes significantly to the autoambiguity
volume (5.16). To evaluate the cross-ambiguity contribution, note that the volume of the cross-
ambiguity can be expressed through the volume of the shifted autoambiguity using the shifting
property in (5.19)







αg(t− kT − t∆, f)2FKT−|k|(fT )dfdt (5.25)
Since the time shift t∆ is already larger than the limit of the sum in (5.25), only the first term
k=−K+1 in the sum contributes any significant amount to the volume. The rest of the contri-
butions come from negligibly small Gaussian tails. Thus the volume ratio in the case of TDMA
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The integral with respect to frequency has disappeared since it is the same in the numerator
and denominator for the assumed frequency offset f∆=0. The extra scaling parameter is nec-
essary since the peak of the The Fejér kernel (5.15) varies with the kernel order. The result in
(5.26) is valid for any region A that satisfies the properties imposed in [72]. To obtain a prac-
tical value and solve the integral, consider a rectangular symmetric region around the origin
{|t|≤tb, |f |≤fb}. For fb<BW /2, where BW is the frequency 6σ width of the GP ambiguity,
only the term around k=0 is considered since the other contributions are negligible Gaussian
tail terms. The solution to the volume ratio integral (5.26), dependent on the temporal size tb






















Utilising a purely TDMA scheme may not be the most applicable option in a large multistatic
radar system. Since the target is usually a fast-moving airborne object, implementing artificial
delays between the waveform transmissions in the different bistatic channels can disrupt the
ability of the network to obtain multiple independent snapshots of the target at a fixed point in
space and time. However, the volume ratio (5.27) derived here can be applied to the analysis
and characterisation of non-TDMA systems. Time synchronisation and data fusion is an im-
portant and difficult step in the practical implementation of multistatic radar. Each receiver can
simultaneosly observe up to M incoming waveforms from the M transmitters in the system.
Since the waveforms are observed at an arbitrary and varying delay of t∆, the additive effects
of this on the MIMO ambiguity can be described by the derived volume ratio (5.27).
The next subsection derives the respective volume ratio of a multistatic radar that employes a
purely FDMA transmission scenario.
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5.5.2 Volume ratio in an FDMA scenario
The cross-to-auto-ambiguity volume ratio of two foreign GPT waveforms orthogonal in fre-
quency will be derived in this subsection. This corresponds to an FDMA scenario where each
transmitter is given a unique frequency band in which its waveform is transmitted and received
throughout the network. Thus frequency-orthogonality between waveforms is achieved.





















This is 6 times the usual rule of thumb for the bandwidth that states BW≈1/T ; however, under
this assumption, the spectrum of the GP can be considered practically band-limited since the
weight of the frequency tails outside the 6σ region are negligible. The width of the spectrum of
a GPT will not exceed (5.29) since by design the GPT has a duration longer than a GP.
In an FDMA system the distance between channels will usually be at least equal to the channel
width so that no overlap of the bands occurs. Therefore it can be assumed that f∆≥BW .
Also it will be assumed that the Doppler shifts of the waveforms are small relative to their
bandwidths to eliminate interchannel interference. The 6σ width of the ambiguity |αg(f, t)|2
in frequency is also BW . The cross-ambiguity volume is highest when the foreign waveforms
are offset by a multiple of the inverse duration 1/T in time. The theoretical worst-case scenario
for the interfering volume of the cross-ambiguity at the origin that still achieves frequency
orthogonality occurs for f∆=6/T , where also the Fejér kernel peaks.
Since a purely FDMA system is assumed here, there is no time delay between the interfering
waveforms, so t∆=0. Mirroring the derivation in the previous subsection, a small rectangular
region A around the ambiguity origin will be considered in this analysis. Since the region A is
small, only the k=0 terms contribute significantly to its volume. The rest of the contributions
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The integral with respect to time has disappeared since it is the same in the numerator and
denominator for the assumed time delay t∆=0. The frequency bounds on the region A will
not be defined for the time being. The integration of multiplications of Gaussian and sinusoid
functions in (5.30) can only be done numerically. A theoretical result could be obtained if the
Fejér kernel is approximated by a Gaussian function. This approximation and the subsequent
theoretical form of the volume ratio (5.30) is described in Section 5.5.3.
5.5.3 Fejér kernel Gaussian approximation
The Fejér kernel in (5.15) is a 1/T -periodic non-negative function. One period of (5.15) centred
around the origin is considered in the following analysis. It takes the form of a rapidly decay-
ing oscillation with a mainlobe centred around the origin, and the first zero-crossing occurs at
f=±1/n. Therefore, a rough approximation to the mainlobe of the Fejér kernel can be done
with a Gaussian function with a 6σ width of 2/n. Consider the Fejér kernel from the numerator
of the volume ratio (5.30). The function a version of the standard form (5.15) where the argu-
ment is scaled by T and shifted by f∆. The periodicity of the kernel will be represented in the
approximation as an infinite sum over n∈Z. The Gaussian approximation to the full periodic
Fejér kernel takes the following form















Plugging (5.31) in (5.30), the expression inside the integral is a sum of products of two Gaussian
functions. The product of two Gaussian functions is also a Gaussian with parameters described
in [104]. Therefore, for a given value of n, the resulting mean µx(n) and variance σ2x are given
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by the following expressions






T 2((3KT )2 + π2)
(5.34)
where µa(n) are the means in the denominator of (5.30) associated with the approximation for
the autoambiguity case.
Consider a rectangular symmetric region around the origin {|t|≤tb, |f |≤fb}. For tb<T/2 only
the ambiguity around k=0 is considered since the other contributions are negligible Gaussian









































































where each contributing factor along the frequency axis is scaled accordingly. The sum over
the integer n in (5.35) represents the contributions of the different Gaussian shapes along the
frequency axis to the volume in the area A. As usually this area of interest is small, only a few
of the contributors around n=0 are enough to represent the whole sum.
5.6 Simulations
A small MIMO radar system with two orthogonal GPT waveforms has been simulated. Both
TDMA and FDMA have been separately considered for the simulations. The PRI (and thus
the length of each individual GP) is the same as the value from Table 2.1, T=2ms; the result-
ing channel bandwidth is approximately BW=3kHz. The worst-case scenarios of t∆=2Kms
f∆=3kHz is investigated. Figure 5.3 shows the temporal crosssection of a GPT ambiguity
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(5.12) at t=0; the result is compared to its approximation (5.14) that ignores the tail term con-
tributions and also features the Gaussian model (5.31) for the Fejér kernel. The fitting described






















Figure 5.3: Autoambiguity of a 5-pulse waveform at t=0 with Gaussian approximation to the
Fejér kernel
in Section 5.5.3 has been done for the periodic mainlobes of the Fejér kernel. All sidelobes out-
side the mainlobes, however, are ignored by the model. Thus it is expected for the approximate
model of the volume ratio (5.35) to also best match the theoretical values around the peaks of
the Fejér kernel. This can be seen in the results in Figure 5.4 where the theoretical and numeri-
cal volume ratios in the FDMA case are shown for relatively short GPTs ofKT=4 and KT=40
pulses. The simulated volume ratio in the FDMA scenario (5.30) is calculated through numeric
integration in a rectangular area A. The bound on the region along the time axis is tb=1ms.
The bound in frequency fb is varied along the x-axis of Figure 5.4. As predicted, the theoretical
model closely approximates the volume ratio (5.30) around the points n/T where the Fejér ker-
nel peaks. Between the mainlobes the theoretical model underestimates the volume ratio since
it ignores the ambiguity sidelobes. The general behaviour of the volume ratio is relatively well
predicted through the proposed estimator (5.35) which is very computationally cheap and does
not involve numeric integration.
Similar to the FDMA case, the TDMA volume ratio (5.26) is calculated through numeric inte-
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Figure 5.4: Volume ratio of cross-to-auto-ambiguity in a rectangular region A for FDMA-
orthogonal radar waveforms of KT pulses
gration in a rectangular areaA. The bound on the region along the frequency axis is fb=1.5kHz.
The bound in time tb is varied along the x-axis of Figure 5.5. The theoretical results in 5.5 come
from the direct application of the derived volume ratio (5.26), while the simulated ones come
from the numeric integration of the fully-generated autoambiguity (5.12) and cross-ambiguity
(5.20) without any approximations performed. The results are almost an exact match since the
only difference comes from truncated tails of Gaussian distributions.
The results in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show that the volume of the cross-ambiguity function
in a rectangular region centred at the origin of ambiguity space is at least 40dB lower than
the volume of the autoambiguity in the same region. Therefore, in a MIMO system with M
FDMA- or TDMA-orthogonal waveforms, the total ambiguity (2.39) can be approximated as
strictly the sum of the autoambiguities




This reflects the waveform orthogonality achieved through TDMA/FDMA and relaxes the
bound on the MIMO ambiguity function given in (2.40) to the original mono/bistatic case
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Figure 5.5: Volume ratio of cross-to-auto-ambiguity in a rectangular region A for TDMA-
orthogonal radar waveforms of KT pulses
(2.37). The tradeoff is the increased bandwidth and/or of the system used by the additional
channels or time slots for transmission. A MIMO system of M FDMA-orthogonal waveforms
requires a bandwidth of MBW . A MIMO system of M TDMA-orthogonal waveforms has
a total decision delay of MKTT . This limits the FDMA- and TDMA-orthogonal waveform
design investigated here to radar networks with a relatively small number of transmitters.
The analysis in this chapter is performed on GPTs for convenience. Note that the approxima-
tions (5.14) and (5.21) hold for any pulse with ambiguity α(t, f) that can be neglected outside
of a region T along the time axis. However, one must ensure the spacing between pulses in
(5.8) is also greater than T . If the pulses forming a waveform meet these conditions, the au-
toambiguity at the origin and around f∆ as well as the Fejér kernel weights at those points
can be used as a rough estimate of the behaviour of the waveform volume ratio. Note that the
Gaussian approximation to the Fejér kernel (5.31) is independent of the shape of the transmitted
waveforms.
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5.7 Summary
This chapter discusses the method of frequency and/or time separation between different wave-
forms in a multistatic radar to achieve waveform orthogonality and alleviate the well-known
ambiguity issue that arises in such a scenario. To aid the discussion, a practical waveform of
a finite number of consecutive Gaussian pulses is considered. It is shown that the additional
reduction in the ambiguity region that is clear of sidelobes in a multistatic scenario is a result of
the cross-ambiguity contributions between waveforms that are assumed to be orthogonal. The
cross-to-autoambiguity ratio is introduced as a measure of the relative weight of these contri-
bution. An approximate model is derived for this ratio in the case of GPTs and simulated to
demonstrate its feasibility. It is also shown through these simulations that in practice, if the
frequency and/or time separation between waveforms is sufficient, the relative cross-ambiguity
contributions to the multistatic ambiguity are negligible. While the work focuses on pulses
of Gaussian form, a short discussion is provided in the end of the chapter that generalises the




This thesis presents a detailed development, analysis, and practical implementation solutions
for different SDS detection methods based on covariance estimation in a scenario involving a
widely-spaced MIMO radar. The proposed algorithms can operate blindly in any environment
that involves coloured Gaussian interference and clutter. No additional knowledge of the clutter
spectrum of structure is assumed, and no homogeneous secondary training data is required to
perform estimation and detection.
The algorithms developed here are primarily based on the MLED and GMLED bistatic SDS
methods. The thesis derives and analyses these algorithms in a multistatic scenario where mul-
tiple independent bistatic channels cooperate to detect an airborne target in coloured Gaussian
interference. Tools for quick and reliable approximation of the performance of the proposed
algorithms are proposed that can estimate the radar network size required to provide a certain
desired detection rate. To facilitate the practical implementation of the developed multistatic
detectors, a method of compression and synchronisation of the individual bistatic results is
proposed prior to their transmission accross the radar network. A method of enhanced de-
tection based on the expected target signal structure is proposed that is directly linked to the
compression and synchronisation scheme. In order to minimise interference between the dif-
ferent bistatic channels, frequency orthogonality between the individual probing waveforms
in the radar system is used. The work in this thesis demonstrates through a developed theo-
retical model that this method for achieving orthogonality does not introduce any additional
constraints on the multistatic radar ambiguity function.
A more detailed summary of this thesis follows in Section 6.1. It expands on the achievements
and contributions of the different chapters of this work. Section 6.2 provides some potential




Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction to the challenges and improvements that radar has seen
throughout the years. This provides the setting and motivation for the problems solved in this
thesis. A brief summary of the contributions and outline of the work is given in the end of the
chapter.
Chapter 2 contains the background materials upon which the research of this thesis is built. It
introduces the concept of STAP used in all algoritms developed throughout the rest of the work.
It also provides a mathematical description of the evolution of covariance-based SDS detection
algorithms from their related TDS counterparts. The different types of MIMO radar, coher-
ent and widely-spaced, are introduced, and some of the most significant challenges associated
with them are discussed. Finally, the problem setting and assumptions made in the thesis are
described in the end of the chapter.
Chapter 3 is the first technical chapter of the thesis and presents the first major contribution: the
derivation and approximate analysis of the multistatic MLED and GMLED threshold detectors.
Ideal data exchange and synchronisation between multiple ideally-orthogonal and statistically
independent radar channels is assumed. The optimal (in the ML-sense) fusion of the bistatic
MLED and GMLED results from those channels into a multistatic variable is derived. It is
demonstrated that this variable has the CFAR property which makes its statistics independent
from the background interference structure and power. To facilitate the analysis of the proposed
multistatic algorithms, a Gaussian model is developed that reliably approximates their statistical
behaviour and performance under given SNR conditions. A number of numerical simulations
have been developed in order to demonstrate the viability of the approximation models. The
performance gains of adding more channels and iid temporal observation snapshots to the mul-
tistatic radar system have also been shown.
Chapter 4 is the second technical chapter of the thesis and provides a number of contributions
towards the practical implementation of the proposed multistatic MLED detector. An adaptive
subspace compression method for the bistatic likelihood functions of the detection variables
in the individual channels is developed. The compression transmits only the significant com-
ponents from each channel rather than the full Doppler spectrum of decisions, and thus the
amount of data exchanged within the radar network is reduced. A method of projecting the
MLED likelihood function from D-space into v-space is also proposed. This allows for the
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easy synchronisation and fusion of the search spaces of the different bistatic channels into the
multistatic result. Based on the subspace compression of the likelihood and the subsequent
search space projection, a modified multistatic MLED detection procedure is proposed that
exploits the structure of the reflected target signal in v-space. This results in an enhanced algo-
rithm performance for mid-to-high SNR levels. A number of numerical simulations have been
conducted that demonstrate the performance increase of the proposed modification over the
standard multistatic MLED developed in Chapter 3. It is also shown that through the developed
compression scheme, compression ratios of up to 30 times can be achieved while keeping the
algorithm performance within 10% of the uncompressed one.
Chapter 5 is the third and final technical chapter of the thesis and develops a theoretical model
for the MIMO ambiguity function if frequency orthogonality between the different transmitted
waveforms is assumed. It is shown through this theoretical model that if the frequency sep-
aration between the waveforms is sufficient, adding more transmitters to the multistatic radar
system presents no additional burden to the total ambiguity. Through numerical simulations it
has been demonstrated that the cross-ambiguity contributions of additional waveforms are neg-
ligible compared to the existing autoambiguities. While the work in the chapter is built around
Gaussian pulse train waveforms, the results are extended to other pulse shapes that conform to
certain specified requirements.
6.2 Possible directions for future work
The overall derivation and procedure developed in this thesis is relatively exhaustive in terms
of the assumptions made and the problem undertaken. However, it may be of interest to relax
or alter some of the assumptions and see how that affects the target detection solution. The
work in this thesis focuses on coloured Gaussian clutter. The case of non-Gaussian interference
is a complex one and comes with its own set of challenges. Deriving the MLED and GMLED
as well as their multistatic versions under this assumption can be a direction with significant
research potential.
Another potentially important derivation is the multitarget solution for the MLED and GMLED
algorithms. In this thesis a single target was assumed to be buried in the background interfer-
ence. Searching for two targets at the same time involves the ML search and estimation over
multiple pairs of spatio-temporal steering vectors. This can be computationally expensive but
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adds more flexibility to the algorithms.
There is still potential for additional work on the enhanced detector proposed in Chapter 4. A
theoretical or approximate method for selecting the optimal scaling parameter κ can be inves-
tigated. It may be worthwhile to attempt to combine the proposed multistatic algorithm with
the hybrid SDS-TDS detection procedure from [19]. Before any final conclusions are drawn, it
will be interesting to test the performance of the detectors proposed in this thesis on real STAP
data collected by multiple radar receiver ULAs.
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Derivation of the bistatic MLED and
GMLED statistics
This appendix provides the derivation of the statistical distribution of the bistatic MLED and
GMLED threshold detectors. The derivations are included here only for convenience and are
not original contributions. The original source of the derivations is found in [17], while a much
more detailed version is reproduced in [18, pp.55-58].
A.1 Derivation of the bistatic MLED statistics
The original form of the bistatic MLED threshold detector given in eq. (2.30) of Chapter 2 is







To facilitate the analysis, a spatial whitening operation is applied to the steering vector and the







After the whitening process, a unitary transformation is applied that rotates the steering vec-
tor into the first elementary vector e=[1, 0, . . . , 0]T . The unitary matrix U having 1√
P
as its
first column and the rest of the columns forming an orthonormal basis is used to perform this
operation:
e = UH s̃ (A.3)
X̃ = UHX̃ (A.4)
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Note that the unitary transformation does not affect the statistical properties of the random
vectors it is applied to. Therefore, in eq. (A.4) the symbol for the random variable after rotation
is preserved for convenience since the focus here is on the statistical analysis. The respective
whitened and rotated variables g̃ and Q̃ have been spatially decorrelated and are distributed as
g̃ ∼ NP (αe, I) (A.5)
Q̃ ∼ CWP (K − 1) (A.6)
where CWP (K − 1) is the complex Wishart distribution with K−1 DOF and the identity as
the scale matrix. The whitened and rotated quantities can be substituted back into the origi-






















Define the following K×K matrix
H = I − t∗tT (A.9)
which is clearly idempotent with rank K−1. The matrix represents the projection onto a sub-
space orthogonal to the target’s temporal steering vector. Then the partitions from eq. (A.8)
can be related to each other through the following equations






q̃AA = x̃HAHx̃A (A.10c)





Derivation of the bistatic MLED and GMLED statistics
Let the inverse of the matrix Q̃ be denoted as P̃=Q̃
−1
. Using the blockwise matrix inversion





















∣∣∣g̃A − q̃HBAQ̃−1BB g̃B∣∣∣2
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Define the following support random variable η through the following expression
η =
(






























Similarly the denominator of the left-hand side of (A.23) can be expressed as
q̃AA − q̃HBAQ̃
−1


















Derivation of the bistatic MLED and GMLED statistics
Because AB=0, the numerator and denominator of the left-hand side of (A.17) are statistically
independent [105, Theorem 3.4.5]. The matrix A has been normalised to a form that is clearly
idempotent and of rank 1. Thus the numerator of the left-hand side of (A.17) has a non-central
complex∼ Cχ21 distribution with 1 DOF and a non-centrality parameter 2λ=KPηρ, where ρ is
the SNR defined in eq. (3.38). Similarly, B is idempotent of rank L=K−P since g̃HB Q̃
−1
BB g̃B
is of rank P−1 [105, Corollary 3.4.8.1] and H is idempotent with rank K−1. Thus the de-
nominator of (A.17) has the complex chi-squared distribution with L DOF denoted as ∼ Cχ2L.







Since the ratio of two independent variables that hold the chi-squared distribution is equivalent
to an F-distribution, the equivalent statistics of the bistatic MLED random variable (3.35) used
in the thesis follow directly from (A.18).
A.2 Derivation of the bistatic GMLED statistics
The original form of the bistatic GMLED threshold detector given in eq. (2.31) of Chapter 2 is








The analysis steps of the GMLED statistics mirror those of the MLED ones presented in Section
A.1 of this appendix. After a whitening operation and a unitary rotation has been performed,















The left-hand side expression of (A.19) is the same as the one in (A.7). Thus the analysis




















− g̃HB P̃BB g̃B (A.20)
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where the inverse partition relations (A.11) have been substituted in (A.20). Completing the
square for the term in the parentheses in (A.20) and once again using the inverse partition

















∣∣∣g̃A − q̃HBAQ̃−1BB g̃HB ∣∣∣2 − p̃−2AAg̃HB p̃BAp̃HBAg̃B (A.21)
The final manipulation that can be peformed through the inverse partition relations (A.11) is
the following:
g̃HB P̃BB g̃B − p̃−1AAg̃HB p̃BAp̃HBAg̃B = g̃HB Q̃
−1
BB g̃B (A.22)
By using (A.12), (A.20), (A.21), and (A.22), the GMLED statistics can be written as














Following the analysis of the left-hand side expression of (A.23) shown in Section A.1, the


















B.1 Proof of Lindeberg’s condition for the multistatic MLED ap-
proximation
In this appendix the following notation will be used to denote the MLED threshold detector in







The multistatic MLED detection variable consists of the sum of (B.1) across all channels as















fTM (TM(m,n))dTM(m,n) = 0 (B.2)
where µM(m,n) is the channel variable mean given by (3.51) and σ2M is the total MIMO detec-
tor variance given by the sum (3.44) of (3.52). The pdf fTM (x) is associated with the bistatic
MLED random variable (3.35). For any constant ε>0 Lindeberg’s condition (B.2) is sufficient
(and necessary in this case according to the Feller-Lévy Condition [106]) to claim that the mul-
tistatic MLED random variable (3.39) will converge to a Gaussian distribution as the number
of transmit-receive pairs M×N goes to infinity. Chebyshev’s inequality for the variance of the
bistatic MLED detector states that




Note that the mean µM(m,n) (3.51) and the variance σ2M(m,n) (3.52) both exist and are finite if
a realistic system with finite number of independent temporal samples K and spatial samples
P is considered. This is due to the assumption that λm,n is finite as well because the SNR ρm,n
will always be limited by the thermal noise in the transmission medium. The term σ2M (3.44)
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is the sum of the individual variances σ2M(m,n) (3.52) across all channels. It takes the form of a
second degree polynomial with respect to the non-centrality parameters λm,n (or their proposed









bm,nλm,n + cMN (B.4)
where am,n, bm,n, c∈R are the arbitraty polynomial coefficients. Since realistically the DOF
L>2, the coefficient c is positive and the sum in (B.4) diverges to infinity as M×N→∞.













fTM (TM(m,n))dTM(m,n) = 0 (B.6)
Combined with the fact that the mean µM(m,n) is finite, this proves that each term in the sum
(B.2) converges to 0 in the limit. Therefore the whole sum converges to 0 and Lindeberg’s con-
dition is satisfied, which justifies the Gaussian approximation of the multistatic MLED thresh-
old detector.
B.2 Proof of Lindeberg’s condition for the multistatic GMLED ap-
proximation
In this appendix the following notation will be used to denote the GMLED threshold detector















Lindeberg’s condition for the multistatic GMLED must be considered in the natural logarithm















flogTG(logTG(m,n))dlogTG(m,n) = 0 (B.8)
The expectation (3.65) and second moment (3.67) of the bistatic GMLED (B.7) are both finite
due to the assumptions that the system parameters K, P , and λm,n are practically finite (see
B.1). In this proof the following logarithmic inequality will be used
log x ≤ x− 1 (B.9)
which is a basic property valid for any x>0. From (B.9) an upper bound for the expectation of




] ≤ E [TG(m,n) − 1] (B.10)
where the right hand side of (B.10) is finite. Moreover, due to the nature of the random variables
involved, it can be concluded that the expectation in the same equation is bounded from below
by the case when the non-centrality parameter of the F-distribution becomes zero, or λm,n=0
1
L
≤ E [log TG(m,n)] (B.11)
where the left hand side of (B.10) is obtained from the mean (3.76) taken in a single bistatic
channel. In a similar manner boundaries for the second moment of the logarithm of the bistatic
GMLED threshold detector can be derived:
1
L2
≤ E [(log TG(m,n))2] ≤ E [(TG(m,n) − 1)2] (B.12)
The upper boundary in (B.12) comes from applying the logarithmic property (B.9); the lower
boundary is derived from the fact thatE
[
x2
]≥E [x]2 where the bound on the variance σ2G(m,n)
comes from (3.77). Combining (B.11),(B.10), and (B.12), it can be concluded that the variance
of the logarithm of the bistatic GMLED detector is also bounded from below and above by
certain finite bounds. The exact values of these bounds are not essential for the current proof
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and will therefore not be calculated
σ2lb ≤ σ2G(m,n) ≤ σ2ub (B.13)







since the lower bounds on the total multistatic variance σ2G tends to infinity as the number of
transmitter-receiver pairs in the system tends to infinity. At this point the Chebyshev bound for
the variance of the natural logarithm of the bistatic GMLED




becomes zero. This, combined with the fact that µG(m,n) is finite, proves the validity of Linde-
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Abstract—This paper proposes a solution to the problem of
searching for a moving airborne target in unknown coloured
Gaussian interference. Traditional space-time adaptive processing
(STAP) approaches to this problem rely on the existence of a
training data set that helps build an estimate to the covari-
ance matrix of the background noise and interference. These
algorithms are thus labelled as two data set (TDS). In contrast,
the work in this paper focuses on single data set (SDS) STAP
detection that forms an estimate to the noise covariance matrix
without access to training data and without any assumptions
on the shape of the noise spectrum. Two such algorithms for
target detection are presented that operate in a multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system of widely-spaced transmit and
receive antennas. These algorithms are proven to possess the
highly desirable constant false alarm rate (CFAR) property. It is
shown through simulations that the proposed SDS solutions are
comparable in their performance to the existing TDS solutions
to the same problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Moving target detection in unknown correlated Gaussian
interference is a problem that has seen a number of improving
solutions over the years (see [1]–[8]). Traditional detection
algorithms require the aid of a target-free secondary training
data set and can thus be classified as two data set (TDS)
detectors [1], [2]. In recent years single data set (SDS)
algorithms that require no training data have been proposed as
improvements over the TDS methods (see [3]–[5]). A different
way of enhancing target detection that has gained popularity
is the use of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems
[6]. Its advantages are numerous: higher accuracy of target
localisation, higher detection rate, increased spatial and an-
gular diversity, increased resolution. Distributed TDS target
localisation methods have been proposed that combine the
benefits of traditional detectors with the availability of modern
MIMO radar systems ([7], [8]). These methods however still
suffer from the requirement of a target-free training data set.
In this paper two methods that combine the benefits of
widely-spaced MIMO radar systems and SDS moving target
detection in unknown coloured Gaussian noise are proposed.
The focus of the work is on the space-time adaptive pro-
cessing (STAP) technique which boosts radar performance
when dealing with ground clutter returns [9]. The relations
between the proposed multistatic SDS algorithms and the
bistatic ones presented in [4], [5] are derived. It is shown
that the developed target detectors possess the constant false
alarm rate (CFAR) property. The behaviours of the proposed
methods is studied through numerical simulations in a scenario
involving a mixture of multiple transmit antennas and multiple
receive phased arrays. It is shown that the presented SDS
algorithms are comparable in performance to the existing mul-
tistatic TDS solutions to the same problem [7], [8]. Scenarios
involving different numbers of antennas are explored in order
to demonstrate the benefits of using a MIMO system.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
formulates the problem and provides a background on some
of the existing target detection schemes. Sections III and IV
provide the derivations of the two multistatic radar algorithms
proposed in this paper. Section V contains the results of
the numerical simulations and a discussion of these results.
Section VI presents the conclusions drawn from the work.
II. BACKGROUND
Consider a MIMO array with M transmitters and N re-
ceivers that probe an area for the presence of a moving target.
Each receiver is subdivided into P sensors that collect K
observation snapshots xm,n,k, k=1. . .K. The index {m, n}
signifies the path between the mth transmitter and the nth
receiver. In this work these paths will be referred to as
”channels.” The observations in each channel are arranged
as columns in the matrix Xm,n∈CP×K . This work assumes
that pulse compression has been performed on the reflected
probing waveforms and focuses on slow-time processing. In
the context of STAP, the system searches for a reflection of a
probing signal with a spatial steering vector sm,n∈CP×1 and
a temporal steering vector tm,n∈CK×1 in each channel. A de-
tection algorithm will decide between two possible hypotheses
for the origin of the observations
H0 : Xm,n = Nm,n
H1 : Xm,n = αm,nsm,ntTm,n + Nm,n
(1)
where αm,n are complex magnitudes. The superscripts T ,
∗, and H used throughout this work indicate the transpose,
conjugate, and Hermitian transpose operators respectively. The






noise and interference. It is assumed to be zero-mean circular
Gaussian with independent and identically distributed (iid)
columns nm,n,k ∼ CNP (0,Cm,n). The optimum STAP









and is known as the matched filter (MF). The term gm,n is




where c is a normalising constant. Usually the noise covariance
matrix Cm,n is unknown. Traditional detection algorithms use
a secondary data set Zm,n with Kt target-free observation







Using (4) in (2) to replace the covariance matrix gives the











A slightly modified version of (5) is the well-known gener-














Assuming a non-homogeneous or non-stationary environment,
the training data Zm,n required by (5) and (6) has to be
constantly re-estimated to match the changes in the back-
ground interference. This creates a large data overhead and
may be difficult in a target-rich environment. These challenges
justify the rise in popularity of SDS algorithms that use data
only from the primary observations. One of the pioneering
algorithms in the field is the direct data domain (D3) approach
adapted to STAP in [3]. The D3 is a deterministic algorithm
that utilises the knowledge of the spatio-temporal steering
vectors sm,n and tm,n for a given Doppler frequency fD to
perform target detection in a non-homogeneous environment.
Combining the same apriori knowledge of the shape of the
STAP received target signal with the idea of approximating
the optimal MF has lead to the development of statistical
SDS algorithms for target detection and estimation. These
approaches can form a sample correlation estimate as (4) only
through the observation data set Xm,n [4], [5], [11]. Such an
estimate was first derived in the development of the amplitude






m,n − gm,ngHm,n (7)
where gm,n is the same as (3) with c=K−1. Through the usage
of (7), the maximum likelihood estimation detector (MLED)









It has been shown in the same reference that (7) is an unbiased
estimator of the noise and interference covariance matrix
Cm,n. This explains the evident link between the form of
the TDS detector (5) and the SDS one (8). In a similar man-
ner the generalised maximum likelihood estimation detector












In addition to requiring no training data, the MLED and
GMLED algorithms have the benefit of being able to operate
in any environment without prior knowledge on the structure
of the background noise and interference. All they require is
prior information on the structure of the target signal which
in radar detection can easily be extrapolated from the form of
the transmitted probing waveform.
III. MULTISTATIC MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
DETECTOR
In this section the maximum likelihood (ML) multistatic so-
lution to the target detection problem is derived. The resulting
algorithm is similar to the one presented in [7] and [8] but does
not use training data. The channel-specific probability density
function (pdf) of each observed data matrix Xm,n conditioned
on the complex magnitude of the returned waveform αm,n is















αm,nsm,ntm,n(k))H . The dependence of the pdf on the
incoming Doppler frequency is omitted. This work assumes
that the geolocation-Doppler search space is discretised (e.g.
[13]) and focuses on the incoming data from a single bin
where the presence of a target is tested for. It is also assumed
that the covariance matrices of the interference Cm,n are
known. Furthermore, the probing signals sent from each of the
transmit antennas are assumed to be ideally separable at the
receiver end, thus eliminating interference between transmit-
ters. This can be achieved by using additional modulation on
the transmitted pulses from the different probing antennas or
by keeping these pulses orthogonal in the frequency domain.
In this work | • | is the determinant, etr(•)=eTr(•), and Tr(•)
is the trace of the matrix (•). In a MIMO system, assuming
that the background noise processes Nm,n are uncorrelated
to one another, the joint pdf of the complete set of obser-
vations X={Xm,n|m=1. . .M, n=1. . .N} given the set of
complex amplitudes α={αm,n|m=1. . .M, n=1. . .N} can be
represented by the product of the individual pdfs in (10). Let
the joint pdf of the observation signals under hypothesis H0









































m,n,k. The dependence of (12)
on the set α has been omitted for convenience. Equation
(12) is linearly separable in the logarithm. Therefore, taking
the derivative and minimising with respect to each individual
unknown parameter αm,n will produce M×N ML solutions
for the complex amplitudes that are identical to the isolated









This outcome is not unexpected and follows directly from
the assumptions made in this work that render the M×N
individual bistatic channels virtually independent. Note that
(13) is the amplitude estimate of the APES filter derived in
[12]. Forming the ML ratio of (12) and (11), the multistatic

















k=1(xm,n,k − α̂m,nsm,ntm,n(k))(xm,n,k −











is plugged in (14). Using the identity vHMv=Tr(MvvH)
for a vector v and matrix M , the ML multistatic threshold
detector is obtained for the case when the covariance matrices












where γ is the multistatic decision threshold. The TMF in (16)
is the multistatic MF detector analogous to the bistatic one in
(2). To obtain the multistatic MLED, the covariance matrices












Note that the ML SDS solution (17) to the MIMO case
investigated in this work is a summation of the individual
single-antenna solutions for each path {m, n} in the system.
The linear separability of the multistatic detector in the sum
of the bistatic ones is in accordance with the prior assumption
that the individual transmit-receive channels are independent.
Because (17) is a sum of M×N bistatic detectors that have
the CFAR property (see [4]), it can be concluded that the
multistatic MLED detector also inherits this property. A benefit
of the form of the multistatic MLED detector derived here
is the fact that each individual receiver can perform target
estimation independently of its neighbours. The multistatic es-
timation is thus asynchronous which reduces the complexity of
implementing the algorithm. To make the detection decision,
the results from receivers can either be sent to a designated
fusion centre, or the decision variable can be transmitted and
updated between nodes in a round-robin fashion.
IV. MULTISTATIC GENERALISED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD
ESTIMATION DETECTOR
In this section the multistatic GMLED algorithm for SDS
detection is derived. The resulting solution is similar to the one
from [7] and [8] but does not require training data. The pdf
expressions for the set of observations X under hypotheses
H0 and H1 are the same as (11) and (12) respectively. In
the GMLED case, however, they are conditional on the set of
covariance matrices C={Cm,n|m=1. . .M, n=1. . .N}. These
matrices are now considered to be unknown parameters which
will be estimated in a ML fashion from the expression of the
multistatic variable’s pdf. Because these expressions are once
again linearly separable (in the logarithm), the ML solution of
(11) and (12) with respect to all Cm,n parameters is equivalent
to the ML solutions for the individual likelihoods in (10). As
the bistatic case has been solved in [5, p.122], the maximised





















Noting that once again the conditioned likelihood (19) can
be made linearly separable through taking the logarithm, the
maximisation of the expression can be achieved when each
of the individual terms |Mαm,n| is minimised with respect to
the unknown complex amplitude αm,n. Once again due to the
channel independence assumption, the solution is the same as

























Forming the ratio of the maximised likelihood functions (19)




















Plugging in the relevant expressions for the determinants (20)
and (21) into (22) and forming the K th root of the likelihood





















where ν is the multistatic decision threshold. The multistatic
GMLED (23) is a product of the bistatic solutions for each
path {m, n} in the system. Each of these bistatic detectors has
the CFAR property (see [5, p.61]). Therefore, the multistatic




The multistatic MLED and GMLED algorithms were sim-
ulated and compared to their existing TDS counterparts,
the multistatic AMF and GLRT respectively [7], [8]. As a
benchmark, the multistatic MF from (16) was also simulated
to provide an upper bound for the performance of the other
four MIMO algorithms. Three antenna configurations were
simulated: (i) M=N=2 for a small network; (ii) M=N=4 for
a medium-sized network; (iii) M=N=8 for a large network.
All transmit antennas and receive phased arrays are placed
around the target at a random angle. The magnitudes of the
returned pilots αm,n are also chosen at random from a complex
normal distribution CN (0, 1). The formula for obtaining the
Doppler frequencies of the returned pilots in the sense of
MIMO radar can be found in [14, p.194]. The size of the
receiver phased arrays is P=10 sensors, which is also the size
of the spatial steering vector in the STAP sense. To generate
the clutter in each channel, a filter is used to spatially colour
the columns of an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) term
of size P×K. The spectrum of the clutter exhibits low-pass
behaviour and is roughly shaped in accordance to the realistic
model discussed in [14, pp.293-322]. The simulations consist
of 106 Monte Carlo runs of each system for different signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) values and depict the average probability
of detection Pd for each case when the probability of false
alarm has been fixed to Pf=10−2.
Fig. 1. Probability of Detection vs SNR for Pf=10−2, K=Kt=20
The results of the first set of simulations are found in fig.
1. The case when M=N=4 has not been shown on the figure
for clarity. The performance of the different transmit-receive
setups is studied for K=Kt=2P . This case is often considered
marginal in terms of the samples available for obtaining a
sensible covariance matrix estimate of order P . The estimate,
however, is relatively poor. Therefore the fact that the MF
greatly outperforms all other algorithms in fig. 1 is anticipated.
As described in [5, pp 54-66] for the bistatic SDS detection
algorithms, for a low number of temporal samples K the
GMLED slightly outperforms the MLED. As K increases, the
performance of the two detectors becomes virtually identical.
This behaviour can also be observed in the multistatic MLED
and GMLED. It can also be seen on fig. 1 that the multistatic
MLED and GMLED algorithms perform slightly worse than
the multistatic AMF and GLRT respectively. The reason for
this is the fact that all threshold detectors intrinsically form
an estimate to the system SNR and then compare this number
to a predefined decision variable. The TDS algorithms use
Kt more observations than the SDS ones, and as a result the
SNR estimate of the former is more accurate. In the current
simulation the performance of the SDS algorithms is less than
0.5dB worse than that of their TDS counterparts which use
twice the observations. This proves that the performance of
the detection methods developed in this paper is comparable
to existing algorithms at the benefit of using less data that is
also much easier to obtain.
Fig. 2. Probability of Detection vs SNR for Pf=10−2, K=Kt=40
The results of the second set of simulations are found in
fig. 2. The STAP signal time frame as well as the number
of training data vectors are increased to K=Kt=4P . This
causes an improvement in the covariance matrix estimation
in both the SDS (7) and the TDS (4) case. Therefore the
curves for the covariance estimation algorithms are much
closer to their theoretical MF upper bounds. In addition all
detectors on fig. 2 perform better than their counterparts in
fig. 1 which further reflects the improvement in performance as
the number of observations increases. As expected, the curves
for the multistatic MLED and GMLED algorithms become
almost identical as K increases. In addition, the difference in
performance between the TDS and SDS detectors becomes
marginally small in this case. This goes to show that the
AMF and GLRT do not use all the observation data that is
available to them in an optimal manner. The training data
is used solely for covariance estimation, while the primary
observations are used for obtaining estimates to the amplitudes
of the reflected pilot signals α̂m,n. The MLED and GMLED
use a single observation data set to do both of these tasks,
which proves that the primary K vectors can aid the secondary
Kt ones when it comes to TDS covariance estimation. Such
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a hybrid SDS/TDS detector has been proposed in [15] in the
bistatic case. A more in-depth mathematical discussion on the
performance of the bistatic SDS and TDS algorithms for large
observation data sets is provided in [5, pp 66] and can be
extended to the multistatic case examined in this paper.
Fig. 3. Probability of Detection vs Network Size for Pf=10−2, K=40,
SNR=−33dB
In addition to the previous analysis, a simulation inves-
tigating in more detail the benefits of MIMO radar has
been conducted. The results are shown in fig. 3 and depict
the performance gain of the detection system as additional
antennas are introduced. The network size is represented by the
total numbers of independent bistatic channels M×N between
the individual transmitters and receivers. At a fixed SNR of
−33dB and probability of false alarm Pf=10−2, the detection
probability of the radar network is shown. The results are
averaged over 64 networks with randomly placed transmit-
receive pairs. As it can be seen on fig. 3, the performance gains
have a roughly logarithmic behaviour with the increased net-
work size. This phenomenon could be explain by the fact that
the benefits from the diversity that an additional independent
bistatic channel provides are relative to the diversity provided
by the number of already existing channels. This result is
important in a real-life implementation of the system where a
smaller network may be more cost-effective and thus preferred
over a larger antenna array. It also shows that choosing the
slightly more complex GMLED detection algorithm over the
MLED one may be a more desirable solution than adding extra
antennas in the system when certain performance is targeted.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper two SDS multistatic STAP algorithms for
moving target detection in coloured Gaussian noise have been
proposed. The detectors use a ML covariance estimation to op-
timally combine the results from a number of transmit-receive
pairs of devices in a widely-spaced MIMO radar system and
decide on the presence of a target. It has been shown that the
proposed algorithms possess the highly desirable CFAR prop-
erty. Numerical simulations have been conducted in order to
demonstrate how the choice of the different system parameters
influences the operation of the detectors. Furthermore, through
these simulations it has been shown that the proposed multi-
static SDS algorithms have a comparable performance to the
existing multistatic TDS detectors while requiring significantly
less observations. The practical difficulty of obtaining target-
free training data from the nowadays target-rich environment
has also been eliminated.
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Effects of FDMA/TDMA Orthogonality on the
Gaussian Pulse Train MIMO Ambiguity Function
Bogomil Shtarkalev and Bernard Mulgrew, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—As multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar
gains popularity, more efficient and better-performing detection
algorithms are developed to exploit the benefits of having more
transmitters and receivers. Many of these algorithms are based
on the assumption that the multiple waveforms used for target
scanning are orthogonal to each other in fast time. It has been
shown that this assumption can limit the practical detector per-
formance due to the reduction of the area that is clear of sidelobes
in the MIMO radar ambiguity function. In this work it is shown
that using the same waveform with a different carrier frequency
and/or delay across different transmitters ensures relative wave-
form orthogonality while alleviating the negative effects on the
ambiguity function. This is demonstrated in a practical scenario
where the probing waveforms consist of Gaussian pulse trains
(GPTs) separated in frequency. An approximate theoretical model
of the ambiguity is proposed and it is shown that the effects of
cross-ambiguity in the MIMO system are negligible compared to
the waveform autoambiguities.
Index Terms—Ambiguity function, Gaussian approximation,
Gaussian pulse waveforms, MIMO radar.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT (MIMO)radar with widely-separated antennas is a widespread
research area that has gained an increasing popularity over the
past decade. The advantages of using multiple transmitters and
receivers are numerous: higher accuracy of target localisation,
higher detection rate, increased spatial and angular diversity,
increased resolution [1]–[6]. Many algorithms have been
proposed in the past that in theory provide very promising per-
formance gains for larger MIMO radar networks [1]–[6]. It has
been shown in theory [7] and practice [8] that these algorithms
often ignore the limiting factor of the MIMO ambiguity func-
tion. These effects can degrade the performance of a radar setup
that uses a number of orthogonal waveforms in fast time. In a
MIMO scenario, the maximum area in the ambiguity function
that can be cleared of sidelobes gets proportionally smaller as
the number of such waveforms increases [7], [8]. That lowers
the effective signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR)
which in turn degrades the overall detection performance.
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In this work it will be shown that in a widely-spaced MIMO
radar system the limiting factors of the ambiguity function can
be alleviated if the transmitted waveforms are separated in time
and/or frequency. The concept is identical to frequency-divi-
sion multiple access (FDMA) and time-division multiple ac-
cess (TDMA) in wireless communication [9]. If the radar pulses
are band-limited to sufficiently separated bands, the cross-ambi-
guity contributions to the total MIMO ambiguity are negligible.
The effects have been demonstrated for a Gaussian pulse train
(GPT) waveform with no delays and small Doppler shifts. An
approximation to the ratio of cross-to-auto-ambiguity has been
derived and simulated for the case investigated in this work. The
benefits of the proposed methods come at the price of an in-
creased bandwidth or delay in the MIMO radar system. While
the derivations are performed for GPTs for convenience, guide-
lines for extending the approach to a wider variety of waveforms
are discussed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II pro-
vides a description of the ambiguity function and introduces the
ambiguity of an infinite GPT. Section III derives the autoambi-
guity of a finite GPT, and Section IV derives the cross-ambiguity
between two FDMA-orthogonal GPTs. In Section V the volume
ratio of cross-to-autoambiguity is introduced as a metric for in-
terference between waveforms. A Gaussian approximation to
the Fejér kernel is proposed in order to derive a theoretical ex-
pression for the volume ratio of the GPT. Section VI demon-
strates the viability of the proposed approximation and shows
that the cross-ambiguity terms in the MIMO ambiguity func-
tion can be effectively ignored.
II. BACKGROUND
Woodward’s ambiguity function of a continuous narrowband
signal is defined as [10], [11]
(1)
where the subscript denotes the complex conjugate. At
the integral (1) reduces to the standard time-domain autocorre-
lation function of . A waveform with a well-known ambi-
guity function is the Gaussian pulse (GP)
(2)
where the parameter is related to the standard deviation and
thus the width of the GP.
(3)
1070-9908 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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The ambiguity of the GP is a two-dimensional Gaussian func-
tion extending in time and frequency [10], [11]
(4)
A radar waveform consists of multiple pulses. To obtain the am-
biguity function of a GPT, the following property can be used: if
two waveforms are convolved in time, their ambiguity functions
are convolved in time [10]. An infinite GPT is the convolution
of a GP and a train of Dirac delta functions
(5)
spaced at a distance . The ambiguity function of (5) takes the
well-known “bed of nails” form [10, pp.6-8]
(6)
The ambiguity function of an infinite GPT will be the convolu-
tion of (4) and (6) along the time axis. The spacing is equal
to the length of each GP, which this work defines as 6 times its
standard deviation . Plugging this into (3) results in
(7)
The ambiguity function of the infinite GPT consists of shifted
copies of (4) in time at sampled along frequency at
. The waveform is reminiscent of a “bed of razors”
which are infinitely long and infinitesimally wide.
III. FINITE GAUSSIAN PULSE TRAIN AMBIGUITY
In a real scenario a radar transmits a finite number of pulses.
Consider a GPT of consecutive GPs. It is the convolution of
(2) and a train of equally-spaced Dirac delta functions.
(8)
The normalising constant in (8) ensures that the energy in the
waveform remains unity. The ambiguity function of (8) can be
calculated through direct evaluation of the integral in (1). The
result is a symmetric sum of Dirac delta functions along the time
axis and a sum of exponentials along frequency
(9)
To facilitate the analysis, define the following expression
(10)
which is a special case of the Dirichlet kernel function. The
formula for a geometric series of exponentials is
(11)
The volume of the ambiguity function in a given area is used
as a measure of waveform orthogonality in MIMO radar detec-
tion [7]. Thus it can limit the performance of MIMO radar. The
normalized ambiguity of the finite GPT is obtained after con-
volving (4) and (9) in time and through using (11)
(12)
As the number of pulses approaches infinity, the Dirichlet
kernel (10) becomes an arbitrarily close approximation to an in-
finite Dirac delta train in frequency, and the ambiguity function
takes the form described at the end of Section II. The volume of
the ambiguity function in a region is
(13)
Due to the shape of and since the distance is equal
to , the cross-terms when squaring the right hand side of (12)
involve Gaussian tails and can be ignored. Thus the following
approximation can be made
(14)
is the Fejér kernel defined here as (10) squared.
(15)
Essentially (14) ignores the tail contributions from neigh-
bouring GPs to the peaks centred around . The volume
of the ambiguity of the GPT in an area around the origin is
(16)
The limits of the sum in (16) have been omitted. Usually the
aim is to make the volume as close to the ideal case
as possible, and thus small regions around the origin
are considered. The contribution to such a regionwill come from
no more than the set in (16).
IV. WAVEFORM CROSS-AMBIGUITY IN A MULTIPLE
ACCESS MIMO SCENARIO
The waveforms in a MIMO radar scenario are usually con-
sidered orthogonal and ideally separable [1]–[5]. In reality this
is not achievable; however, there are transmission schemes sim-
ilar to FDMA and TDMA which result in low cross-correlation
waveforms. Thus the waveforms are “orthogonal” in frequency
or time. Consider the GP (2) and an interferer separated in fre-
quency by an offset and in time by
(17)
The duration and bandwidth of (2) and (17) are the same. The
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One can either solve the integral (18) or use the fact that the
pulse (17) is (2) convolved in time with and in fre-
quency with to obtain the cross-ambiguity
(19)
where is a time-frequency phase term. As expected, (19) is
simply a shifted version of (4) in time and frequency.
(20)
For simplicity it is assumed that each GPT contains pulses.
Following the approach in Section III, the normalized cross-
ambiguity of two GPTs offset in time and frequency is
(21)
The approximation to the squared magnitude is once again
(22)
The formula for the volume of (22) is the same as (16) with
the area centred around instead of (0,0). The Fejér
kernel is -periodic. Thus most of the volume of (22) is con-
tained around the points where is an
integer and is within the limits given in the sums above.
V. AMBIGUITY VOLUME RATION IN A MULTIPLE
ACCESS MIMO SCENARIO
A. Volume Ratio in an FDMA Scenario
The aim of orthogonal waveform design is to reduce the
volume of the cross-ambiguity (22) around the origin. The
worst-case scenario is when the waveforms are offset by a
multiple of in time and in frequency. The bandwidth of
the GP (2) can be obtained through its Fourier transform
(23)
If the width rule is also applied to (23), the double-sided
width of the spectrum of a GP is
(24)
This is 6 times the rule of thumb but renders
the spectrum of the GP practically band-limited. Under this as-
sumption, the width of the spectrum of a GPT will not exceed
(24). In an FDMA system the channel separation will usually be
at least equal to the channel width. Therefore one can assume
. Also assume that the Doppler shifts of the wave-
forms are small relative to their bandwidths to eliminate inter-
channel interference. The width of the ambiguity
in frequency is also . The worst-case scenario is ,
where also the Fejér kernel peaks.
An FDMA system is considered here, but the results can be
extended to TDMA. Thus it is assumed that no time delays be-
tween waveforms occur ( ). In a MIMO system with
transmitters and receivers the total ambiguity is defined as
the sum of all channel cross- and auto-ambiguities [7], [12]
(25)
The aim to reduce cross-ambiguities means that (25) can reduce
to the sum of autoambiguities. Thus in this work the volume
ratio between the cross- and auto-ambiguity of waveforms is
introduced as a measure of self-interference in MIMO radar.
The volume ratio is investigated in a small rectangular region
around the origin where only the terms contribute
significantly. The volume ratio reduces to
(26)
since the integral with respect to time is the same in the nu-
merator and denominator. The integration of multiplications of
Gaussian and sinusoid functions in (26) can only be done nu-
merically. A theoretical result could be obtained if the Fejér
kernel is approximated by a Gaussian function.
B. Fejér Kernel Gaussian Approximation
The Fejér kernel in (15) is a -periodic non-negative func-
tion. Consider one period of (15) centred around the origin. It
takes the form of a rapidly decaying oscillation where the first
zero-crossing is at . The mainlobe of the Fejér kernel
can thus be approximated by a Gaussian with a width of
. Consider the Fejér kernel from (26). The signal is scaled
by and shifted by . The periodicity of the kernel will be
represented in the approximation as an infinite sum of Gaussian
functions. The approximation is therefore
(27)
Plugging (27) in (26), the expression inside the integral is a sum
of products of two Gaussian functions. Each of these products





where are the means in the denominator of (26). Con-
sider a rectangular symmetric region around the origin
. For only the ambiguity around
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where each contributing factor along the frequency axis is
scaled accordingly. The sum over the integer in (31) repre-
sents the contributions of the different Gaussian shapes along
the frequency axis to the volume in the area . As usually this
area of interest is small, only a few of the contributors around
are enough to represent the whole sum.
VI. SIMULATIONS
A small MIMO radar system with two FDMA-orthogonal
GPT waveforms has been simulated. The length of each indi-
vidual GP is , and the bandwidth is .
The worst-case scenario of is investigated. Fig. 1
shows an example of a GPT ambiguity (12) at along-
side its approximation (14) with the Gaussian model (27) for
the Fejér kernel. Due to the nature of the fitting described in
Section V-B, the model predicts the behaviour of the ambiguity
well at the mainlobes of the Fejér kernel. All sidelobes outside
the mainlobes, however, are ignored by the model. Thus it is
expected for the approximate model of the volume ratio (31)
to also best match the theoretical values around the peaks of
the Fejér kernel. This can be seen in the results in Fig. 2 where
the theoretical and actual volume ratios are shown for GPTs of
and pulses. The simulated volume ratio (26)
is calculated through numeric integration in a rectangular area
bounded by . The bound in frequency is varied
along the x-axis in Fig. 2. As predicted, the theoretical model
closely approximates the volume ratio (26) around the points
where the Fejér kernel peaks. Between the mainlobes the
theoretical model underestimates the volume ratio since it ig-
nores the sidelobes. The general behaviour of the volume ratio
is relatively well predicted through the proposed estimator (31)
which does not involve numeric integration. The results in Fig. 2
show that the volume of the cross-ambiguity function in a rect-
angular area centred at the origin of the range-Doppler space is
at least lower than the volume of the autoambiguity in the
same area. Therefore in the system (25) with transmitters and
receivers, the total ambiguity can be approximated as strictly
the sum of the autoambiguities
(32)
This reflects the waveform orthogonality achieved through
FDMA. The tradeoff is the increased bandwidth of the system
used by the additional channels. A MIMO system of orthog-
onal waveforms requires a bandwidth of . This limits the
FDMA waveform design to small radar networks.
The analysis in this work is performed on GPTs for conve-
nience. Note that the approximations (14) and (22) hold for any
pulse with ambiguity that can be neglected outside of
a region along the time axis. However, one must ensure the
spacing between pulses in (8) is also greater than . If the pulses
forming a waveform meet these conditions, the autoambiguity
at the origin and around as well as the Fejér kernel weights
at those points can be used as a rough estimate of the behaviour
of the waveform volume ratio. Note that the Gaussian approx-
imation to the Fejér kernel (27) is independent of the shape of
the transmitted waveforms.
Fig. 1. Autoambiguity of a 5-pulse waveform at with Gaussian approx-
imation to the Fejér kernel.
Fig. 2. Volume ratio of cross-ambiguity to autoambiguity in a rectangular re-
gion for FDMA-orthogonal radar waveforms.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work the volume of the ambiguity and cross-ambiguity
function of GPT waveforms separated in frequency has been
analyzed. The waveforms could be but are not limited to pilots
in an FDMA MIMO radar scenario where through increase of
bandwidth, interference between different transmitters is min-
imized. A theoretical model for the volume ratio of the cross-
and auto-ambiguity functions is proposed that is inexpensive in
terms of processing power and can predict the amount of in-
terference between waveforms in the Doppler-range ambiguity
space. Through this model it is demonstrated that if channels
in an FDMAMIMO radar scenario are sufficiently separated in
frequency, virtually no interference between transmitters occurs
in the MIMO ambiguity function.
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a b s t r a c t
One of the main interferers for a Doppler radar has always been the radar's own signal
being reflected off the surroundings. This creates the problem of searching for a target in a
coloured noise and interference environment. Traditional space–time adaptive processing
(STAP) deals with the problem by using target-free training data to study this environ-
ment and build its characteristic covariance matrix. The maximum likelihood estimation
detector (MLED) and its generalised counterpart (GMLED) are two reduced-rank STAP
algorithms that eliminate the need for training data when mapping the statistics of the
background interference. In this work the MLED and GMLED solutions to a multistatic
scenario are derived. A hybrid multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system where each
receiver is a coherent STAP radar has been employed. The focus of the work is the spatial
diversity provided by the wide separation of the individual transmitter and receiver
platforms. It is proven that this configuration does not affect the constant false alarm rate
(CFAR) property of the bistatic radar case. A Gaussian approximation to the statistics of the
multistatic algorithms is derived in order to provide a more in-depth analysis. The
viability of the theoretical models and their approximations are tested against a numerical
simulation.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar with
widely separated antennas has gained an increasing popu-
larity over the past decade. The advantages of using
multiple transmitters and receivers are numerous: higher
accuracy of target localisation, higher detection rate under
a certain false alarm probability, increased spatial and
angular diversity, increased resolution [1–8]. All the ben-
efits come at the cost of the additional elements in the
system and the higher processing power that is required to
obtain and utilise their observations. Apart from deliberate
jamming techniques, ground clutter reflections are usually
the strongest interferers for Doppler radar. In the MIMO
case this is likely to cause an even more significant
problem due to the additional probing signals and their
reflections present in the system. A well-known limitation
of MIMO radar with fast-time orthogonal waveforms is the
reduction of the region clear of sidelobes in the total
ambiguity function [9,10]. This phenomenon has the
potential to degrade the expected theoretical performance
of a MIMO detector.
In this paper two single data set (SDS) [11–22,8] MIMO
algorithms for target detection in coloured Gaussian clut-
ter are presented. The strength of the algorithms is that
they require neither prior knowledge of the spectral
support or power of the background interference as in
[18] nor access to secondary data as in [23–26] and thus
can operate blindly in any environment. Moreover, in a
heterogeneous environment there is no secondary data for
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covariance estimation, thus leaving SDS detection as the
only viable option.
Each receiver platform in the proposed algorithms
operates coherently using the space–time adaptive proces-
sing (STAP) technique which boosts radar performance
when dealing with ground clutter returns [27]. However,
the main focus of this work is not on the coherent
processing at each unit but rather on the cooperation
between multiple widely spaced transmitters and STAP
receivers as in [5]. Thus the maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation and detection of a single target in such a
multistatic scenario is derived where the whole radar
network reaches a joint detection decision.
The proposed algorithms draw multiple low-rank snap-
shots from the observations of each STAP range gate. This
greatly reduces the computational load associated with
estimating and inverting the full STAP interference corre-
lation matrix. Further rank-reduction of the algorithm can
be achieved through the subspace projection methods
proposed in [21,22].
The main contribution of this paper is the derivation of
an approximate model for the statistics of the proposed
MIMO detection algorithms. Extensive statistical analysis
of the bistatic case has been derived and presented in
[14,12,15]. As discussed in [23–26], the challenges asso-
ciated with the theoretical analysis of mono/bistatic target
detectors are compounded in multistatic widely spaced
MIMO. Even when the individual bistatic paths (or chan-
nels) are mutually independent, it is unlikely that the
corresponding general multistatic solutions exist in closed
form [23–26,20]. In [24,26] a specific closed-form expres-
sion is provided for the pdf of a multistatic detector when
no target is present in the system, and thus the multistatic
probability of false alarm is derived. However, the corre-
sponding derivation for the pdf and detection probability
in the presence of targets is a problem of higher complex-
ity that has not been solved. In this paper a methodology is
proposed for deriving approximate expressions for prob-
ability of false alarm and detection for widely spaced
MIMO systems. The methodology is illustrated in detail
for the proposed SDS algorithms and could easily Fbe
extended to the theoretical analysis of other multistatic
target detectors such as [23–26]. The key to obtaining the
approximations is the application of the central limit
theorem (CLT), or more precisely Lindeberg's condition
[28, p. 307], to the summation of bistatic detectors. This
approximation enables the link between the radar opera-
tional parameters and the probabilities of detection and
false alarm to be made.
The performance of the proposed detectors and the
validity of the approximate statistical analysis are tested. It
has been shown that the proposed detectors exhibit the
highly desirable constant false alarm rate (CFAR) property.
The two target detection algorithms have been simulated
in a scenario involving a mixture of multiple transmit
antennas and multiple receive phased arrays. A number of
numerical tests have been performed that validate the
approximate statistical analysis of the algorithms pro-
posed in this paper. The advantages of the MIMO system
with the increasing number of antennas in terms of
detection probabilities are shown in the results.
Section 2 of this paper states the problem and assump-
tions of this work and provides a brief background on the
most widely used target detection schemes currently
available. Sections 3 and 4 provide the derivations of the
two multistatic SDS radar detection algorithms proposed
in this paper. Section 5 contains the statistical analysis of
the detectors, the proposed Gaussian approximations.
Section 6 contains the results of the numerical simulations
and a discussion of these results. Section 7 presents the
conclusions drawn from the work.
2. Problem formulation and background
This work focuses on widely separated (multistatic)
radar detection, sometimes referred to as statistical MIMO
radar. Consider a setup consisting of M transmit antennas
and N receive arrays that probe an area for the presence of
a moving target. Each array consists of PT closely spaced
elements that can perform coherent processing and STAP
detection. However, as coherent processing is not the main
focus of this work, each array is considered as a single unit,
and the aim is to combine the detection capabilities of
multiple widely separated such units. For simplicity and
without loss of generality the receivers are assumed to be
uniform linear arrays (ULA). Therefore each transmit–
receive pair here forms a standard bistatic STAP system;
this setup is often referred to as a single-input multiple-
output (SIMO) coherent radar [29,30]. The term MIMO
here is reserved for a multistatic setup (Fig. 1) and refers to
non-coherent processing of a number of widely spaced
STAP phased array receivers. Each of the ULA units collects
KT slow-time pulses per STAP range gate. A sliding window
over the observation samples is used to produce K snap-
shots containing independent clutter observations, each
one consisting of a total of P spatio-temporal samples
(Fig. 2 top). The values of K and P can be arbitrary and
chosen to suit a specific radar setup and clutter conditions,
e.g. in clutter with heavy correlation, the sliding window
can skip over samples and trade available data for estima-
tion accuracy, the window can contain more than once
slow-time pulse or only a part of a slow time pulse, etc.
Once obtained from the sliding window, the snapshots
are vectorised by stacking their columns on top of each
other and labelled as xm;n;k; k¼ 1…K . The index fm;ng
signifies the path between themth transmitter and the nth
receiver. Throughout this work these different bistatic
paths will be referred to as “channels.” Let the observation
vectors be arranged as the columns of the observation
matrix Xm;n (Fig. 2 bottom). If the complex amplitude of
the returned signal in a channel is αm;n, the signal model
for the observations in each individual bistatic STAP




The superscript T indicates the transpose operator. The
vectors sm;n and tm;n will be referred to as the spatial steering
and the temporal steering vector respectively, and the matrix
Nm;n is a combined term for the noise and interference in
each channel. The spatial steering vector sm;nAC
P1 is the
template that the returned signal produces in each observa-
tion snapshot. It depends on the Doppler frequency of the
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Fig. 2. Extracting snapshots containing iid clutter contributions with a sliding window over the STAP range gate (top) and vectorising them to produce the
observation matrix Xm;n (bottom).
Fig. 1. Example of a 2-transmitter 2-receiver MIMO system.
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incoming signal as well as the receiver ULA geometry and
orientation. The temporal steering vector tm;nAC
K1 indi-
cates the complex phase relations between the K individual
observation snapshots [12–16].
As already mentioned, the observation snapshots in (1)
are obtained from windowing and rearranging the STAP
samples of the cell under test (CUT) such that their clutter
contributions are independent. This can be achieved through
the choice of snapshots size P and snapshot number K
parameters. It is likely that in reality some residual correla-
tion between snapshot clutter will remain, but this will be
neglected for the purpose of derivation in this work. There-
fore the columns of the noise and interference matrix are
assumed to be independent and identically distributed (iid)
complex zero-mean Gaussian nm;n;k  CN Pð0;Cm;nÞ, each
with a different autocorrelation matrix Cm;n. The interference
from channel to channel is also assumed to be independent.
Because the snapshots size P is significantly smaller than the
total number of observations in the CUT, the STAP signal
model used here reduces the size of the correlation matrix
that is estimated [31].
In addition to the interference, the pulses coming from the
different transmitters in the system are also assumed to be
nearly orthogonal to each other (low cross-correlation). A
well-documented problem that arises from the simultaneous
transmission of M ideal orthogonal waveforms at the same
time and on the same bandwidth is the reduction of the clear
region in the range-Doppler MIMO ambiguity function by a
factor of M [9,10]. At the expense of additional bandwidth or
delay, this problem can be alleviated by utilising time division
multiple access (TDMA) or a frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) methods for providing low cross-correlation
between different transmit waveforms. As demonstrated in
[32], such schemes result in negligible inter-channel inter-
ference between the different waveforms in the multistatic
radar scenario. These additional resources are traded for the
spatial diversity that MIMO radar provides in target detection.
Finally, this paper assumes that the range-Doppler search
space has been discretised (e.g. [33]), and the proposed
detectors operate on each separate bin of the grid. Thus in
the derivations that follow the Doppler frequencies f
D
m;n and
the array spatial response frequencies f
sp
m;n are assumed to be
known as they come from a specific range-Doppler CUT.
For the time being consider the signal model in (1) and
only a single channel. Thus the index fm;ng will be
dropped for convenience for now. A bistatic STAP detec-
tion algorithm receives the observations X and decides




The optimum STAP pre-detection filter derived in [34] and





which is also known as the matched filter (MF). The
superscript H indicates the Hermitian transpose. In a STAP
system this filter is applied to the K individual observation
snapshots, and the results are combined in the post-
processing phase. A more efficient method is to combine
the observations in the pre-detection stage in the case of
iid data. The amplitude and phase estimation (APES) filter
presented in [35] proposes the STAP coherent sample
mean vector for the observation data that can perform





It is assumed that the 2-norm of the temporal steering vector
is jtj2 ¼ K , and the superscript n signifies the complex
conjugate operator. Eq. (4) can also be seen as a narrow
filtering operation that maximises the response to a certain
space–time steering vector t . The weighted output wHg is
then used in a power threshold-comparison scheme in order








Usually the covariance matrix C of the noise and interference
is not known. Traditional sample matrix inversion (SMI)
detection algorithms have assumed the availability of a
secondary data set Z consisting of Kt target-free observation
vectors of size CP1 from which the sample covariance





Using (6) in (3) to replace the covariance matrix gives the











Assuming that the covariance matrix C is unknown from the
start and minimising over it in the process, Kelly derived his













Because these algorithms rely on the availability of a second-
ary training data set, they are commonly known as two-data
set (TDS) detectors [37,36]. In recent years SDS detection
algorithms have gained an increasing popularity [11–22]. The
reason for that is the fact that in a non-homogeneous or non-
stationary environment the observation-free training data Z
required by traditional algorithms needs to be constantly re-
estimated to match the changes in the background noise and
interference. This creates a large data overhead, and given the
ever-increasing air traffic nowadays, continuously obtaining
target-free training observations may become difficult. With
an SDS of observations X, a system can construct a sample





Under H0 the matrix (9) is an estimate to the central noise
covariance matrix C similar to (6), while under H1 it is a non-
central estimate of C offset by the additional contribution
jαj2ssH from the target. The APES filter [35] shown in (10) can
be used to derive an SDS estimate to the central noise
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Q ¼ bRggH ð11Þ
The sample covariance estimate (11) was utilised in the
development of the maximum likelihood estimation detector








The generalised maximum likelihood estimation detector
(GMLED) is also derived as the natural SDS counterpart to







Both (12) and (13) are SDS threshold detection algorithms that
are based on statistical modelling of the noise and interfer-
ence through covariance estimation. A different algorithm that
combines SDS and TDS detection is proposed in [16]. It
exploits the benefits of both detection methods but still relies
on forming an estimate to the statistics of the background
noise and interference. A different approach of dealing with
target detection in non-homogeneous environment is pre-
sented in [18]. It derives an SDS projection-based MIMO
solution to the problem while avoiding the need to do any
statistical analysis of the environment. The shortcoming of
these methods is that prior information about the structure
and spectral range of the clutter has to exist. The MLED and
GMLED algorithms operate without any such prior knowl-
edge. A comparison of the hybrid SMI, the TDS SMI, and the
projections approaches has been conducted in [38]. The
subspace approach has been further developed to incorporate
the autoregressive clutter model from [17] in a MIMO
projection-based scenario [20].
3. Multistatic maximum likelihood estimation detector
In this section the ML multistatic solution to the target
detection problem in unknown coloured background noise
is derived. The derivation is a more in-depth extension of
[8]. The resulting detector is similar to the ones presented
in [23,25] but does not use an independent training data
set. The derivation mirrors that of its respective TDS
counterpart and is included here for convenience. The
setup described in Section 2 and the signal model (2) are
adopted (note that the signal model is now channel-
specific and applies to each channel). The channel-
specific probability density function (pdf) of each observed
data matrix Xm;n conditioned on the amplitude of the













k ¼ 1 ðxm;n;kαm;nsm;ntm;nðkÞÞðxm;n;kαm;nsm;
ntm;nðkÞÞ
H . It is assumed that the covariance matrices of the
background interference Cm;n are known for the time being
in order to derive the optimal multistatic detector. Here
the notation that jj is the determinant, etrðÞ ¼ eTrðÞ, and
TrðÞ is the trace of the matrix ðÞ has been adopted. In a
MIMO system with sufficient separation between anten-
nas, the background noise processes Nm;n are uncorrelated
to one another. The joint pdf of the complete set of
observations X¼ fXm;njm¼ 1…M;n¼ 1…Ng given the set
of amplitudes ¼ fαm;njm¼ 1…M;n¼ 1…Ng can be repre-
sented by the product of the individual pdfs given in (14)

















Let ¼ 0 signify the case when every element of the set
is equal to zero. Therefore, the joint pdf of the set of
observation signals X under the null hypothesis from (2) is
given by
















k ¼ 1 xm;n;kx
H
m;n;k. Under hypothesis H1 from
(2), the joint pdf f 1ðXÞ is simply given by f ðXjαÞ from Eq.
(15). To obtain the ML estimate of the unknown para-
meters in the set α, the logarithm of (15) is taken and then
the partial derivative of the expression with respect to
each unknown complex amplitude αm;n individually is
formed. The problem thus becomes linearly separable,










Note that (17) is identical to the amplitude estimate of the
APES filter derived in [35]. Forming the ML ratio of (15)
and (16), the multistatic MLED threshold detector for a
































H , with bαm;n being the ML estimate given by (17).
The relationship between Mbαm;n and M
0
m;n is derived in [14,







Plugging the relation (19) in (18), taking the logarithm of the
expression, and using the identity vHMv¼ TrðMvvHÞ for an
arbitrary vector v and matrix M, we obtain the ML multi-
static threshold detector for the case when the covariance
matrices of the background noise and interference Cm;n for
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where γ is the decision threshold associated with the
combinedML term from all channels. In the current problem,
note that TMF in (20) represents the multistatic matched
filter-based detector which is an extension to the single-
channel one described by (3) and (5). To obtain the multi-
static MLED detector, the noise data covariance matrices Cm;n















The ML SDS solution (21) to the MIMO case investigated in
this work is a summation of the individual single-channel
solutions (12) for each path fm;ng in the system. The linear
separability of the multistatic detector in the sum of the
bistatic ones is in accordance with our prior assumption that
the individual transmit–receive channels are independent.
4. Multistatic generalised maximum likelihood
estimation detector
In this section the multistatic GMLED threshold test
algorithm for SDS detection is derived. The derivation is a
more in-depth extension of [8]. The resulting detector is
similar to the multistatic generalised likelihood ratio test
presented in [23–26] but does not require an independent
training data set. The derivation is similar to that of its
respective TDS counterpart and is included here for con-
venience. While in the derivation of the MLED the covar-
iance matrices of the noise and interference signals Cm;n
were assumed to be known, in the GMLED they are kept as
unknown parameters from the start. The expression for
the pdf of each individual observation signal set Xm;n, now
conditional on both the amplitude αm;n and covariance
matrix Cm;n, is identical to the respective MLED case given
by (14). Therefore, the joint pdf in the multistatic exten-
sion also remains the same as the one given in (15), this
time conditional on the complete set of unknown covar-
iance matrices Cv ¼ fCm;njm¼ 1…M;n¼ 1…Ng. This is also
the expression that provides the relevant likelihood func-
tion under the H1 hypothesis from (2). Under the alter-
native hypothesis, the likelihood function, now conditional
on the parameter set Cv, is the same as (16). If the
logarithm of this expression is taken, the problem is once
again linearly separable. Therefore, the maximum of (16)
with respect to all Cm;n parameters is equivalent to max-
imising all the individual likelihoods in (14). As described
in [14, p. 122, 12,15] this happens when the matrices Cm;n





the maximised likelihood function is thus
max
Cv







From the same source, the maximisation of the pdf under
the alternative hypothesis occurs when Cm;n are replaced




m;n, resulting in the following expression:
max
Cv







Noting that once again the conditioned likelihood (23) can
be made linearly separable through taking the logarithm,
the maximisation of the expression can be achieved when
each of the individual terms jMαm;nj is minimised with
respect to αm;n. The solution is thus the same as the one
provided in the single-channel GMLED derivation and is
























Forming the ratio of the maximised likelihoods (23) and



















Plugging in the relevant expressions for the determinants
(24) and (25) into (26) and forming the Kth root of the





















where ν is the decision threshold associated with the
combined ML threshold detector. The multistatic GMLED
(27) is a product of the bistatic solutions (13) for each path
fm;ng in the system expressed in their original form.
5. Analysis
This section provides a statistical analysis of the derived
multistatic versions of the MLED and GMLED algorithms.
To derive an expression for the probability of false alarm
Pfa and the probability of detection Pd, the CLT is employed
to obtain a Gaussian approximation to both threshold
detectors' pdfs for a large number M  N of transmit–
receive pairs.
5.1. Statistical properties of the multistatic MLED
The statistical properties of the bistatic MLED detector
are described in [14, pp. 63–65, 12,15]. The detection test








where L¼ KP. The random variables ζm;n and ηm;n are
mutually independent. The random variable ηm;n follows
the type I beta distribution with Lþ1 and P1 degrees of
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freedom. The random variable ζm;n is distributed according
to the non-central F distribution with 2 and 2L degrees of
freedom and a non-centrality parameter λm;n given by
λm;n ¼ 2KPηm;nρm;n ð29Þ
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ρm;n for each antenna














In the case where no target is present in the set of
observations Xm;n, the non-centrality parameter λm;n
becomes zero, and the random variable ζm;n has a central
F-distribution with 2 and 2L degrees of freedom. Using










The test statistics consists of a sum of random terms
shown in [12] to be independent of the underlying noise
and interference. Therefore, the multistatic MLED is also
independent of the statistics of the noise, preserving the
CFAR property in the MIMO extension of the algorithm.
Due to the complex nature of the random variables
involved, obtaining a closed form expression for the pdf
of the multistatic MLED detector would be difficult and
impractical. Similar conclusions have been reached in both
[23,25] where analogical TDS MIMO algorithms for target
detection have been proposed. The bistatic approach to the
test statistics in (31) is to assume that the random variable
η is known, which results in the detection variable having
the non-central F-distribution. This pdf can then be inte-
grated to obtain an expression for the probability of
detection and the probability of false alarm. In the multi-
static case assuming that all variables ηm;n are known
results in the detection variable being a sum of M  N
independent non-identically distributed non-central
F-distributed random variables. The pdf of such random
variable is not trivial to obtain which makes analysis of the
proposed multistatic algorithm difficult. However, if the
sum in (31) consists of enough terms, it can be approxi-
mated by a normal distribution. This enables the deriva-
tion of approximate expressions for the probability of false
alarm PMf ðγÞ and the probability of detection PMdðγÞ for a
given detection threshold γ. The approach and solution can
be easily extended to existing TDS detectors [23,25] by
using the appropriate parameters and degrees of freedom
for those algorithms.
5.2. Gaussian approximation of the multistatic MLED
The multistatic MLED threshold detector consists of a
sum of M  N independent random terms as shown in
(31). The CLT dictates that the statistics of the decision
variable can be closely approximated by a Gaussian dis-
tribution, i.e. TM N ðμM ; σ
2
MÞ, provided that M  N is
sufficiently large. Because the terms are not identically
distributed, Lindeberg's condition has to be satisfied which
is shown in Appendix C. The mean μM and variance σ
2
M are
given by the sum of the means and variances of the



















Here E½ signifies the expectation and varðÞ the variance
of the random variable or vector . Because the random
variables ζm;n and ηm;n are independent, the central





























Provided that L42, which can be ensured by collecting
enough slow-time samples K at each node, the first two
central moments of the F-distributed random variable ζm;n



















The first two central moments of η1m;n are obtained by
solving the expectation integral of the reciprocal beta-


















Using the fact that E½2 ¼ varðÞþE½2, (38)–(41) can be
plugged in (34) and (35) to obtain an expression for the
mean and variance of the random variable that signifies















where it has been accounted for the fact that λm;n is a
random variable dependent on ηm;n by replacing it with its
expected value ~λm;n given by
~λm;n ¼ E½2KPρm;nηm;n
¼ 2PðLþ1Þρm;n ð44Þ
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It should be noted that (44) is an additional approximation
that is performed for convenience. The CLT holds without
replacing the variables λm;n with their first order estimates
proposed here. Without this approximation however both
the mean (34) and the variance (35) of the normal
distribution used to describe the detector statistics are
random variables. Integrating over all the ηm;n variables in
the Gaussian pdf is the approach that would be taken in
the bistatic detector case, but once again in the multistatic
version this is impractical and has no trivial solution which
justifies the usage of (44). To obtain the probability of false
alarm for a given threshold γ, it is noted that in the absence
of target the multistatic MLED threshold detector is












~λm;n ¼ 0Þ ð46Þ
Therefore the false alarm probability Pf is approximately





where Q(x) is the Q-function associated with the tail
probability Pr½X4x of the standard normal distribution.
The probability of detection is obtained in the case where a
target is present in the observations. The multistatic MLED
detector variable is then approximately distributed as
N ðμM1; σ
2
M1Þ, where μM1 and σ
2
M1 are the same sums as
(32) and (33) respectively with the ~λm;n parameters given
by (44). Thus





Note that the Gaussian approximation to the multistatic
MLED proposed here can be easily extended to the multi-
static AMF proposed in [23,25]. The approach closely
follows the one presented in this work and is thus not
provided.
5.3. Statistical properties of the multistatic GMLED
The analysis of the GMLED in [14, pp. 54–63, 12,15] has
been performed for the threshold detector expressed in
the form given in (13). The multistatic expression (27)




















where νm;n ¼ ð1γm;nÞ
1 is the relation between the
transformations of the threshold in the bistatic case. The







where ζm;n is the same random variable from the MLED
statistics. The multistatic GMLED threshold detector in











The test statistics thus consist of a product of random
terms that were shown in [14, p. 61, 12,15] to be inde-
pendent of the underlying noise and clutter distributions.
Therefore, the multistatic GMLED threshold detector is, in
turn, independent of the statistics of the noise, preserving
the CFAR property in the MIMO extension of the algo-
rithm. Similar to the multistatic MLED detector, its gen-
eralised extension is difficult to analyse in the statistical
sense. In [24,26] statistical analysis of the multistatic TDS
detector derived from Kelly's GLRT is provided. However,
closed-form expressions for the detection variable pdf
exist only for the case when no target is present (hypoth-
esis H0 here), and thus only the probability of false alarm is
derived. A general closed-form expression for the multi-
static detector's pdf has not been reached. Therefore, in the
next section an approximation to the statistics of the
detector in (51) is provided given that a large number of
terms take part in the product. As a result it is possible to
derive approximate expressions for the probability of false
alarm PGf ðνÞ and the probability of detection PGdðνÞ for a
given detection threshold ν. The approach and solution can
be easily extended to existing TDS detectors [23–26] by
using the appropriate parameters and degrees of freedom
for those algorithms.
5.4. Log-normal approximation of the multistatic GMLED
The multistatic GMLED threshold detector consists of a
product of M  N random terms as shown in (51). It would
be convenient to take the logarithm of this product to








The CLT dictates that the statistics of the logarithm of the
decision variable given in (52) can be closely approximated
by a Gaussian distribution, i.e. log TG N ðμG; σ
2
GÞ, provided
that the number of signal paths M  N in the system is
sufficiently large. Once again the random variables in the
sum are not identically distributed so a proof of the
validity of Lindeberg's condition for the detector is given
in Appendix D. Because the exponential of a normally
distributed random variable follows the log-normal dis-
tribution with the same parameters, it can be concluded
that in a large network TG  lnN ðμG; σ
2
GÞ. To obtain expres-
sions for the parameters of this distribution, the first two
moments of the multistatic GMLED random variable have
to be obtained. The expectation of the individual terms in
the product (27) can be obtained from (50) by using the









Because it is assumed that the random variables coming
from the different channels TGðm;nÞ are independent, the
expectation of their product factorises into a product of
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their expectations. Therefore, the first moment of the
multistatic GMLED random variable is given by





The second moment of the individual product terms TGðm;nÞ
is obtained from the variance of the F-distributed random








The second moment of the multistatic GMLED detection
variable is the product of the second moments of the









From statistics literature, the first and second moments of
a random variable TG following the log-normal distribution












The derived expectations (54) and (56) and the parametric
expressions (57) and (58) form a system of two equations.
Solving the system for the parameters of the approximat-

























where once again the random variables λm;n have been
replaced with their expected values ~λm;n given by (44). In
the absence of target the threshold detector is distributed
as ln N ðμG0; σ
2
G0Þ where μG0 and σ
2
G0 no longer need to be
approximated. Their exact values can be computed due to
the fact that for λm;n ¼ 0 the non-central F distribution
becomes a central F distribution with 2 and 2L degrees of
freedom, and the pdf of the distribution simplifies to






Thus the integral expression for the first and second
central moments of the logarithm of the bistatic GMLED
random variable becomes solvable and yields the follow-










The probability of false alarm for a certain threshold ν is





When a target is present the detector statistics are
distributed as ln N ðμG1; σ
2
G1Þ where μG1 and σ
2
G1 are given
by (59) and (60) respectively. The probability of detection
is thus





Note that the log-normal approximation to the multi-
static GMLED proposed here can be easily extended to the
multistatic GLRT proposed in [23–26]. The approach clo-
sely follows the one presented in this work and is thus not
provided.
6. Simulations
The multistatic MLED and GMLED algorithms were simu-
lated in order to show the viability of the theoretical models
and approximations presented in this work. Three approaches
to the performance analysis of the models have been used.
The first approach is a numerical Monte Carlo simulation of
the proposed algorithms in (21) and (27). The results from
these runs are labelled as “simulated” in the presented figures.
The second simulation approach that is undertaken is based
on the theoretical analysis of the multistatic MLED and
GMLED algorithms. A closed-form expression for the test
statistics of the detectors was never obtained. Therefore, the
theoretical simulation results have been obtained through
drawing samples from the random variables (31) and (51)
presented in the analysis of the two algorithms. Instead of
doing a Monte Carlo simulation to generate the λm;n random
variables, the first order approximation in (44) was used.
These sets of results are labelled as “theoretical” in the
provided figures. The third implemented approach aims to
show the viability of the normal and log-normal approxima-
tions developed in this paper. These results are labelled as
“approximation” on the figures.
The operational parameters of the transmitted pilots
are the same as the ones in [18]. A pulse repetition
frequency of 500 Hz, carrier frequency of 1 GHz, and target
velocity of 30 m/s are set. It is also assumed that the
direction of movement of the target is known which
means that the exact velocity v¼ ½vx; vy
T in the (x,y)-
direction is known given 2-dimensional motion. A number
of experiments have been done with a smaller setup of
M¼N¼ 10 transmitters and receivers and a larger one of
M¼N¼ 20. The geometry of the MIMO setup consists of
random placement of transmitters and receive ULAs. The
amplitudes of the returned pilots αm;n are also chosen at
random from a complex normal distribution CN ð0;1Þ. The
exact formula for obtaining the Doppler frequencies of the
returned pilots in the sense of MIMO radar can be found in
[18,41]. The receiver ULA has PT ¼ 5 elements that collect
KT ¼ 40 and KT ¼ 120 pulses per CPI. These slow-time
observations have been rearranged into data snapshots
of size P ¼ 10, where the number of snapshots is K ¼ 20
and K ¼ 60. To generate the clutter in each channel, the
general clutter model presented in [31] has been used. The
spectrum of the clutter exhibits low-pass behaviour and is
also roughly shaped in accordance to the realistic model
discussed in [42, pp. 293–322]. The simulations consist of
106 Monte Carlo runs of each system for different SNR
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values and depict the average probability of detection for
each case when the probability of false alarm has been
fixed to 2 102. The SNR follows the definition in (30)
and is assumed to be the same for all channels in the
system.
Fig. 3 shows the obtained results for the smaller net-
work of 10 transmitters and 10 receivers and K ¼ 20
snapshots. As expected, the GMLED algorithm performs
slightly better than the MLED one for a small K, exhibiting
the same probability of detection at approximately 1 dB
less SNR. The results show that the simulated detector
curves based on (21) and (27) match the theoretical
models describing their statistics shown in (31) and (51)
respectively. Moreover, the fact that the approximation to
the λm;n variables was used in the theoretical curves proves
the viability and justifies the usage of (44). The Gaussian
approximations to the multistatic detectors given in (47),
(48), (64) and (65) are also close to the simulated and
theoretical curves. The small offset comes from the fact
that approximation based on the first two moments of the
multistatic MLED and GMLED threshold detector random
variables is performed. Moreover, the convergence of sums
of non-identically distributed random variables to the CLT
is usually slower than the iid counterparts. As it will be
show, the approximations become much better as the
number of transmitters and receivers in the system
increases.
Fig. 4 shows the simulation results under the same
conditions as Fig. 3 except the number of snapshots is now
K ¼ 60. It can be seen that both the multistatic MLED and
GMLED are significantly affected by the temporal frame
size, having the same detection rate at approximately 6 dB
lower SNR value. This can be explained by the improve-
ment of the SDS covariance matrix estimate (11) through
the addition of more data samples. It should be noted that
as the temporary frame size increases, the multistatic
MLED and GMLED algorithms' performance becomes
almost identical. This is evident in the simulations as well
and reflects the behaviour of the MLED and GMLED
bistatic algorithms presented in [12,14,15].
Fig. 5 aims to simulate the performance of a larger
radar network. The number of transmitters and receivers
doubles. Compared to Fig. 4, the curve of the probability of
detection shifts by a further 3 dB to the left. This reflects
the improvement in the performance of the multistatic
MLED and GMLED detectors due to the increased spatial
diversity in the system. The accuracies of the proposed
Gaussian and log-normal approximations to the multi-
static MLED and GMLED respectively are also greatly
enhanced. This is because the number of terms in the
summations (31) and (52) increases which, according to
the CLT, brings the distribution of the sums closer to the
Gaussian curve. In a hypothetical radar network of infinite
size this approximation will become exact.
Fig. 6 presents an investigation into the relative approx-
imation error of the detection probability provided by the
Gaussian models proposed in this work. As expected, the
approximation is poor for a small number of channels in
the multistatic system. This is due to the fact that there are
not enough random variables coming from the different




























Fig. 3. Probability of detection vs SNR of the multistatic MLED and GMLED
detectors for PMf ¼ 2 10
2 and PGf ¼ 2 10
2 , K¼20, M ¼N ¼ 10.




























Fig. 4. Probability of detection vs SNR of the multistatic MLED and GMLED
detectors for PMf ¼ 2 10
2 and PGf ¼ 2 10
2 , K¼60, M¼N ¼ 10.




























Fig. 5. Probability of detection vs SNR of the multistatic MLED and GMLED
detectors for PMf ¼ 2 10
2 and PGf ¼ 2 10
2 , K¼60, M ¼N ¼ 20.
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channels to provide reliable convergence of the CLT. As
more channels are added to the system, the approximation
continues to get asymptotically closer to the real value of
the detection probability.
Another factor that influences the approximation error
is the number of iid snapshots in the system K. Fig. 7
shows the relative approximation error of the detection
probability as a function of the number of channels for
K ¼ 60 snapshots. It is clear that the convergence of the
combination of bistatic random variables to the CLT is
much quicker. The reason for this phenomenon is found in
the higher moments of the underlying central and non-
central F distributions present in the statistical analysis of
the MLED and GMLED algorithms. As K increases, the
higher moments of these distributions get smaller [40].
Thus the distributions become more and more Gaussian-
like, which inherently speeds up the convergence rate to
an actual bell-shaped curve after multiple convolutions.
7. Conclusion
This work proposes two SDS multistatic STAP algo-
rithms for the detection of signals of known template in
coloured Gaussian interference. The performance of the
multistatic algorithms in a MIMO radar target detection
scheme has been analysed. It has been shown that the
algorithms exhibit the CFAR property. In order to analyse
the system, simplified Gaussian approximation models for
the statistics of the detectors have been proposed. Through
these models the theoretical probabilities of detection and
false alarm have been derived. The validity of the theore-
tical models as well as the simplified Gaussian approxima-
tions has been verified through numerical simulations. The
performance gains of the multistatic detectors over their
bistatic counterparts have been shown.
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Appendix A. Detailed derivation of Eq. (19)
This appendix contains a detailed description of the
steps required to obtain Eq. (19). The steps are originally
found in [14, p. 122] and are provided here for conveni-
ence. All references to the index fm;ng indicating the path
between the mth transmitter and the nth receiver are
omitted in this proof. The matrices M0 and Mbα introduced






































where the substitution for g from (4) has been made, and
the fact that in this work jtj2 ¼ K has been used. Adding
and subtracting the term KggH to (A.3) and grouping the
factors, the desired results in (19) are obtained. The factor
K comes from the normalisation of the power of the
temporary steering vector which is arbitrary. In some
works it is set to unity and is therefore omitted. In this
work the factor is simply included into the threshold γ of
the target detector.































Fig. 6. Relative error of estimation of PMd and PGd for PMf ¼ 2 10
2 and
PGf ¼ 2 10
2 , K¼20.




























Fig. 7. Relative error of estimation of PMd and PGd for PMf ¼ 2 10
2 and
PGf ¼ 2 10
2 , K¼60.
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Appendix B. Detailed derivation of Eqs. (24) and (25)
This appendix contains a detailed description of the
steps required to obtain Eqs. (24) and (25). Some of the
steps are originally found in [14, p. 123] and are provided
here for convenience. All references to the index fm;ng
indicating the path between the mth transmitter and the
nth receiver are omitted in this proof.
Note that (19) can be written in terms of the SDS
covariance estimation matrix Q that directly follows from
its definition in (11) and the fact that bR is defined as a
scaled version of M0
M
α ¼ KQþKðgαsÞðgαsÞH ðB:1Þ
Using the generalisation of Sylvester's identity for matrix
determinants [43] it can be shown that, following from
(B.1)
jMαj ¼ KP jQ jð1þðgαsÞHQ 1ðgαsÞÞ ðB:2Þ
Eq. (24) is obtained after minimising (B.2) with respect to







KP jQ j 1þðgαsÞHQ 1 gαsð Þ
 
¼ KP jQ jsHQ 1ðgαsÞ
¼ αKP jQ jsHQ 1sKP jQ jsHQ 1g ðB:3Þ
It is clear that the solution to (B.3) for α is the same as the










When this solution (B.4) is plugged into (B.2), the resulting
equation is the same as (24). When there is no target in the
radar detection scenario, the amplitude of the returned
waveform is α¼ 0. Plugging this into (B.2) results in
Eq. (25).
Appendix C. Proof of Lindeberg's condition for the
multistatic MLED approximation
In terms of the notation used in this paper, Lindeberg's












dTMðkÞ ¼ 0 ðC:1Þ
where the subscript (m,n) indicating the path between the
mth transmitter and the nth receiver has been replaced
with the generic subscript k for convenience. The term
TMðkÞ represents the kth component in the sum (21). The
probability density function f kðTMðkÞÞ is associated with the
bistatic MLED random variable (28). If (C.1) holds for any
constant ϵ40, then the condition is sufficient to claim that
the multistatic MLED random variable (31) will converge
to a Gaussian distribution as the number of transmit–
receive pairs M  N goes to infinity. Chebyshev's inequality










Note that the mean μMðkÞ given in (42) and the variance
σ2MðkÞ from (43), considering a realistic system with finite
time samples K and receive sensors P, both exist and are
finite. This is due to the assumption that λm;n is finite
because the SNR ρm;n is practically finite. The term σM
2
can










where am;n;bm;n; cAR. The sum in (C.3) goes to infinity as
M  N-1. Therefore, the right-hand side of Chebyshev's
inequality (C.2) goes to 0 since ϵa0 is a constant. There-
fore the left-hand side probability in the inequality is




jTMðkÞ μMðkÞ j4 ϵσM
f kðTMðkÞÞ dTMðkÞ ¼ 0 ðC:4Þ
Combined with the fact that the mean μMðkÞ is finite, this
proves that each term in the sum (C.1) converges to 0 in
the limit. Therefore the whole sum converges to 0 and
Lindeberg's condition is satisfied, which justifies the
Gaussian approximation of the multistatic MLED threshold
detector.
Appendix D. Proof of Lindeberg's condition for the
multistatic GMLED approximation
The expectation and second moment of the bistatic
GMLED threshold detector given in (53) and (55) respec-
tively are finite due to the assumptions that the para-
meters K, P, and λm;n are practically finite (see Appendix C).
In this proof the following logarithmic inequality will be
used:
log xrx1 ðD:1Þ
From (D.1) an upper bound for the expectation of the
logarithm of the bistatic GMLED threshold detector can be
obtained
E½log TGðm;nÞrE½TGðm;nÞ1 ðD:2Þ
where the right-hand side of (D.2) is finite. Moreover, due
to the nature of the random variables involved, it can be
concluded that the expectation in the same equation is
bounded from below by the case when the non-centrality







where the left-hand side of (D.2) is obtained from the
expectation in (62). In a similar manner boundaries for the
second moment of the logarithm of the bistatic GMLED










The upper boundary in (D.4) comes from (D.1), while the
lower one is derived from the fact that E½x2ZE½x2.
Combining (D.3), (D.2), and (D.4), it can be concluded that
the variance of the logarithm of the bistatic GMLED
detector is also bounded from below and above by certain
finite bounds. The exact values of these bounds are not
essential for the current proof and will therefore not be
















since the lower bounds on the total multistatic variance σG
2
tend to infinity as the number of transmitter–receiver
pairs in the system tends to infinity. At this point the
analogical Chebyshev bound to (C.2) for the GMLED
becomes zero which, similar to Appendix C, proves the
validity of Lindeberg's condition.
Appendix E. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this paper can be
found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
sigpro.2015.04.001.
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